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ARMOR OF GOD PRAYER 
 

By Charles F. Stanley 
From the book “When the Enemy Strikes” 

 
 

Put on the full armor of God as outlined in Ephesians, Chapter 6. 
 “Therefore, put on the full armor of God, so that when the day of evil comes you may be able to 
stand your ground, and after you have done everything, to stand.  Stand firm then, with the belt 
of truth buckled around your waist, with the breastplate of righteousness in place, and with your 
feet fitted with the readiness that comes from the gospel of peace.  In addition to all this, take up 
the shield of faith, with which you can extinguish all the flaming arrows of the evil one.  Take the 
helmet of salvation and the sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God.  And pray in the Spirit 
on all occasions with all kinds of prayers and requests.  With this in mind, be alert and always 
keep on praying for all the saints.”  [Ephesians 6:13-18] 
 
Lord, by faith, here’s what I’m doing right now to prepare myself for the coming day.  I’m 
putting on the belt of truth.  I ask You to make it very clear to me what I am to accept into my 
life and what I am to reject.  Help me to see clearly the motives of others as they deal with me 
and converse with me.  Let me walk in Your truth, making decisions and choices according to 
Your plans and purposes for my life. 

 
I am putting on the breastplate of righteousness.  Guard my emotions today.  Protect my heart.  
Help me to take into my life only the things that are pure, and nothing that is poison or polluting.  
Help me to live in integrity and to have a reputation based upon doing, saying, believing, 
thinking and feeling the right things.  Help me to live in right relationship with You every 
moment of this coming day. 

 
I am putting on the spiritual boots (sandals of peace).  Help me to stand and walk in Your peace 
and to move forward in ways that bring Your peace and love to others.  Help me to have the full 
confidence and assurance that comes from knowing that I am filled with the peace that only You 
can give to those who are Your children.  Help me to be a peacemaker.  Show me where to walk 
and how to walk as You would walk. 

 
I am picking up the shield of faith.  Help me to trust You to defend me, provide for me and to 
keep me in safety every hour of this day. 

 
I am putting on the helmet of salvation.  Guard my mind today.  Bring to my remembrance all 
that You have done for me as my Savior.  Let me live in the hope and confidence that You are 
saving me – rescuing me and delivering me – from evil. 
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I am picking up the sword, the Spirit, the Word of God.  Bring to my remembrance today the 
verses of the Bible that I have read and memorized, and help me to apply them to the situations 
and circumstances I will face.  Let me use Your Word to bring Your light into the darkness of 
this world and to defeat the devil when he comes to tempt me. 

 
Father, I want to be fully clothed with the identity of Jesus Christ today.  I am in Christ; He is in 
me.  Help me to fully realize and accept that He is my Truth, my Righteousness, my Peace and 
my Savior, the source of my faith, and the ever-present Lord of my life.  I want to bring glory to 
Your name today.  I ask all this in the name of Jesus.  Amen. 
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ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER (ADD) 
HEALING PRAYER 

 
 
Lord Jesus I thank you that your healing power purchased through the cross of Calvary is 
available for me today. 
 
I declare that you created my brain for the purpose of bringing glory to Your name.  I do not 
want my brain to be conformed to the patterns of this world, instead I ask for your transforming 
power to enter all areas of my brain that you might give me the ability to process academic and 
spiritual wisdom from Your Holy Spirit.   
 
I declare that I believe that you created my inner most being and that my brain is fearfully and 
wonderfully made by Your hand. 
 
Lord I repent of all the times I have not regarded my brain and my learning abilities as a gift 
from You.  I ask You to forgive me for the negative thoughts and words that I have spoken 
against my own brain and learning abilities. 
 
I repent of trying to solve my learning problems through my own efforts rather than turning to 
receive Your love, grace and healing touch first. 
 
I choose to forgive parents, teachers and friends who have not believed in my mental abilities or 
who have made learning more difficult for me.  In the name of Jesus I now free them from 
unreasonable expectations I may have placed upon them. 
 
Lord, I ask you to remove all generational sin from my family line that may have played a part in 
my present learning struggles.  As a member of my family line I repent for all those who 
although they knew You, did not use their brains to glorify You but rather engaged in futile and 
foolish spiritual thinking. 
 
Lord, I repent for those in my family line who had used their brains to misuse the spiritual gifts 
that You had provided for them. 
 
In the name of Jesus I command the neurons in my brain to function properly.  I command in 
Jesus name that the damaged dendrites in my brain be healed.  All axons and synapses will 
respond to the healing touch of Jesus Christ and function the way they were created to work. 
 
I command in Jesus’ name that the right and left-brain function normally, and in complete 
balance, and that all the academic and creative abilities I have will flow like a river. 
 
In Jesus’ name I command that the electrical and chemical frequencies in every cell of my brain 
come into the harmony and balance. 
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In Jesus’ name I command Werenicke’s Area (speech) and Broca’s Area (understanding of 
language) to function normally. 
 
In the name of Jesus I declare that impulse control and lack of attention to task be healed. 
 
In the name of Jesus I declare that I have a new academic and occupational future.  I break, 
shatter, dissolve and destroy the lie that says my brain will always remain the same. 
 
In the name of Jesus I declare that I will not have a Spirit of fear about learning new things.  I 
accept your gift of the spirit of power, love and self-discipline into my brain. 
 
Lord I now ask you to give me the Spirit of wisdom and revelation that I might succeed in school 
and to know You better. 
 
 
 
Psalm 139:13-16, Romans 1:21, 12:2, Ephesians 1:17, Colossians 1:9-13, 2 Timothy 1:7 
 
 
 

Dr. Jeffrey Barsch 
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BINDING EVIL BEFORE A MEETING 
 

 
Praise and worship be to El Elyon (“The Most High God”), the God of all created beings. 
For by Him; the salvation, and the power, and the Kingdom of our God and the authority of 
His Messiah have come. Halleluyah! The evil deceiver has been defeated because of the 
Blood of the Lamb. 
 
As a disciple of Yah’shua, we now give testimony to the authority of ha Adon Yah’shua ha 
Massiach (Lord Jesus Christ), the Holy One of Israel over this place known as _________.  
We loose with Yah’shua’s Blood, the wicked spiritual forces of evil including all rulers, 
authorities and cosmic powers of this dark age who are not of the ha Adon Yah’shua ha 
Massiach as He sees and numbers them in this place. 
 
By the power of ha Adon Yah’shua ha Massiach, all forces of evil within this place are 
now bound from any and all communication, interplay or interaction between themselves 
or any other forces of evil. Any and all evil access routes, to or from this place are now 
severed as we purify with the Blood of the Lamb the AIR, WATER, GROUND, FIRE, and 
the FORCES OF NATURE and claim them for Messiah Yah’shua anew and consecrate 
them unto Him. 
 
We bind the SPIRIT WORLD and its forces by the Blood, the Cross, and the Name of 
Yah’shua. We take authority over and send back anything coming from the spirit world 
against anyone in the process of gathering here and/or against any member of their family 
and/or properties. We now repel and utterly defeat any counter-attack launched after this 
gathering. 
 
In the name of Yah’shua, we now bind any darkness brought into this place of gathering by 
those who gather.  Such darkness is now rendered utterly powerless by the Blood of 
Messiah Yah’shua, the Light of the world, and cannot communicate, interact or interplay 
with themselves or any other evil forces. Nor can they influence, harm or inhibit any of 
those who gather here. 
 
We now seal this place of gathering by the Blood of the Lamb shed on the cross of Calvary. 
We invite with thanksgiving, the full and manifest presence of the Ruach ha Qodesh, the 
Holy Spirit of Yahweh to come and dwell here with all wisdom and knowledge for the 
glory of Yahweh through His Son Yah’shua ha Massiach, the Holy One of Israel. 
 
In the Name of Messiah Yah’shua, we now bind any manifestations during or after these 
proceedings which are not in our ha Adon Yah’shua ha Massiach’s perfect will. We pray 
You, Abba Father, In Your Loving-kindness to bring all things to our remembrance which 
You would have us deal with at this time in repentance and prayer and we thank You for it. 
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In the Name of ha Adon Yah’shua ha Massiach, we take authority over and bind any and 
all lying and deceitful spirits, vain imaginings, false impressions and counterfeit gifts and 
signs and wonders and command them to go where Yah’shua tells them to go by the voice 
of His Ruach ha Qodesh (Holy Spirit).  We ask the Lord God Almighty to rebuke the 
accuser before the throne. 
 
We submit totally unto Your Will, El Elyon, and praise You for Your manifest presence 
and Your protection of your children here today, in Yah’shua’s mighty Name and for His 
sake. Amen. 
 
 

WITH ONE ACCORD MINISTRIES  
P. O. BOX 457, Dubuque, IA 52004-0457 

www.withoneaccord.org 
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BINDING EVIL FOR ME AND MY FAMILY 
 

 
Praise and worship be to You, El Elyon (“The Most High God”), the God of all created 
beings. For by You; the salvation, and the power, and the Kingdom of our God and the 
authority of His Messiah have come. Halleluyah! The evil deceiver has been defeated 
because of the Blood of the Lamb. 
 
As a disciple of Yah’shua, I now give testimony to the authority of ha Adon Yah’shua ha 
Massiach (Lord Jesus Christ), the Holy One of Israel over me and my family.  I loose with 
Yah’shua’s Blood, the wicked spiritual forces of evil including all rulers, authorities and 
cosmic powers of this dark age who are not of the ha Adon Yah’shua ha Massiach as He 
sees and numbers them in me and my family. 
 
By the power of ha Adon Yah’shua ha Massiach, all forces of evil within me and my 
family, are now bound from any and all communication, interplay or interaction between 
themselves or any other forces of evil. Any and all evil access routes, to or from me and 
my family, are now severed as I purify with the Blood of the Lamb the AIR, WATER, 
GROUND, FIRE, and the FORCES OF NATURE and claim them for Messiah Yah’shua 
anew and consecrate them unto Him. 
 
I bind the SPIRIT WORLD and its forces by the Blood, the Cross, and the Name of 
Yah’shua. I take authority over and send back anything coming from the spirit world 
against me and any member of my family and our properties. I now repel and utterly 
defeat any counter-attack launched after this prayer. 
 
In the name of Yah’shua, I now bind any darkness brought into me and my family. Such 
darkness is now rendered utterly powerless by the Blood of Messiah Yah’shua, the Light of 
the world, and cannot communicate, interact or interplay with themselves or any other evil 
forces. Nor can they influence, harm or inhibit me or any of my family. 
 
I now seal me and my family and our homes by the Blood of the Lamb shed on the cross 
of Calvary. I invite with thanksgiving, the full and manifest presence of the Ruach ha 
Qodesh, the Holy Spirit of Yahweh to come and dwell with me and my family with all 
wisdom and knowledge for the glory of Yahweh through His Son Yah’shua ha Massiach, 
the Holy One of Israel. 
 
In the Name of Messiah Yah’shua, I now bind any manifestations against me and my 
family which are not in our ha Adon Yah’shua ha Massiach’s perfect will. I pray You, 
Abba Father, In Your Loving-kindness to bring all things to our remembrance which You 
would have us deal with at this time in repentance and prayer and I thank You for it. 
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In the Name of ha Adon Yah’shua ha Massiach, I take authority over and bind any and all 
lying and deceitful spirits, vain imaginings, false impressions and counterfeit gifts and 
signs and wonders and command them to go where Yah’shua tells them to go by the voice 
of His Ruach ha Qodesh (Holy Spirit).  I ask the Lord God Almighty to rebuke the accuser 
before the throne. 
 
I submit totally unto Your will, El Elyon, and praise You for Your manifest presence and 
Your protection of me and my family today, in Yah’shua’s mighty Name and for His sake. 
Amen. 
 

WITH ONE ACCORD MINISTRIES  
P. O. BOX 457, Dubuque, IA 52004-0457 

www.withoneaccord.org 
 

Words edited in bold and underlined to adapt prayer for our family's protection. 
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CASTING OUT ROOT SPIRITS 
 
 

“Evil spirit of       , I cut your chains and break your bands, in the 

name of Jesus Christ; I bind you and cast you out now!  You have no place or memorial in me.  

You are defeated and cast down.” 

 

 

 

-or- 

 

 

 

“Evil spirit of       you have no right to me.  I cancel your lease on my 

life and serve you your eviction notice.  I declare you defeated in every area of my life.  I cut 

your chains and break your bands in the name of Jesus Christ; I bind you and cast you out now!” 

 
  



CATHOLICISM 
 
 

PRAYER FOR RENOUNCING UNBIBLICAL PRACTICES 
OF ROMAN CATHOLICISM 

 
I renounce the unbiblical sacrament of the baptism of children and the belief that baptism is one 
of the seven channels of grace through which I can hope to be saved. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical belief that through baptism I have been cleansed of all my original sin, 
and that in so doing I have become a child of God and so have received eternal life. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical belief that I have become born-again through the act of infant baptism.   
 
I also renounce my membership to the Roman Catholic institution and my loyalty to the law of 
the Roman Catholic Church. 
 
I renounce my unbiblical loyalty to the Vatican and the yoke of bondage that was placed upon 
me through the Roman Catholic Church. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical sacrament of confession to the priest and all acts committed in 
obedience to instructions that he gave me in order to earn my forgiveness, as well as the belief 
that it is not grace but works that saves me.  I cut myself loose from the roots of this practice, 
namely, the worship of Baal, sun god in Babylon. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical church structure – pope, cardinals, bishops, monks, nuns – and every 
statue, candle, holy water, and religious garb used. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical use of the communion known as “Sacrament of the Holy Eucharist.” 
 
I renounce the unbiblical faith that the wafer becomes the body, the blood, and divinity of Christ 
and that I am to worship it as God himself. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical roots of this practice rooted in Baal worship in Babylon.  (Later Osiris, 
the sun god in Egypt, was worshiped in this manner; the priest blessed round, unleavened-bread 
cakes that supernaturally changed into the flesh of their god.) 
 
I renounce the unbiblical belief that the priest has so much power as to be able to remove Jesus 
from heaven and crucify Him again during the mass. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical inscription on the water, I.H.S. (in Egypt, three gods: Isis, Horus, Seb). 
 
I renounce the unbiblical bowing in front of and worshiping the wafer, as if it were God. 
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I renounce the unbiblical law, established by the Council of Trent, that a death penalty is upon 
those who do not believe that the communion wafer is God-incarnate.  I cut myself loose from 
this curse in the name of Jesus.  I confess that this communion element (the bread) is memorial 
and symbolic. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical belief that during communion I was consuming the Creator of the 
Universe.  I renounce the false teaching that in this way I received Jesus. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical belief in the continual sacrifice of Jesus on the cross during 
communion, and I confess that He was sacrificed once for all as a perfect and complete sacrifice. 
 
I confess that I had, by so doing, made Jesus a liar, and I ask for forgiveness. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical sacrament of confirmation teaching hereby that I have received the 
baptism of the Holy Spirit. 
 
I renounce the saint’s name I unbiblically chose/was given at confirmation. 
 
I renounce my membership to this church and break any other unbiblical oaths of loyalty. 
 
I renounce Trent’s unbiblical policy that cursed is anyone who confesses to have assurance of 
salvation.  I break that curse in Jesus’ name. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical belief in the existence of a place called purgatory, where the soul is 
kept in suffering before it returns to heaven.  I confess that I believed the lie that I could pay 
money to redeem anyone from purgatory.  I ask forgiveness in Jesus’ name.  I confess prayer for 
the dead as sin. 
 
I renounce unbiblical faith in Mary (she was originally called Semiramis and later Isis and 
Venus).  I renounce every prayer I addressed to her (note:  this is not Mary of the Bible). 
 
I confess as sin the unbiblical repetitive use of words, prayers to Holy Saints, kneeling in front of 
statues, the lighting of candles, the Sign of the Cross, with or without holy water, the sprinkling 
of holy water, and genuflecting in front of the altar. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical appointment of a dead saint over me as my guardian (Hebrews 9:27).  I 
cut myself loose in Jesus’ name.  I confess that He is the ONLY WAY to the Father (John 14:6). 
 
I renounce the unbiblical belief that the pope has the keys to life and death.  I confess that these 
belong to Jesus Christ alone. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical belief that the pope is the infallible head of God’s kingdom on earth. 
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I renounce the unbiblical belief that Peter is the rock on which the Church is built.  I confess faith 
in Jesus Christ, and Christ himself is the Rock. 
 
I renounce the two unbiblical pillars on which the Church rests:  that is apostolic succession 
(starting with Peter) and temporal power (that the pope has authority over the kings on the earth). 
 
I renounce the unbiblical worship of women (Semiramis, “Mary”) that wants to establish Satan’s 
order on earth (Babylonia pattern). 
 
I reject all unbiblical and ungodly burdens/yokes placed upon me, not by God but by Satan. 
 
I renounce every unbiblical prayer I’ve prayed in the name of the rosary. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical belief that when a priest blesses the rosary, each bead carries with it an 
indulgence (the remission of the temporal punishment that must be suffered for sins, either on 
earth or in purgatory). 
 
I renounce the unbiblical belief that identifying with Mary’s joy and suffering on earth can bring 
me closer to the Trinity or to her. 
 
I renounce the way in which the following “mysteries” are used in conjunction with the 
unbiblical praying of the rosary: 
 
 I renounce the unbiblical belief in Mary’s omniscience – that she can hear prayer 

anytime, from anyone, anywhere on earth. 
 I renounce the unbiblical doctrine of the “immaculate conception” – that Mary is divine 

and had no human father. 
 I renounce the unbiblical references to Mary as “co-redemptrix” (co-redeemer).  Christ 

alone is the Redeemer. 
 I renounce all unbiblical worship or honor that Mary has received through the Stations of 

the Cross. 
 I reject all unbiblical worship of Mother Mary and her unbiblical identification with the 

Godhead. 
 I renounce any loyalty or ties that I have with the unbiblical Queen of Heaven.  I 

recognize only the authority and position of the Holy Trinity:  God the Father, God the 
Son, and God the Holy Spirit. 

 
I renounce as unbiblical “giving up things” for Lent to win the Lord’s favor through works. 
 
I renounce the unbiblical belief that unbaptized babies go to “limbo” until enough prayer has 
been made for them. 
 
I renounce every unbiblical novena ever made. 
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CLEANSING YOUR HOME 

 

Now it’s time to walk through each room of your house, starting with the front door and ending 

up in the garage.  As part of the cleansing you will also want to go outside and stake your 

property, draw new boundaries, and cleanse the land.  I’ll be giving you more information on 

those steps later in this section. 

 

I believe that whenever God removes a curse He pronounces a blessing.  So when I go through a 

room, I remove evil and replace it with God’s promised blessing. 

 

The Front Door – Threshold 

 

Let’s start with the front door.  As the head of the household and the authority, anoint the 

doorposts and pray. 

 

Lord Jesus, I present this land, property, home, and all the inhabitants of this household, with its 

possessions, to You.  I say this day that as for me and my house, we will serve the Lord.  Now 

come and break every hex, vex, curse, spell, evil spirit, and demonic assignment from this land, 

property, and home.  Remove every spirit of infirmity, fear, divination, whoredom/idolatry, 

bondage, haughtiness, perverseness, deaf and dumbness, heaviness, lying, anti-Christ, stupor, 

error, and jealousy by the power and authority of Your blood and Your Name.  Build a strong 

tower in the middle of this home.  Make this a place of refuge and a habitation for Your presence 

and Your glory.  Bless us with Your peace, protection, and prosperity.  Bring the blessings of 

Deuteronomy 28:1-13 on our work, our children, our provision, our finances, and our 

relationships.  May we be blessed coming in and going out.  Thank You, Lord, for Your 

anointing, blessing, and presence in this house.  In Jesus’ Name.  Amen. 
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Remember that this is a typical cleansing that addresses the major rooms in an average home.  I 

cannot possibly address every floor plan.  The principles for the rooms that I cover can be 

adapted to your home. 

 

The Formal Dining Room 

 

As you walk into the room, anoint the doorway and the windows.  Then look around the room 

for any artwork, objects or furniture.  Carefully examine these for the artistic patterns we 

discussed earlier.  Then pray over the room. 

 

Lord Jesus, break any and all demonic assignments on this room and the objects here.  Cleanse 

them for Your purposes.  Keep all anger, strife, broken relationships and all evil away from this 

room.  Gather people around this table for fellowship, friendship, and encouragement.  May the 

conversations that take place here bring peace, healing, and comfort to all who sit here, and 

glory to Your Name.  I declare that all food eaten here will nourish the body and no death or 

poison will be in the food.  In Jesus’ Name.  Amen. 

 

The Kitchen and Breakfast Dining Area 

 

Anoint the doorways and windows in this room.  Take a minute to look through your pantry and 

cupboards for anything that might catch your attention.  It could be a plate with an unusual 

design or a vase passed down from a grandmother.  Whatever it is, ask the Holy Spirit to 

specifically tell you what action to take regarding the item.  Remember, not all objects need to be 

removed or destroyed.  But you do need to be willing to do what the Holy Spirit prompts you to 

do and what is clearly outlined in the Word of God.  Then pray this: 
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Lord Jesus, break any and all demonic assignments on this room and the objects here.  Cleanse 

them for Your purposes.  Keep all anger, strife, unforgiveness, and broken relationships from 

this place where we come every day for meals.  Fill this room with Your presence, peace, and 

protection each morning before we go our separate ways.  Help us to keep You first in all that we 

do.  Lord, break every spirit of fear, poverty, lack, and the blocking of our success from this 

place.  Remove every obstacle to the blessings You have for our family.  Help us to remember 

that You alone are our provider no matter what situation we are in.  Now come, Lord Jesus, and 

bless us according to Your Word.  May the pantry and the cupboards always be full and may we 

have a willing and obedient heart to share our abundance with others.  We bless all food eaten 

in this place to the nourishment of our body.  In Jesus’ Name.  Amen. 

 

The Living Room or Den 

 

As you have done with other rooms, anoint the doorway and windows.  Because this room is 

generally an area where families relax and enjoy free time, look over all media that might need 

prayer or removal.  Also check all artwork, furniture, and other objects just like you’ve done in 

the other rooms of the house.  Don’t be in a hurry.  Continue to be sensitive to hear the voice of 

the Holy Spirit as you walk around the room.  When you feel peace in your spirit and know that 

you’re ready, pray this prayer: 

 

Lord Jesus, break any and all demonic assignments on this room and the objects here.  Cleanse 

them for Your purposes. Keep all anger, competition, jealousy, hurt, and unforgiveness from this 

room as we relax and enjoy our time with each other and with friends.  Close every door to evil. 

Help us to put a watch over what we see with our eyes, hear with our ears, and say with our 

mouths.  Remove all fear, bondage, divination, whoredom/idolatry, perverseness, heaviness, 

lying and jealousy from this place.  We ask You to close any and all doors to the enemy that we 

have opened here.  Give us wisdom regarding the entertainment we participate in including 

television, videos, music, games, and other media.  In Jesus’ Name.  Amen 
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The Bedrooms 

 

When praying for each bedroom in your home, be specific.  Bedrooms are places of privacy, 

intimacy, and rest.  Listen carefully to the Holy Spirit as you pray for your bedroom as husband 

and wife, for the rooms your children sleep in, and for guestrooms where friends and family stay 

when they visit.  If you know of problems or difficulties a member of your family has faced or is 

struggling with, pray regarding that when you get to their room.  Look at artwork, objects, and 

furniture and make sure they are free of questionable influences.  Then pray the appropriate 

prayer: 

 

The Master Bedroom – Husband and Wife 

 

Lord Jesus, break any and all demonic assignments on this room and the objects here.  Cleanse 

them for Your purposes.  Keep all anger, jealousy, hurt, unforgiveness, divorce and division from 

this room and our relationship.  Help us to remember to reconcile every difference between us 

before we sleep each night so that we give the enemy no place in our lives and relationship.  

Remove and cut off every assignment of whoredom, adultery, rape, lust, seduction, pornography, 

masturbation, harlotry, illegitimacy, exhibitionism, multi-partner orgies, bestiality, perverseness, 

and all sexual sins from us.  We declare this marriage bed is set apart, sanctified, holy unto You, 

God.  Bless our covenant and increase our love, devotion, communication, and intimacy with 

each other day by day and year by year.  We welcome You into our times of intimacy together 

and ask that You make them times of love for each other and worship to You.  Thank You for 

sealing this place with Your presence, peace, love, and rest.  In Jesus’ Name.  Amen. 
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The Master Bedroom – Single Man or Woman 

 

Lord Jesus, break any and all demonic assignments on this room and the objects here.  Cleanse 

them for Your purposes.  Keep all loneliness, depression, and lying spirits from me.  Remove and 

cut off every assignment of whoredom, fornication, adultery, rape, lust, seduction, pornography, 

masturbation, harlotry, illegitimacy, exhibitionism, multi-partner orgies, bestiality, perverseness 

and all sexual sins.  I declare myself and this bed set apart, sanctified, holy unto You, God.  Bless 

me and keep me pure until You bring the one that You have chosen for me in marriage into my 

life.  I welcome You into this time of singleness and ask You to increase my devotion, love, 

intimacy, and worship for You.  Thank You for sealing this place with Your presence, peace, 

love, and rest.  In Jesus’ Name.  Amen. 

 

The Bedroom – Infant, Child, Young Adult 

 

Lord Jesus, break any and all demonic assignments on this room and the objects here.  Cleanse 

them for Your purposes.  Keep all loneliness, depression, and lying spirits from (insert their 

names).  Remove and cut off every assignment against their destiny including every generational, 

bloodline spirits of infirmity, bondage, fear, divination, whoredom/idolatry, haughtiness, 

perverseness, anti-Christ, deaf and dumbness, heaviness, lying, jealousy, slumber and error, and 

any assignment of death.  I have dedicated (him/her) to You and declare (him/her) set apart, 

sanctified, holy unto You, God.  Draw (him/her) to You.  I will continue to train (him/her) in the 

way they should go and I am trusting You, Lord, to keep (him/her) in all Your ways that (he/she) 

will not depart from You.  Keep (him/her) pure until You bring the one that You have for 

(him/her) to marry.  Thank You for sealing this place with Your presence, peace, protection, rest, 

and love.  In Jesus’ Name.  Amen. 
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The Guestroom 

 

Lord Jesus, break any and all demonic assignments on this room and the objects here.  Cleanse 

them for Your purposes.  Remove and cut off every spirit of infirmity, bondage, fear, divination, 

whoredom/idolatry, haughtiness, perverseness, anti-Christ, deaf and dumbness, heaviness, lying, 

jealousy, slumber and error.  Create an atmosphere of hospitality, freedom, and comfort.  Bless 

this room and make it a place of peace, rest, and Your lasting presence that will be a blessing to 

our friends and family.  In Jesus’ Name.  Amen. 

 

The Bathrooms 

 

Address bathrooms in your home in the same manner that you have the other rooms.  Anoint the 

doorways.  Check out all artwork, objects, and other items that might be used by the enemy.  

Then pray: 

 

Lord Jesus, break any and all demonic assignments on this room and the objects here.  Cleanse 

them for Your purposes.  Remove every spirit of whoredom including fornication, adultery, 

molestation, rape, incest, lust, seduction, pornography, masturbation, harlotry, illegitimacy, 

molestation of a child, exhibition of the body, bestiality, perverseness, and all other sexual sins.  

Remove all lying spirits of condemnation, lies, and vain imaginations.  Remove all attacks on 

identity and poor self-image spirits, including you’re ugly, worthless, stupid, you’ll never marry, 

no one wants you, you’re trash, you’ll never change, you’re fat, a whore, bitch, dummy, and liar.  

Remove all spirits of error and bondage that create addictions to drugs and alcohol, and 

promote anorexic and bulimic behavior.  Come, Holy Spirit, and bring peace to this room.  I 

declare that no accident will occur here.  This will be a place of safety.  In Jesus’ Name.  Amen. 
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The Garage 

 

Because a garage provides another entry to the house, the prayer for this area will be one of 

protection.  Anoint the doorway coming in and going out and the garage door itself.  Also anoint 

each of your vehicles, including the wheels and hood area, and driver, passenger, and backseat 

area.  Then pray this prayer: 

 

Lord Jesus, I present this garage and entry to my home and household to You.  Come and break 

every hex, vex, curse, spell, evil spirit, and demonic assignment from this place.  Remove every 

spirit of infirmity, fear, divination, whoredom/idolatry, bondage, haughtiness, perverseness, deaf 

and dumbness, heaviness, lying, anti-Christ, stupor, error, and jealousy from entering this place. 

I declare that You are my front and rear guard and that my household and I are protected from 

all assaults of the enemy.  I place a hedge of protection by the blood of Jesus around this place.  

I declare that Your protection surrounds us everywhere each of us goes, whether at home, 

school, work or other activities. I declare that You are our strong tower, our refuge, our defense, 

and a very present help in trouble.  I break all assignments, accidents, injuries, mishaps and 

death from this garage and from these vehicles.  I declare that You send Your angels to watch 

over every member of this household, lest we dash our foot against a stone.  Thank You for 

protection.  I receive Your promises now for me and all of my household.  In Jesus’ Name.  

Amen. 

 

The Attic 

 

In the name of Jesus, every demon that is hiding, forgotten, or lying dormant, I command to 

come out now and leave this place at once and go where the voice of the Holy Spirit calls you to 

go.  We now cleanse this place and claim this place with the Blood of Jesus.  We now bless this 

place in His Mighty Name. 
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Now that you have walked through the interior of your home and cleansed it, it’s time to go 

outside, mark new boundaries, and reclaim your land. 

 

Staking the Land 

 

God gives us the responsibility to possess the land.  Stakes can be purchased in a kit or 

handmade.  A 1-inch by 2-inch stake between 6 and 12 inches long is sufficient to drive it 

completely into the ground.  Write scriptures on your stakes or use stakes that have scriptures 

already printed or inscribed on them.  Bless the olive oil and rub it on each stake. 

 

Stand together and have the head of the household make this declaration before you drive the 

first stake into the corner of your property: 

 

Lord Jesus, I repent for any and all bloodshed, idolatry, immorality, and broken covenants that 

have taken place on this land and property.  I ask You to remove every spirit of infirmity, 

bondage, fear, divination, whoredom/idolatry, haughtiness, perverseness, anti-Christ, deaf and 

dumbness, heaviness, lying, jealousy, slumber and error that has come to this land and property 

for 40 generations.  I ask You to break all demonic assignments and curses that have come due 

to these sins, transgressions, and patterns of iniquity.  I ask You to break all soul ties with those 

who have sinned and transgressed against You.  I ask You to break all soul ties between every 

prior owner, occupant, trespasser, claimant, tenant, and me and my household.  I take my 

authority as the legal owner of this property.  I set new boundary lines by the Spirit of God and 

say to Satan and his demonic forces that they will not cross, trespass, cage, or project onto this 

land, property, or home.  They will not bring in hexes, vexes, spells, incantations, evil spirits or 

assignments against me, or my household, land, property, possessions, pets, or other animals.  

Cleanse this land by the blood of Jesus.  Create new boundaries.  I reclaim and set apart this 

home, land, and property for Your use and Yours alone.  In Jesus’ Name.  Amen 
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Take the first stake and drive it into the north corner of your property at the legal boundary line.  

Read out loud the scriptures written on all sides of the stakes.  Pour some additional oil over the 

stake and around the corner area of the boundary line.  Do the same at each corner of your land 

until you have placed one stake at the remaining east, south, and west corners.  Walk the 

property line and pour out anointing oil while you say the scriptures to reclaim the land. 

 

Scripture Verses 

Stake 1 – Joshua 24:15; Revelation 1:8 

Stake 2 – 2 Chronicles 7:14; Isaiah 49:8 

Stake 3 – Revelation 12:10-11; Numbers 33:52-53 

Stake 4 – Psalm 24:1; Psalm 72:19 

 

Observing Communion 

 

Now it’s time to take communion.  As I mentioned earlier, your particular theological point of 

view may differ from mine regarding communion and I respect those differences.  Feel free to 

observe and practice only what you are comfortable with.  God will honor your obedience and 

cleanse your land. 

 

Get some fruit of the vine as the symbol of the blood of Jesus, and an unbroken loaf of bread as 

the symbol of the His body.  Gather your family and friends together and find the center of your 

property.  Take the remaining oil that was not used during the staking process and pour a circle 

around the group.  Then have everyone step inside the circle.  Pray these prayers as you take 

communion in remembrance of your unbreakable, eternal covenant with God through Jesus 

Christ. 
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Remembering Your Covenant 

 

Provide an unbroken loaf of bread.  Have each person tear off a piece from the loaf and pass it to 

the next person.  Keep the rest of the loaf.  When everyone has their bread, pray this prayer. 

 

Receiving the Bread 

 

Thank you, Lord Jesus, for your body that was given as a complete and perfect sacrifice for me, 

my household, and all who have gathered here today.  Thank you for the wholeness it brings to 

each of us, to our spirit, soul (mind, will, and emotions), and body.  Thank you for the grief and 

sorrow you bore, the wounds and bruises you took, the sickness You received and the sin You 

became.  Because of Your sacrifice, each of us can receive shalom – wholeness, soundness, with 

nothing missing, and nothing broken.  We take this bread, the bread of Your body given for us, 

with a grateful heart for all it has purchased for us.  We receive Your body as a sacrifice for us 

now.  (Eat the bread). 

 

For the entire cleansing process you will need several quarts of the fruit of the vine.  For 

communion, provide one large glass and have each person take a drink and pass it to the next 

person.  Once every person has their drink, pray this prayer: 

 

Receiving the Blood of Jesus 

 

Thank You, Lord Jesus, for Your blood which was given as a complete and perfect sacrifice for 

my sins and those of my household and all who have gathered here today.  Thank You for the 

totalredemption, cleansing, wholeness, and right-standing that it brings with You.  Thank You 
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that it brings deliverance and freedom.  It removes all the strongholds of the enemy on each of us 

- spirit, soul (mind, will, and emotions), and body.  That it brings healing, physical andemotional 

and makes us sound and stable.  That it makes right that which was wrong between us and puts 

us in right-standing with You as joint heirs with Jesus Christ.  That gives us authority to speak 

and act in Your Name.  We take this symbol of Your blood, the fruit of the vine, with a grateful 

heart for all that You purchased for us.  We receive Your blood as the perfect sacrifice for us 

now.  Amen. 

 

Conclusion of Claiming Property 

 

Dig a hole at the center of the property for the fruit of the vine and the bread left over from 

communion.  Once the hole has been dug, place the remaining portion of the unbroken loaf of 

bread in the hole.  Pour a large portion of the fruit of the vine over the bread.  Cover the elements 

with dirt.  Then use the remaining fruit of the vine to pour a circle around the group.  When you 

are finished, step back into the circle.  Now make this declaration: 

 

By the authority of the Name of Jesus and by His shed blood and broken body, I reclaim and 

redeem this land.  I declare that by the Spirit of God, it is holy ground, sanctified, and cleansed, 

set apart for the presence and glory of God, and Him alone.  Amen. 

 

At the conclusion of the prayer, begin to create a canopy of praise (sing out loud songs of praise 

until the presence of God comes in the circle) to God for all that He has done to deliver your 

home and land, and release it forever from the captivity of darkness and the evil one.  As you 

worship Him, you will prepare an atmosphere for His Spirit to come and open a lasting portal to 

His presence. 
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CLOSING DOORS 
 
 

PRAYER OF REPENTANCE FROM WILLFUL SIN 
 
 

Dear Heavenly Father, I confess that I have willfully chosen to rebel against You and Your 

Word.  Please forgive me and cleanse me.  Today I choose to agree with you that no sin will 

have dominion over me.  I turn away from the sins of _____________________ (name the sins) 

and receive the power of the cross through which I am crucified to the world, and the world is 

crucified to me.  By your grace, I am dead to these sins.  From this day forward, with your help, I 

will walk in your freedom.  I receive your forgiveness and cleansing by the blood of Jesus, and I 

declare that I am free from these sins in Jesus’ name right now.  Amen. 

 

Ephesians 1:6-7“… to the praise of the glory of His grace, by which He has made us accepted in 

the Beloved.  In Him we have redemption through His blood, the forgiveness of sins, according 

to the riches of His grace.” 

 

 

UNFORGIVENESS 

 
 
Heavenly Father, I forgive _______________________ (name the person) from my heart for all 

the things that he/she did to me, or the things they should have done for me.  (Tell God all the 

things.)  I let him/her go free.  I lay nothing to his/her charge.  I require nothing of him/her.  I 

release him/her into your hands for you to get vengeance as you so choose.  I forgive (person’s 

name) from  my heart for all the things he/she did, or did not do, because you, Heavenly Father, 

have already forgiven me.  Now according to your Word, I pray for him/her and bless him/her in 

the name of Jesus. 
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PRAYER FOR BREAKING INNER VOWS AND JUDGMENTS 
 
 

Heavenly Father, I confess that my judgments of ____________ (name the person) is sin.  I now 

repent from the judgments and from the making of the vows.  I renounce these vows.  In Jesus’ 

name I break the vows of _________________ (repeat the vows).  I speak to my spirit and 

withdraw the words spoken.  I call back the assignment in the heavenlies and cancel the words.  I 

cast the words at my feet and break their power over my spirit, my health, my finances, my 

ancestry, my marriage, my relationships, my thoughts, emotions, decisions, and my body.  Any 

demons assigned to carry out these vows are now assigned to dry places.  Thank you, Jesus, for 

breaking these vows and restoring my relationship with you, Heavenly Father, and 

______________ (name the person).  Praise you, Lord, that I am free from all the effects of these 

vows as I pray right now.  Amen. 

 
 

PRAYER FOR BREAKING DEATH CURSES, WORD CURSES 
OR UNGODLY OATHS SUCH AS FREEMASONRY 

 
 

Father, I confess that I have sinned.  I have opened myself to Satan and have received the curses 

of ______________ (name the curses).  Forgive me for submitting and bowing down to the 

kingdom of darkness.  I turn from Satan and these curses to you.  Thank you for breaking the 

curses, in Jesus’ name.  Amen. 
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PRAYER FOR EMOTIONAL HEALING OF TRAUMAS 
 
 

Heavenly Father, I ask that you come now and take the pain, hurts, and trauma from my spirit.  I 

give you my pain and hurt.  Take my pain, Lord Jesus.  Take the pain of      

(name trauma).  Heal my heart and set me free. 

 

 

 

Ask God to fill all the places vacated by the kingdom of darkness with the fullness of Himself. 

 

Wait for God’s Spirit to come upon you and fill you with His presence. 

 

 

 

Give praise and glory to God for your deliverance from the bondage of the enemy. 

 

 

Psalm 34:17-18 
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DOUBLE DOOR – TRAUMA AND UNFORGIVENESS 
 
 

Explanation of the double door concept should be discussed with the client before starting. 
 

There are 2 doors of access the enemy works through that are sometimes very closely linked 
together.  These doors are Trauma and Unforgiveness.  These 2 doors often act as a “double 
door” meaning one will not close completely without closing the other.  Forgiveness of an 
offender may not be possible until the trauma of their offense is dealt with.  A person may 
earnestly try to forgive, but the pain of the trauma wound causes them to re-live the offense over 
and over which makes forgiving the person humanly impossible.  The wound must be revealed 
and healed.  Only God can heal the wound and only God can enable someone to be able to truly 
forgive. 

 
For the Prayer Minister – the steps below include deliverance from spirits that attach to the Spirit 
of Trauma and inner healing of the trauma wound at its core.  The prayer minister should have 
the person repeat the prayers after them instead of reading the prayers themselves so that their 
eyes may be closed and they are not distracted. 

 
All bold type should be read aloud by the prayer minister to be repeated by the client.   
All **** preceding non-bolded type is for the prayer minister to say aloud.   
All italics type is explanation to be shared with the client.  It is important that the client 
understands each step.  
 
All steps should be repeated in the order that they are listed.    

 
****Leader says– “put your hands on your heart and repeat after me.” 

 
Heavenly Father,by an act of my will, I am choosing right now to forgive 
__________________ (offender) for all the things they've done to me. 

 
****Leader says – “now tell God what that is, out loud and in detail, and take as much time as 
you need. 
 
Step One – Deal with the spirit. 
 
Explain to client – The root spirit of trauma must be told to leave and every spirit attached to it. 
 
****Leader says – “In the name of Jesus, I send the word of healing to 
________________(client).  I curse a spirit of trauma and command it to be gone in Jesus name.  
I curse all fear, abandonment, anxiety,  rejection, fear of rejection, lying, deception, pride, 
haughtiness,  abuse, self-pity, shame, guilt, molestation, whoredom, worthlessness, hopelessness, 
depression, oppression, heaviness, jealousy, anger, betrayal, bondage including all addictions, 
and any other spirits rooted under the spirit of trauma and command them to go in Jesus name. 
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Step 2 – Deal with the sin. 
 
Leader says – “We must repent of any sins we committed as a result of this pain and trauma.”  
Examples:  trying to get even and purposely hurting the offender; lying; pride; rebellion; 
judgment of the person.Ask God to remind you of your sins committed because of what this 
person did to you. 
 
****Leader says – “Repeat after me.” 
 
Heavenly Father, I have sinned as a result of this pain by committing the acts of 
_____________(name the sins).  Right now, I bring these sins to your cross and ask you to 
forgive me.  Thank you for taking my sins from me. 

 
****Leader says – “According to the Word of God, YOUR SINS ARE FORGIVEN”. 1 John 1:9 
 
Step 3 – Deal with the emotional pain. 
 
Leader says – “We will now ask God to heal their trauma wound.” 
 
Explain that they must go back to the event in their memory when the trauma happened.  Explain 
to them that it is important for them to experience the pain one last time.  Have them tell you 
when they are there and ask them what feelings they are experiencing.  
 
Next ask them if they are willing to give their pain to God and let Him heal them.  Remind them 
of Jesus words to the sick man in John 5:6 when He asked the man “do you want to be made 
well?” They must be willing to let God have their pain.  
 
****Leader says – “Repeat after me.” 
 
Heavenly Father, I choose to lay this pain, and everything it has caused in me, my cares, 
my worries, my fears and things I cannot change on your altar. Holy Spirit, I ask you to 
come now and heal my heart.  
 
Ask them to picture the cross and if they are willing to lay this pain down at the cross.  After they 
relinquish the burden to the Lord, begin to pray aloud and ask God to come and heal their heart. 
GIVE HOLY SPIRIT TIME TO WORK! 
 
When it feels right, command the pain to come up and out of them.  Ask them if they can see the 
Lord now.  If they do not see Him ask them if they can sense His presence.   This is God's time 
for them.  If they cannot see or feel Him, try to ensure them that He is there and that He loves 
them.  
 
**** Ask God to fill all the places vacated by the kingdom of darkness with the fullness of 
Himself. 
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Step 4 – Deal with the physical pain. 
 
Trauma causes physical damage to our bodies.  Many sicknesses and chronic pains are due to 
damage from trauma. 
 
**** Leader says – ‘In Jesus name, I curse any infirmity that has entered this body as a result of 
this trauma.  I rebuke all allergies/sinus, all arthritis, all asthma, all cancer, all diabetes, all 
female problems, all heart disease, all high blood pressure, all headaches, all strokes, all viruses, 
all weakness or feebleness, all memory loss, all chronic fatigue, all fibromyalgia, (and any 
others) and command them to go in Jesus name.  I command all the physical cells of this body to 
be healed and made whole.  Lord, I ask you to wash this body clean and restore what was 
damaged.  I speak life, health, and wholeness to ___________________ (client) in Jesus name.” 
 
Step 5 – Deal with unforgiveness. 
 
Leader says – “Now we will finish the Unforgiveness Prayer.”  We will forgive our offender. 
 
****Leader says – “Repeat after me.” 
 
Heavenly Father, I forgive     from my heart because you Heavenly 
Father have already forgiven me.  And, I ask you God, to get vengeance as you so choose.  I 
lay     on your altar and release them into your hands.  And now, 
according to your Word, I bless them and pray for them in the name of Jesus.  Thank you 
God for healing my soul, my body, and my spirit.  Amen. 
 
Step 6 – Close the double door. 
 
Leader says – “ We will now close this double door.  No one can open it but you.  Here are the 
keys.” 
 
Praise Him for your healing and deliverance.  Psalms 34:17-18 
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CONFESSION FOR ALLOWING MYSELF TO BE 
CONTROLLED BY OTHERS 

 
 

Father, I have sinned by allowing myself to be controlled by other people – some subtlety and 

some overtly.  I have given up the responsibility for my own life and assigned it to others.  I have 

given over my will to others.  That has given me someone to blame for my unhappiness.  I have 

cared more about what people think about me than what you think.  These are sinful choices.  

Forgive me.  Right now, I take back my will from others who have controlled me.  I take full 

responsibility for my life.  My life is my life.  It is a gift from you.  It is a trust from you.  I hold 

the cross and blood of Jesus between me and all the people who have exercised control over me.  

I break all fear bonds and demonic connections in the Name of Jesus.  Amen. 

 
  



CONFESSION FOR CONTROLLING OTHERS 
 
 

Father, I have sinned by trying to control other people.  I have tried to play God because I did not 

trust you.  I confess that controlling others is sinful and evil.  It is witchcraft and manipulation.  

Even you do not control people, but you give us all the choice of what we want to do with our 

lives.  You gave each of us a will to choose our own course.  This is what makes us fully human.  

I have especially tried to control       .  I take my hands off 

them and place them in your hands.  I hold the cross and the blood of Jesus between me and all 

the people I have exercised control over.  Work in my heart.  Help me to own my “stuff.”  Help 

me to distinguish between my “stuff” and other people’s “stuff.”  Give me a fresh revelation of 

your love so that fear in my heart can be overcome.  Give me a fresh revelation of your power 

and might so that pride in my heart can be overcome.  In Jesus’ Name.  Amen. 

 
 

HOW DOES CONTROL TAKE ROOT? 
 
 

The most common cause of the controlling personality is fear and insecurity.   Insecurity is the 
root of the spirit of control.  It is the deepest root cause of all problems of fear, jealousy, anger, 
resentment and control.   
 
Those plagued with insecurity have a great sense of rejection and are seeking attention and 
approval.  The complexity of insecurity and inferiority comes to a head in the desire to control.  
Finding the feelings of inferiority intolerable (often in one who feels his physical body doesn’t 
measure up), the mentality flip-flops into a sense of superiority and pride.  This twisted pride 
runs even deeper than the typical ego of an athletic jock.  This person, who once felt so deeply 
inferior … now, in a perverted sense, feels superior to everyone.  He/she is now a know-it-all and 
is threatened by anyone who dares to disagree, seeing them as the enemy.  He/she has an answer 
to everything and is characteristically extremely opinionated.  He/she is quick to express his/her 
opinion as the final authority.  No input needed. 
 
The power of control gives insecure people a feeling of self-worth and importance.  It gives 
validity to their existence.  The pattern begins at a young age and develops into a lifestyle.  
THAT IS WHY IT IS SO RARE TO SEE THOSE WITH A CONTROLLING SPIRIT 
TOTALLY DELIVERED.  Controlling has become such a part of their nature that it 
literally becomes their personality.   
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The flesh is deadly.  It has no mercy.  Nothing can hurt us like the flesh can.  That is why God 
warns us not to seek the praise of people and not to put confidence in the flesh of people (John 
12:43, Philippians 3:3, Psalm 118:8, Proverbs 29:25).  If we brag about ourselves, we are in the 
flesh.  But we are equally in the flesh if we belittle ourselves.  We are not to do either.  Our 
identity is in Him. We live to exalt Him! 
 
Flesh is a harder problem to deal with than the devil.  Rebellion says, “I won’t do it!”  
Stubbornness says, “I’ll do it my way!”  Self-centeredness says, “I want what I want, when I 
want it.”  IT IS ALL FLESH! 
 
 

SPIRITS TO DEAL WITH 
 

 Insecurity – Root of Spirit of Control, Fear, Jealousy, Anger, Resentment 
 Pride, Twisted Pride 
 Low Self-Esteem 
 Rejection 
 Inferiority 
 Superiority/Haughtiness 
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CONFESSION FOR PASSIVITY (SPIRITUAL) 
 
 

Father, I confess that I have been passive in my spiritual life.  I have not sought You with all my 

heart.  I have not sought Your kingdom first.  I have not diligently searched Your Word for truth.  

I have not knocked until You opened.  I have not asked until I received.  I have been spiritually 

lazy.  I have not believed that You are the pearl of great price that is worth selling all for.  I have 

not searched for You as I would treasure.  I confess these things as sin.  Forgive me.  Cleanse me 

by the blood of Jesus.  Ignite my heart with fresh passion and desire.  Take the double-

mindedness out of my heart.  By the power of the name of Jesus and by His blood, I reject 

laziness and passivity.  I break its power over me.  Amen. 

 
  



CONFESSION FOR UNBELIEF 
 
 

Heavenly Father, I confess that I have not believed Your Word.  I have rejected the truth that 

You have revealed about Yourself and Your character.  I have created in my own heart a god that 

is not faithful, is not loving and good.  I have then believed in my heart and mind that You are 

like that image.  I have allowed my heart and mind to be filled with doubt and unbelief.  My 

unbelief is sin – the most detestable of all sins.  By my attitude and actions, I have called Your 

Word lies and You a liar.  Forgive me.  Cleanse me with Your blood.  Lord, I believe.  Help my 

unbelief.  I want to see You.  I want to know You as You really are – the only true and living 

God – El Shaddai1, Elohim2.  Give me a fresh revelation of who You are.  In Jesus’ Name.  

Amen. 

 

 
1The most simple translation is ’God’ (’el’), THE ALL-MIGHTY ONE (‘shadday’), to clearly 
differentiate the One true God from other ’gods’. 

2The exact meaning of Elohim is not known though it seems to contain the idea of strength and power. 
The word is used in the first verse of the Bible:In the beginning God (Elohim) created the heavens and the 
earth (Genesis 1:1). 

 
  



CONQUERING VAIN IMAGINATIONS  
 

 
2 Corinthians 10:3-6:  For though we walk in the flesh, we do not war according to the flesh, for 

the weapons of our warfare are not of the flesh but divinely powerful for the destruction of 

fortresses.  We are destroying speculations and every lofty thing raised up against the knowledge 

of God, and we are taking every thought captive to the obedience of Christ, and we are ready to 

punish all disobedience, whenever your obedience is complete. 

 

Conquering Vain Imaginations Prayer 

 

 Heavenly Father, I confess to You that I have allowed the sin of vain imaginations to rule 

my life.  I have not obeyed You and Your Word by bringing every thought captive to Jesus Christ.  

I have not allowed the mind of Christ to operate in me.  Father, I have not used Your power to 

conquer and take captive every carnal thought, every stronghold and every imagination that 

exalts itself against You.  I now take them captive unto the knowledge of Jesus Christ, my Lord.  I 

bind my mind to the mind of Christ.  I declare I will think His thoughts.  I cover my mind with the 

blood of Jesus and refuse all confusion and carnal thoughts.  I thank You for all my spiritual 

weapons.  I submit myself to You, Lord Jesus.  I ask for my cleansing and forgiveness.  I receive 

my forgiveness now in Jesus’ name and by the blood of the cross.  I will resist every vain 

imagination and all of the kingdom of darkness from this day forward.  Thank You, Jesus, for 

delivering me.  Amen! 

  



CURSE OF DEATH IN THE WOMB 
 
 

Heavenly Father, in the Name of Jesus Christ, the only begotten Son of God, I break the curse of 

death in the womb of (woman’s name) right now.  I command all death to leave her womb now 

by the blood of Jesus Christ.  All death coming from any miscarriages, abortion, accidents or any 

other cause to leave right now.  I command the womb to come to life, to recreate life and to 

receive seed according to the will of God.  In Jesus’ name.  Amen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vision Life Ministries 
Dr. Henry Malone 

  



CURSE OF ILLEGITIMACY 
 
 

Deuteronomy 23:2 

“One of illegitimate birth shall not enter the assembly of The Lord; even to the 10th generation.  

None of his decedents shall enter the assembly of The Lord.”  (God’s opinion of premarital sex-

rebellion = the curse.) 

 

Symptoms: 

 Child feels shame and sin of parents 

 Always feels like he is intruding in life (feels like he is on the outside looking in) 

 I don’t belong here 

 Childhood illnesses – spirit in them does not want to sustain life – death wish 

 Performance oriented 

 False burden carrier – “responsible for everything – feels must do more” 

 Can’t connect – can be spiritual only 

 

Anoint with oil. 

 
Prayer for Removing Illegitimacy: 

“Heavenly Father, I confess that the curse of illegitimacy operates in my bloodline and in me.  I 

hold the blood of the cross between illegitimacy and me.  I declare that this curse is broken off of 

me by the blood of Jesus, for 10 generations back.  I renounce all division, separation, confusion, 

and error that came with illegitimacy.  I receive the spirit of adoption as a child of God and 

declare that it will not murder my destiny.  I ask now Father, to be reconnected to you; I declare 

all of this is done in Jesus’ Name and by the power of the blood of the cross.” 
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 Set boundaries in the power of Holy Spirit if they have been moved through molestation 

or sexual perversion: 

- Ask the person to find boundaries – stretch out hands in front of them and ask 

them to separate hands until they feel stopped.  (If boundaries are broken they 

will open arms all of the way.) 

- May feel nothing.  If so, re-examine open doors. 

 Pull spirit forward and connect with God and wash slime away with the blood of Jesus. 

 Go after the spirit of murder that murders their destiny and any death curses. 

 Forgive parents – deal honestly with anger and resentment. 
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CURSE OF MOLECH 
 
 

Lord, I ask that you remove the curse of Molech1 at the second heaven level and I break it at this 

level, along with all the effects of poverty, aimlessness, wandering and destruction. 

 

We also ask that You remove the curse of death on me and break the spirit of heaviness. 

 

We command the curse of Molech to be removed in Jesus’ Name. 

 

 

Poverty 

Aimlessness 

Destruction 

Death 

Inconsolable sorrow 

 

 
1In the Bible, the god of the Canaanites and Phoenicians to whom children were sacrificed; 
something possessing the power to exact severe sacrifice. 
 
Leviticus 18:21; Leviticus 20:2-3; 1 Kings 11:7; Acts 7:43 

 

  



CURSE OR SPIRIT OF DEATH 
 
 

PRAYER FOR PERSONS WITH SPIRIT OF DEATH 
OR CURSE OF DEATH ON THEM 

 
 

Heavenly Father, I confess that I have sinned by bowing down to Satan and the kingdom of 

darkness.  Please forgive me for choosing to accept his lies rather than Your truth.  Father, today 

I choose Jesus and His Truth.  I choose life and life more abundantly.  I declare that the curse of 

death is broken off of me right now by the blood of Jesus Christ.  Amen. 

 
Also go after the spirit of murder, which murders their destiny. 

 
 

Close and lock the door to ancestral curses. 
 
 

  



CURSE OVER VIETNAM VETS 
 
 

In Vietnam, dominated by Buddhism, Hinduism, and Spiritism, pagan spiritual powers and 

sorcerers ruled villages, directed battles, and were called upon to destroy opponents.  According 

to an ex-Buddhist priest, an entire sect of Vietnamese Buddhist monks spent years diligently 

praying and invoking the following curses upon all Americans that came into their country: 

 

 That American soldiers would become wandering men for the rest of their lives 

 That they would never find peace 

 That they would be angry people for the rest of their lives 

 

Breaking the curse: 

In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ I break the curse made against me by the Buddhist that said 

I would wander the rest of my life, that I would never find peace, and that I would be angry for 

the rest of my life. 

  



DECLARATION FOR LIFE 
 
 

I have made the decision that I choose Abundant Life and Excellent Health.  I will not kill, 

destroy, or damage myself or others directly or indirectly no matter what.  I feel all of my 

feelings and discharge them safely and completely. 

 

I need God’s approval alone to feel good about myself.  I do feel good about myself because my 

identity, worth, and value are in Christ alone, not my past position or possessions. 

 

I desire, deserve, receive, and enjoy all the life and good things that God and other appropriate 

people have for me. 

 

  



DECLARATION OF ACCEPTING ONESELF * 
 
 

God created us as we are and each and every one of us is special to Him.  Not to accept the 

person we are and to dislike, or even hate, the personality He gave us is to imply that God made 

a mistake when making us.  That is sin.  There are many people in deep need of healing and 

deliverance for which the root of their problems are self-rejection. 

 

Self-rejection becomes a curse with enormous consequences.  Its outworking is at the root of 

many types of sickness and causes much insecurity.  It is a wide open entry point for the 

demonic.  To reject oneself is a spiritual act [remember that we are primarily spiritual beings to 

whom God gave a soul, and we are living temporarily in a body].  It makes people very 

vulnerable to demons, which can then enter the person’s life and give them ways of coping, 

which lock the person into demonic control. 

 

Self-rejection is the outworking of initial rejection from others.  It results in much emotional and 

spiritual distress.  Demonic powers will always try to take advantage of those who are vulnerable 

to deep emotional distress. 

 

Some children are never wanted from the moment of conception.  Their spirits can sense the 

rejection, even in the womb.  When they are born they already know they are a nuisance.  They 

reject themselves because deep down they have ceased to believe they should be here at all.  

They feel that they should never have been born. 

 

Others are born a boy when the parents wanted a girl, or vice-versa.  The child senses the 

disappointment, and if the parents are not willing or are unable to put this right by repenting over 

their attitude, such children may subsequently reject their own sexuality.  This is one of the 

possible root causes of homosexuality or lesbianism. 
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Some children are not endowed with physical build, or natural good looks, or intelligence, or 

sporting ability that other children seem to have.  They sense comparisons being made and start 

looking at themselves critically and subjectively.  They then realize that what they are  

experiencing is a result of how they are, so they start to reject those aspects of their being that are 

causing the problems. 

 

*  Copied from “Healing Through Deliverance 2” by Peter Horrobin (pp. 51-52). 

 

Prayer For Accepting Oneself 

 

 I AM SPECIAL.  God created me for Himself and I am thankful to Him for the Spirit, 

Soul, and Body that He gave me.  I accept them as a gift from God and repent over all wrong 

attitudes I have had towards them.  I forgive, unconditionally, every person who has thought or 

said or done things to or about me that have made me want to reject myself. I dedicate my life 

afresh to the One who made me and I rejoice in His goodness. 
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FALSE BURDEN BEARING SPIRIT 
 
 

PRAYER 
 
 
“Lord Jesus, let Your sword of truth cleave through me, to the separation of the functions of my 

soul and spirit.  Calm my mind.  Quiet my emotions.  Speak peace to my spirit.  Set me in order 

inside.  End the warfare between my mind and my feelings.  So separate my soul and my spirit 

that You can give my mind a problem to think on and stir my feelings while my spirit is at rest; or 

lay a burden on my spirit, and my heart and mind be undisturbed.  I don’t have to be torn up 

everywhere at once anymore.  Thank You, Jesus.” 

 

You may need to repeat this prayer periodically.  God heard it the first time, but you may need to 

repeat it so that your own inner being can agree to it progressively as you come into the Sabbath 

rest promised in Hebrews 4:9-11. 

 
 
Hebrews 4:9-11 
 
“So then, there remains a Sabbath rest for the people of God, for whoever has entered God’s 
rest has also rested from his works as God did from His.  So then, let us therefore strive to enter 
that rest so that no one may fall by the same sort of disobedience.” 
 
Hebrews 4:12 
 
“For the word of God is active and sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing to the division 
of soul and spirit, of joints and marrow and discerning the thoughts and intentions of the 
heart…” 
 
Hebrews 4:13 
 
“And no creature is hidden from his sight, but all are naked and exposed to the eyes of him to 
whom we must give an account.” 

 
  



FATHER/MOTHER BLESSING 
 
 

What can be done to heal the father/mother wounds of our hearts?  First of all we need to forgive 
our father/mother for all of his/her rejection and lack of nurturing.  Have a male prayer minister 
stand in to be a surrogate father.  (If a woman prays have her ask The Father to minister to this 
one through her and help client know that God is saying these things to them.)  It is very 
important to get the recipient’s permission for the prayer minister to stand in as a surrogate 
father/mother because the person might not be ready for this type of ministry.  The prayer 
minister asks the person to forgive him/her for the specific ways he wounded him/her.  Eliciting 
a response, “   , would you forgive me for    ?” (Mention the 
specific offences one at a time that were uncovered previously.)  Then he speaks blessings over 
his/her life beginning in the womb.  Here is an example of a prayer of blessing that the 
father/mother or surrogate father/mother may pray over the person suffering from a 
father/mother wound.  Be sensitive to the leading of The Holy Spirit to make sure this is what 
The Lord wants you to do because not everyone needs, or is ready for this prayer.  Pray this, or 
something like it slowly and from your heart. 
 

PRAYER/BLESSING 
 
Lord, I ask that You would bless the egg and sperm as they were joined together and the cell that 
was formed by their union.  I hold the cross of Christ between the valueless spirit and the baby in 
the womb and I command the valueless spirit and all its accompanying curses to be destroyed at 
the cross of Christ. 
 
(Hold their hands and make eye contact.)   , I bless the time of your conception.  
I praise God because of the wonderful way He created you.  Everything God does is marvelous!  
Nothing about you,    , is hidden from God.  You were secretly woven together, 
but God saw you with His own eyes as your body was being formed.  Even before you were born, 
God had written in His book everything you would do.  God’s thoughts toward you are far 
beyond what you can ever understand and much more than you can ever imagine.  If you count 
the times God thinks about you they would be more in number than all the granules of sand on 
the seashores of the world (adapted from Psalm 139:14-18.) 
 
  , I bless your birth process as you came into the world.  I thank God for the day 
you were born.  You were well worth all the pain and trouble.  I’m so glad you were born.  God 
wanted you to be born at this particular time in history and I bless the plans He has for you. 
 
  , I bless your infancy.  I bless your ability to express yourself through crying. I 
bless your learning to roll over.  I bless your learning to crawl.  I bless the first words that came 
out of your mouth.  I bless your learning to stand up.  I bless your first steps.  I bless the time you 
first began to distinguish between yourself and your exterior world.  I bless you for learning how 
to say “no” and how to say “why.” 
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  , I bless you as you grew in wisdom and stature.  I bless your learning to read and 
write.  I bless your elementary school age years. 
 
  , I bless your coming into puberty and your transformation from a boy/girl to a 
man/woman.  I bless your individuation process as you learned to be your own person. 
 
  , I bless the day you left home.  I bless your family and your career.  I bless your 
children (or future children).  May they be mighty in Spirit.  I bless the ministry God has given 
you.  I bless your name and your reputation.  May the favor of The Lord rest upon you. 
 
  , I’m proud of you.  I love you.  I’m proud of you not for what you do, but simply 
because you are you. 
 
Father God, I ask that You heal     of the father/mother wound.  I ask that you 
give     a fresh revelation of your love. 
 
Conclude with a hug.  Hug them until they are finished being hugged (body language will let you 
know).Say repeatedly, “Daddy/Mommy loves you.  I’m glad you were born.  I’m glad you are my 
son/daughter.  I’m proud of you.” 
 
Remember that appropriate touch is a powerful instrument of healing the father/mother wound. 
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FATHER LADDER 
 
 

The Father Ladder is a tool.  It’s a framework.  It is not a formula.  The goal of this tool is to help 
connect people more fully and relationally to the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.  The premise is 
that our family of origin plays a significant role in shaping how we relate to God. 
 
 
 
 
 

   Body     The Father 
 

 
Earthly Father 

Security 
Identity 

Provision 
 

 
 

Soul The Son 

 
Siblings 

Companionship 
Communication 
Peer Acceptance 

 
 
 

            Spirit     The Holy Spirit 

 
Mother 
Nurture 
Comfort 
Teaching 

 
 
The Connection 

 Experiences with our earthly father can produce limitations in the way we relate to the 
Heavenly Father. 

 Experiences with siblings can produce limitations in the way we relate to Jesus. 
 Experiences with our mother can produce limitations in the way we relate to the Holy 

Spirit. 
 

The Process 
 What is their current picture of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit? 
 What do they need to forgive their Dad, Siblings, and Mom for? 
 What is the new picture God wants to give them of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit? 
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FATHER LADDER 
 

 
Spirit 

 Picture the Holy Spirit and describe Him.  What do you see, hear, and feel?  Where are 
you in relation to Him? 

 Ask:  Is there anything I need to forgive my Mother for? – Forgive 
 Ask:  Are there any core lies I’ve believed through my experience with my Mom? – 

Confess/Renounce 
 Ask:  Are there any ways I’ve learned to protect myself from fear and/or pain? – 

Confess/Renounce 
 Offer:  Holy Spirit, would you take these lies and defenses from me? – Release them 
 Offer:  Holy Spirit, would you take this fear and pain from me? – Release them 
 Receive:  Holy Spirit, what do you want to give me in exchange? 
 Receive:  Holy Spirit, what is the new way you want to show yourself to me today? – 

Describe 
 Ask:  Holy Spirit, will you take me now to Jesus? 

Jesus 
 Picture Jesus and describe Him.  What do you see, hear, and feel?  Where are you in 

relation to Him? 
 Ask:  Is there anything I need to forgive my siblings for?  My friends (especially 

childhood)? – Forgive 
 Ask:  Are there any core lies I’ve believed through my earthly experiences with 

siblings/friends? – Confess/Renounce 
 Ask:  Are they any ways I’ve learned to protect myself from fear and/or pain? – 

Confess/Renounce 
 Offer:  Jesus, would you take these lies and defenses from me? 
 Offer:  Jesus, would you take this fear and pain from me? – Release them 
 Receive:  Jesus, what you want to give me in exchange? 
 Receive:  Jesus, what is the new way you want to show yourself to me today? – Describe 
 Ask:  Jesus, would you take me now to the Father? 

Father 
 Picture the Father and describe Him.  What do you see, hear, and feel?  Where are you in 

relation to Him? 
 Ask:  Is there anything I need to forgive my earthly father for? – Forgive 
 Ask:  Are there any core lies I’ve believed through my experience with my earthly 

father? – Confess/Renounce 
 Ask:  Are there any ways I’ve learned to protect myself from fear and/or pain? – 

Confess/Renounce 
 Offer:  Father, would you take these lies and defenses from me? 
 Offer:  Father, would you take this fear and pain from me? – Release them 
 Receive:  Father what do you want to give me in exchange? 
 Receive:  Father, what is the new way to show yourself to me today? – Describe 
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FATHER LADDER NOTES – SPIRIT  
 
 

Picture the Holy Spirit and describe Him. What do you see, hear, and feel? Where are you in 
relation to Him? 
 
 
 
 
Ask: Is there anything I need to forgive my Mother for? – Forgive 
 
 
 
 
Ask: Are there any core lies I’ve believed through my experience with my Mom? – Confess/ 
Renounce 
 
 
 
Ask: Are there any ways I’ve learned to protect myself from fear and/or pain? – 
Confess/Renounce 
 
 
 
Offer: Holy Spirit, would you take these lies and defenses from me? – Release them 
 
 
 
Offer: Holy Spirit, would you take this fear and pain from me? – Release them 
 

 

 
Receive. Holy Spirit, what do you want to give me in exchange? 
 

 

 
Receive:  Holy Spirit, what is the new way you want to show yourself to me today? – Describe  
 
 
 
 
Ask: Holy Spirit, will you take me now to Jesus? 
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FATHER LADDER NOTES – JESUS  
 
 

Picture Jesus and describe Him. What do you see, hear, and feel? Where are you in relation to 
Him? 
 
 
 
 
Ask: Is there anything I need to forgive my siblings/friends for? – Forgive 
 
 
 
 
Ask: Are there any core lies I’ve believed through my experience with my siblings/friends? – 
Confess/ Renounce 
 
 
 
Ask: Are there any ways I’ve learned to protect myself from fear and/or pain? – 
Confess/Renounce 
 
 
 
Offer:  Jesus, would you take these lies and defenses from me? – Release them 
 
 
 
Offer:  Jesus, would you take this fear and pain from me? – Release them 
 

 

 
Receive.  Jesus, what do you want to give me in exchange? 
 

 

 
Receive:  Jesus, what is the new way you want to show yourself to me today? – Describe  
 
 
 
 
Ask:  Jesus, will you take me now to the Father? 
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FATHER LADDER NOTES – FATHER  
 
 

Picture the Father and describe Him. What do you see, hear, and feel? Where are you in relation 
to Him? 
 
 
 
 
Ask: Is there anything I need to forgive my earthly father for? – Forgive 
 
 
 
 
Ask: Are there any core lies I’ve believed through my experience with my earthly father? – 
Confess/ Renounce 
 
 
 
Ask: Are there any ways I’ve learned to protect myself from fear and/or pain? – 
Confess/Renounce 
 
 
 
Offer:  Father, would you take these lies and defenses from me? – Release them 
 
 
 
Offer:  Father, would you take this fear and pain from me? – Release them 
 

 

 
Receive.  Father, what do you want to give me in exchange? 
 

 

 
Receive:  Father, what is the new way you want to show yourself to me today? – Describe  
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FIRST-BORN BLESSING PRAYER 
 
 

Heavenly Father, Your Word says that the first-born is twice blessed by You.  I call down the 

blessings of the first-born on       right now.  I call down not just the 

financial blessings, but the spiritual blessings of the first-born.  May God release all financial 

blessings, favor, love and protection for     destiny.  I rebuke all curses, hexes 

and evil strongholds that keep this person from all that God has for them.  In Jesus’ Name.  

Amen. 

 
 
  



FORGIVENESS PRAYER 
 
 

Heavenly Father, I ask forgiveness from my sins.  Please forgive me for my part and my 

ancestors’ part in the spirit of infirmity, fear, whoredom, perverseness, deaf and dumb, lying, 

error, divination, bondage, haughtiness, antichrist, heaviness, jealousy, and slumber/sleep.  

Thank You, Lord that I am forgiven by the blood of Jesus according to Your Word. 

 
 
 
 
 
  



FORMS 
 
 
Client Database Information 
 
Personal Consent to Receive Ministry – Adult  
 
Personal Consent to Receive Ministry – Minor 
 
History Sheet 
 
Personal Ministry Profile 
 
Steps Accomplished 
 
Notes 

 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 

CLIENT DATABASE INFORMATION 
 
 
 
DATE STARTED:         DATE COMPLETED:       
 
 
FULL NAME:              
 
 
ADDRESS:               
 
 
PHONES:  CELL     HOME    WORK     
 
 
PERSONAL EMAIL:             
 
 
WORK EMAIL:              
 
 
DATE OF BIRTH:      LOCATION BORN:        
 
 
TEAM:               
 
 
OTHER:               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AGM TEAM LEADER – PLEASE TURN IN FORM ON AGM OFFICE DESK. 

  



 
 

 

 

PERSONAL CONSENT TO RECEIVE MINISTRY – ADULT 

 

I do hereby affirm and state that I,       , consent for 

ASK GOD MINISTRIES to minister to me in the areas of Spiritual Counseling, Personal 

Ministry, and the Ministry of Deliverance. 

I understand and acknowledge that all ministers, either Licensed or Lay, that are involved 

in this ministry are not licensed or trained as psychotherapists, mental health professionals, or 

professional counselors. 

All guidance, counsel and advice that I receive will be solely based on Scriptural 

principles and Christian Biblical standards as spelled out in the Holy Bible, the written Word of 

God. 

I further understand and acknowledge that all ministry is under the direction and control 

of the Holy Spirit, and that no guarantees are made, nor can be made, with regard to my healing 

and/or deliverance. 

I state that I have voluntarily sought this ministry for myself and that I hereby release 

FAIRMONT PARK CHURCH and all prayer ministers working with FAIRMONT PARK 

CHURCH, from any and all claims of actual or implied liability that may arise now or in the 

future as a result of the ministry. 

 

Print Name:              

Signed:         Date:       

Witness:         Date:       

 
  



 

 

 

PERSONAL CONSENT TO RECEIVE MINISTRY – MINOR 

(UNDER THE AGE OF 18 YEARS OLD) 

 

I do hereby affirm and state that I am the legal         

for       , date of birth   / / . 

 

I hereby consent for        to receive ministry in the areas of 

Spiritual Counseling, Personal Ministry, and the Ministry of Deliverance that has been requested, 

and I release FAIRMONT PARK CHURCH and the ASK GOD MINISTRIES Deliverance 

Team from any and all liability that may occur as a result of this ministry. 

 

Print Name:               

Signed:         Date:        

 

Relationship to Minor:             

ID Presented:               

 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 

HISTORY SHEET 
 
 

1. Did your parents plan for you, and want you? 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Do you know anything about your mother’s pregnancy and delivery? 
 
 
 
 
 

3. What type of relationship did your parents have when you were conceived and born? 
 
 
 
 
 

4. When you hear “mother” and “father,” what word comes to mind? 
 
 
 
 
 

5. What is your first memory?  How old were you? 
 
 
 
 
 

6. What stands out in your memory, and how would you describe yourself: 
 

 During your preschool years? 
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 During your elementary years? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 During your junior high years? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 During your high school years? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Since you’ve become an adult? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. What was your Salvation experience?  
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FREEMASONRY PRAYER 
 
 

If you were once a Mason or a descendant of a Mason, we recommend that you pray through the 
following prayer from your heart.  Don’t be like the Masons who are given their obligations and 
oaths one line at a time and without prior knowledge of the requirements.  Please read it through 
first so you know what is involved.  It is best to pray this aloud with a Christian witness or 
counselor present.  We suggest a brief pause following each paragraph to allow the Holy Spirit 
to show any additional issues which may require attention. 
 
START HERE 
 
“Father God, Creator of heaven and earth, I come to you in the name of Jesus Christ, Your Son.  
I come as a sinner seeking forgiveness and cleansing from all sins committed against You, and 
others made in Your image.  I honor my earthly father and mother and all of my ancestors of 
flesh and blood, and of the spirit by adoption and godparents, but I utterly turn away from and 
renounce all their sins.  I forgive all my ancestors for the effects of their sins on me and my 
children.  I confess and renounce all of my own sins.  I renounce and rebuke Satan and every 
spiritual power of his affecting me and my family. 
 
I renounce and forsake all involvements in Freemasonry or any other lodge or craft by my 
ancestors and myself.  I renounce witchcraft, the principal spirit behind Freemasonry, and I 
renounce Baphomet, the Spirit of Antichrist and the curse of the Luciferian doctrine.  I renounce 
the idolatry, blasphemy, secrecy, and deception of Masonry at every level.  I specifically 
renounce the insecurity, the love of position and power, the love of money, avarice or greed, and 
the pride which would have led my ancestors into Masonry.  I renounce all the fears which held 
them in Masonry, especially the fears of death, fears of men, and fears of trusting, in the name of 
Jesus Christ. 
 
I renounce every position held in the lodge by any of my ancestors, including: “Tyler”, “Master”, 
“Worshipful Master”, or any other.  I renounce the calling of any man “Master”, for Jesus Christ 
is my only Master and Lord, and He forbids anyone else having that title.  I renounce the 
entrapping of others into Masonry, and observing the helplessness of others during the rituals.  I 
renounce the effects of Masonry passed on to me through any female ancestor who felt distrusted 
and rejected by her husband as he entered and attended any lodge and refused to tell her of his 
secret activities. 
 
1st Degree 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the First or Entered Apprentice degree, 
especially their effects on the throat and tongue.  I renounce the hoodwink, the blindfold, and its 
effects on emotions and eyes, including all confusion, fear of the dark, fear of the light, and fear 
of sudden noises.  I renounce the secret word BOAZ, and all it means.  I renounce the mixing 
and mingling of truth and error, and the blasphemy of this degree of Masonry.  I renounce the 
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noose around the neck, the fear of choking and also every spirit causing asthma, hay fever, 
emphysema or any other breathing difficulty.  I renounce the compass point, sword or spear held 
against the breast, the fear of death by stabbing pain, and the fear of heart attack from this 
degree.  In the name of Jesus Christ I now pray for healing of throat, vocal cords, nasal 
passages,sinus, bronchial tubes, etc. and for healing of the speech area and the release of the 
Word of God to me and through me and my family. 
 
2nd Degree 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the second or Fellow Craft degree of 
Masonry, especially the curses on the heart and chest.  I renounce the secret words JACHIN and 
SHIBBOLETH and all that these mean.  I cut off emotional hardness, apathy, indifference, 
unbelief, and deep anger from me and my family.  In the name of Jesus Christ I pray for the 
healing of the chest, lung, heart area and also for the healing of my emotions, and ask to be made 
sensitive to the Holy Spirit of God. 
 
3rd Degree 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the third or Master Mason degree, 
especially the curses on the stomach and womb area.  I renounce the secret words MAHA 
BONE, MACHABEN, MACHBINNA, and TUBAL CAIN, and all that they mean.  I renounce 
the Spirit of Death from the blows to the head enacted as ritual murder, the fear of death, false 
martyrdom, fear of violent gang attack, assault, or rape, and the helplessness of this degree.  I 
renounce the falling into the coffin or stretcher involved in the ritual of murder.  I renounce the 
false resurrection of this degree because only Jesus Christ is the Resurrection and the Life!  I also 
renounce the blasphemous kissing of the Bible on a Witchcraft oath.  I cut off all spirits of death, 
witchcraft and deception and in the name of Jesus Christ I pray for the healing of the stomach, 
gall bladder, womb, liver, and any other organs of my body affected by Masonry, and I ask for a 
release of compassion and understanding for me and my family. 
 
Holy Royal Arch Degree 
I renounce and forsake the oaths taken and the curses involved in the Holy Royal Arch Degree of 
Masonry, especially the oath regarding the removal of the head from the body and the exposing 
of the brains to the hot sun.  I renounce the Mark Lodge and the mark in the form of squares and 
angles which marks the person for life.  I also reject the jewel or talisman which may have been 
made from this mark sign and worn at lodge meetings.  I renounce the false secret name of God, 
JAHBULON, and the password, AMMI RUHAMAH and all they mean.  I renounce the false 
communion or Eucharist taken in this degree, and all the mockery, skepticism, and unbelief 
about the redemptive work of Jesus Christ on the cross of Calvary.  I cut off all these curses and 
their effects on me and my family in the name of Jesus Christ, and I pray for healing of the brain, 
the mind, etc. 
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18th Degree 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the eighteenth degree of Masonry, the Most 
Wise Sovereign Knight of the Pelican and the Eagle and Sovereign Prince Rose Croix of 
Heredom.  I renounce and reject the Pelican witchcraft spirit as well as the occultic influence of 
the Rosicrucians and the Kabbala in this degree.  I renounce the claim that the death of Jesus 
Christ was a “dire calamity” and also the deliberate mockery and twisting of the Christian 
doctrine of the Atonement.  I renounce the blasphemy and rejection of the deity of Jesus Christ 
and the secret words IGNE NATURA RENOVATUR INTEGRA and its burning.  I renounce 
the mockery of the communion taken in this degree, including a biscuit, salt and white wine. 
 
30th Degree 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the thirtieth degree of Masonry, the Grand 
Knight Kadosh and Knight of the Black and White Eagle.  I renounce the password, STIBIUM 
ALKABAR, and all it means. 
 
31st Degree 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the thirty-first degree of Masonry, the 
Grand Inspector Inquisitor Commander.  I renounce all the gods and goddesses of Egypt which 
are honored in this degree including Anubis with the ram’s head, Osiris the Sun god, Isis the 
sister and wife of Osiris, and also the moon goddess.  I renounce the Soul of Cheres, the false 
symbol of immortality, the chamber of the dead and the false teaching reincarnation. 
 
32nd Degree 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the thirty-second degree of Masonry, the 
Sublime Prince of the Royal Secret.  I renounce Masonry’s false Trinitarian deity AUM, and its 
parts: Brahma the creator, Vishnu the preserver, and Shiva the destroyer.  I renounce the deity of 
AHUR-MAZDA, the claimed spirit or source of all light, and the worship with fire, which is an 
abomination to God and also the drinking from a human skull in many Rites. 
 
York Rite 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the York Rite of Freemasonry, including 
Mark Master, Past Master, Most Excellent Master, Royal Master, Select Master, Super Excellent 
Master, the Orders of the Red Cross, the Knights of Malta, and the Knights Templar degrees.  I 
renounce the secret words of JOPPA, KEB RAIOTH, and MAHER-SHALAL-HASH-BAZ.  I 
renounce the vows taken on a human skull, the crossed swords, and the curse and death wish of 
Judas of having the head cut off and placed on top of a church spire.  I renounce the unholy 
communion and especially of drinking from a human skull in many rites. 
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Shriners (America only – doesn’t apply in other countries) 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and penalties involved in the Ancient Arabic Order of 
the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine.  I renounce the piercing of the eyeballs with a three-edged 
blade, the flaying of the feet, the madness, and the worship of the false god Allah as the god of 
our fathers.  I renounce the hoodwink, the mock hanging, the mock beheading, the mock 
drinking of the blood of the victim, the mock dog urinating on the initiate, and the offering of 
urine as a commemoration. 
 
33rd Degree 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses involved in the thirty-third degree of Masonry, the 
Grand Sovereign Inspector General.  I renounce and forsake the declaration that Lucifer is God.  
I renounce the cable tow around the neck.  I renounce the death wish that the wine drunk from a 
human skull should turn to poison and the skeleton whose cold arms are invited if the oath of this 
degree is violated.  I renounce the three infamous assassins of their grand master, law, property 
and religion, and the greed and witchcraft involved in the attempt to manipulate and control the 
rest of mankind. 
 
All Other Degrees 
I renounce all the other oaths taken, the rituals of every other degree and the curses involved.  I 
renounce all other lodges and secret societies such as Prince Hall Freemasonry, Mormonism, The 
Order of Amaranth, Oddfellows, Buffalos, Druids, Foresters, Orange, Elks, Moose and Eagles 
Lodges, the Ku Klux Klan, The Robe, the Knights of Pythias, the Mystic Order of the Veiled 
Prophets of the Enchanted Realm, the women’s Orders of the Eastern Star, and of the White 
Shrine of Jerusalem, the girls’ order of the Daughters of the Eastern Star, the International 
Orders of Job’s Daughters, and of the Rainbow, and the boys’ Order of DeMolay, and their 
effects on me and all my family. 
 
I renounce the ancient pagan teaching and symbolism of the First Tracing Board, the Second 
Tracing Board and the Third Tracing Board used in the ritual of the Blue Lodge.  I renounce the 
pagan ritual of the “Point within a Circle” with all its bondages and phallus worship.  I renounce 
the occultic mysticism of the black and white mosaic chequered floor with the tessellated border 
and five-pointed blazing star.  I renounce the symbol “G” and its veiled pagan symbolism and 
bondages.  I renounce and utterly forsake the Great Architect Of The Universe, who is revealed 
in the higher degrees as Lucifer, and his false claim to be the universal fatherhood of God.  I also 
renounce the false claim that Lucifer is the Morning Star and Shining One and I declare that 
Jesus Christ is the Bright and Morning Star of Revelation 22:16. 
 
I renounce the All-Seeing Third Eye of Freemasonry or Horus in the forehead and its pagan and 
occult symbolism.  I renounce all false communions taken, all mockery of the redemptive work 
of Jesus Christ on the cross of Calvary, all unbelief, confusion and depression, and all worship of 
Lucifer as God.  I renounce and forsake the lie of Freemasonry thatman is not sinful, but merely 
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imperfect, and so can redeem himself through good works.  I rejoice that the Bible states that I 
cannot do a single thing to earn my salvation, but that I can only be saved by grace through faith 
in Jesus Christ and what He accomplished on the Cross of Calvary. 
 
I renounce all fear of insanity, anguish, death wishes, suicide and death in the name of Jesus 
Christ.  Death was conquered by Jesus Christ and He alone holds the keys of death and hell, and 
I rejoice that He holds my life in His hands now.  He came to give a life abundantly and 
eternally, and I believe His promises. 
 
I renounce all anger, hatred, murderous thoughts, revenge, retaliation, spiritual apathy, false 
religion, all unbelief, especially unbelief in the Holy Bible as God’s Word, and all compromise 
of God’s Word.  I renounce all spiritual searching into false religions and all striving to please 
God.  I rest in the knowledge that I have found my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ and that He has 
found me. 
 
I will burn all objects in my possession which connect me with all lodges and occultic 
organizations, including Masonry, Witchcraft and Mormonism, and all regalia, aprons, books of 
rituals, rings and other jewelry.  I renounce the effects these or other objects of Masonry, such as 
the compass, the square, the noose or the blindfold, have had on me or my family, in Jesus’ 
Name. 
 
END HERE 
 
All participants should now be invited to sincerely carry out the following: 
 

1. Symbolically remove the blindfold (hoodwink) and give it to the Lord for disposal. 
2. In the same way, symbolically remove the veil of mourning. 
3. Symbolically cut and remove the noose from around the neck, gather it up with the cable 

tow running down the body and give it all to the Lord for His disposal. 
4. Renounce the false Freemasonry marriage covenant, removing from the 4 th finger of the 

right hand the ring of this false marriage covenant, giving it to the Lord to dispose of it. 
5. Symbolically remove the chains and bondages of freemasonry from your body. 
6. Symbolically remove all Freemasonry regalia and armor, especially the Apron. 
7. Invite participants to repent of and seek forgiveness for having walked on all unholy 

ground, including Freemasonry lodges and temples, including any Mormon or other 
occultic/Masonic organizations. 

8. Symbolically remove the ball and chain from the ankles. 
9. Proclaim that Satan and his demons no longer have any legal rights to mislead and 

manipulate the persons seeking help. 
 
 

(Remove spirits Holy Spirit revealed) 
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Holy Spirit, I ask that you show me anything else which I need to do or to pray so that I and my 
family may be totally free from the consequences of the sins of Masonry, Witchcraft, 
Mormonism and Paganism. 
 
(Pause, while listening to God, and pray as the Holy Spirit leads you.) 
 
Now dear Father God, I ask humbly for the blood of Jesus Christ, your Son, to cleanse me from 
all these sins I have confessed and renounced, to cleanse my spirit, my soul, my mind, my 
emotions, and every part of my body which has been affected by these sins, in Jesus’ Name! 
 
I renounce every evil spirit associated with Masonry and Witchcraft and all other sins, and I 
command in the name of Jesus Christ for Satan and every evil spirit to be bound and to leave me 
now, touching or harming no one, and go to the place appointed for you by the Lord Jesus, never 
to return to me or my family.  I call on the name of the Lord Jesus to be delivered of these spirits, 
in accordance with the many promises of the Bible.  I ask to be delivered of every spirit of 
sickness, infirmity, curse, affliction, addiction, disease or allergy associated with these sins I 
have confessed and renounced.  I surrender to God’s Holy Spirit and to no other spirit all the 
places in my life where these sins have been.  I ask you, Lord, to baptize me in your Holy Spirit 
now according to the promises in your Word.  I take to myself the whole armor of God in 
accordance with Ephesians Chapter Six, and rejoice in its protection as Jesus surrounds me and 
fills me with His Holy Spirit.  I enthrone you, Lord Jesus, in my heart, for you are my Lord and 
my Savior, the source of eternal life.  Thank you, Father God, for your mercy, your forgiveness 
and your love, in the name of Jesus Christ.  Amen. 
 
(This prayer is taken from “Unmasking Freemasonry – Removing the Hoodwink,” by Selwyn 
Stevens.  ISBN 0 9583417-3-7 published by Jubilee Publishers, PO Box 36-044, Wellington 
6330, New Zealand.  Copying of this prayer is both permitted and encouraged provided 
reference is made to where it comes from.  Written testimonies of changed lives and healings are 
welcome.) 
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PRAYER OF RELEASE FOR 
FREEMASONS AND THEIR DESCENDANTS 

 
(EXTENDED VERSION) 

 
 

Ifyou were once a member of a Masonic organization or are a descendant of someone who was, 
we recommend that you pray through this prayer from your heart. Please don't be like the 
Masons who are given their obligations and oaths one line at a time and without prior 
knowledge of the requirements. Please read it through first so you know what is involved. 
 
It is best to pray this aloud with a Christian witness present. We suggest a brief pause following 
each paragraph to allow the Holy Spirit to show any related issues which may require attention. 
 
A significant number of people also reported having experienced physical and spiritual healings 
as diverse as long-term headaches and epilepsy as the result of praying through this prayer. 
Christian counselors and pastors in many countries have been using this prayer in counseling 
situations and seminars for several years, with real and significant results. 
 
Some language could be described as 'quaint Old English' and are the real terms used in the 
Masonic ritual. The legal renunciation opens the way for spiritual, emotional and physical 
healing to take place. 
 
There are differences between British Commonwealth Masonry and American and Prince Hall 
Masonry in the higher degrees. Degrees unique to Americans are marked with this sign "*" at 
the commencement of each paragraph. Those of British Commonwealth descent shouldn't need 
to pray through those paragraphs. 
 
The Prayer of Release 
 
"Father God, creator of heaven and earth, I come to you in the name of Jesus Christ your Son. I 
come as a sinner seeking forgiveness and cleansing from all sins committed against you, and 
others made in your image. I honor my earthly father and mother and all of my ancestors of flesh 
and blood, and of the spirit by adoption and godparents, but I utterly turn away from and 
renounce all their sins. I forgive all my ancestors for the effects of their sins on me and my 
children. I confess and renounce all of my own sins, known and unknown. I renounce and rebuke 
Satan and every spiritual power of his affecting me and my family, in the name of Jesus Christ.” 
 
True Holy Creator God, in the name of the True Lord Jesus Christ, in accordance with Jude 8-10; 
Psalms 82:1 and 2 Chronicles 18, I request you to move aside all Celestial Beings, including 
Principalities, Powers and Rulers, and to forbid them to harass, intimidate or retaliate against me 
and all participants in this ministry today. 
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I also ask that you prevent these beings of whatever rank, to not be permitted to send any level of 
spiritual evil as retaliation against any of those here, or our families, our ministries, or 
possessions. 
 
I renounce and annul every covenant made with Death by my ancestors or myself, including 
every agreement made with Sheol, and I renounce the refuge of lies and falsehoods which have 
been hidden behind. 
 
In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I renounce and forsake all involvement in Freemasonry or 
any other lodge, craft or occultism by my ancestors and myself. I also renounce and break the 
code of silence enforced by Freemasonry and the Occult on my family and myself. I renounce 
and repent of all pride and arrogance which opened the door for the slavery and bondage of 
Freemasonry to afflict my family and me. I now shut every door of witchcraft and deception 
operating in my life and seal it closed with the blood of the Lord Jesus Christ. I renounce every 
covenant, every blood covenant and every alliance with Freemasonry or the spiritual powers 
behind it made by my family or me. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, I rebuke, renounce and bind Witchcraft, the principal spirit behind 
Freemasonry, and I renounce and rebuke Baphomet, the Spirit of Antichrist and the spirits of 
Death, and Deception. 
 
I renounce and rebuke the Spirit of Fides, the Roman goddess of Fidelity that seeks to hold all 
Masonic and occultic participants and their descendants in bondage, and I ask the One True Holy 
Creator God to give me the gift of Faith to believe in the True Lord Jesus Christ as described in 
the Word of God. 
 
I also renounce and rebuke the Spirit of Prostitution which the Word of God says has led 
members of Masonic and other occultic organizations astray, and caused them to become 
unfaithful to the One True and Holy God. I now choose to return and become faithful to the God 
of the Bible, the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, the Father of Jesus Christ, who I now declare 
is my Lord and Savior. 
 
I renounce the insecurity, the love of position and power, the love of money, avarice or greed, 
and the pride which would have led my ancestors into Masonry. I renounce all the fears which 
held them in Masonry, especially the fears of death, fears of men, and fears of trusting, in the 
name of Jesus Christ. 
 
I renounce every position held in the lodge by any of my ancestors or myself, including 
"Master," "Worshipful Master," or any other occultic title. I renounce the calling of any man 
"Master," for Jesus Christ is my only Master and Lord, and He forbids anyone else having that  
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title. I renounce the entrapping of others into Masonry, and observing the helplessness of others 
during the rituals. I renounce the effects of Masonry passed on to me through any female 
ancestor who felt distrusted and rejected by her husband as he entered and attended any lodge 
and refused to tell her of his secret activities. I also renounce all obligations, oaths and curses 
enacted by every female member of my family through any direct membership of all Women's 
Orders of Freemasonry, the Order of the Eastern Star, or any other Masonic or occultic 
organization. 
 
All participants should now be invited to sincerely carry out in faith the following actions: 

1. Symbolically remove the blindfold (hoodwink) and give it to the Lord for disposal; 
2. In the same way, symbolically remove the veil of mourning, to make way to receive the 

joy of the Lord: 
3. Symbolically cut and remove the noose from around the neck, gather it up with the cable-

tow running down the body and give it all to the Lord for His disposal; 
4. Renounce the false Freemasonry marriage covenant, removing from the 4th finger of the 

right hand the ring of this false marriage covenant, giving it to the Lord to dispose of it; 
5. Symbolically remove the chains and bondages of Freemasonry from your body; 
6. Symbolically remove all Freemasonry regalia, including collars, gauntlets and armor, 

especially the Apron with its snake clasp, to make way for the Belt of Truth; 
7. Remove the slipshod slippers, to make way for the shoes of the Gospel of Peace; 
8. Symbolically remove the ball and chain from the ankles. 
9. Invite participants to repent of and seek forgiveness for having walked on all unholy 

ground, including Freemasonry lodges and temples, including any Mormon or any other 
Occultic/Masonic organizations. 

Proclaim that Satan and his demons no longer have any legal rights to mislead and manipulate 
the person seeking help. 
 
Thirty-Third and Supreme Degree 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in 
the supreme Thirty-Third Degree of Freemasonry, the Grand Sovereign Inspector General. I 
renounce the secret passwords, DEMOLAY-HIRUM ABIFF, FREDERICK OF PRUSSIA, 
MICHA, MACHA, BEALIM, and ADONAI, and all their occultic and Masonic meanings. I 
renounce all of the obligations of every Masonic degree, and all penalties invoked. 
 
I renounce and utterly forsake The Great Architect Of The Universe, who is revealed in this 
degree as Lucifer, and his false claim to be the universal fatherhood of God. I reject the Masonic 
view of deity because it does not square with the revelation of the One True and Holy Creator 
God of the Bible. 
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I renounce the cable-tow around the neck. I renounce the death wish that the wine drunk from a 
human skull should turn to poison and the skeleton whose cold arms are invited if the oath of this 
degree is violated. I renounce the three infamous assassins of their grand master, law, property 
and religion, and the greed and witchcraft involved in the attempt to manipulate and control the 
rest of mankind. 
 
In the name of God the Father, Jesus Christ the Son, and the Holy Spirit, I renounce and break 
the curses and iniquities involved in the idolatry, blasphemy, secrecy and deception of 
Freemasonry at every level, and I appropriate the Blood of Jesus Christ to cleanse all the 
consequences of these from my life. I now revoke all previous consent given by any of my 
ancestors or myself to be deceived. 
 
Blue Lodge 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in 
the First or Entered Apprentice Degree, especially their effects on the throat and tongue. I 
renounce the Hoodwink blindfold and its effects on spirit, emotions and eyes, including all 
confusion, fear of the dark, fear of the light, and fear of sudden noises. I renounce the blinding of 
spiritual truth, the darkness of the soul, the false imagination, condescension and the spirit of 
poverty caused by the ritual of this degree. I also renounce the usurping of the marriage covenant 
by the removal of the wedding ring. I renounce the secret word, BOAZ, and its Masonic 
meaning. I renounce the serpent clasp on the apron, and the spirit of Python which it brought to 
squeeze the spiritual life out of me.  
 
I renounce the ancient pagan teaching from Babylon and Egypt and the symbolism of the First 
Tracing Board. I renounce the mixing and mingling of truth and error, the mythology, 
fabrications and lies taught as truth, and the dishonesty by leaders as to the true understanding of 
the ritual, and the blasphemy of this degree of Freemasonry. 
 
I renounce the breaking of five of God's Ten Commandments during participation in the rituals 
of the Blue Lodge degrees. I renounce the presentation to every compass direction, for all the 
Earth is the Lord's, and everything in it. I renounce the cable-tow noose around the neck, the fear 
of choking and also every spirit causing asthma, hay fever, emphysema or any other breathing 
difficulty. I renounce the ritual dagger, or the compass point, sword or spear held against the 
breast, the fear of death by stabbing pain, and the fear of heart attack from this degree, and the 
absolute secrecy demanded under a witchcraft oath and sealed by kissing the Volume of the 
Sacred Law. I also renounce kneeling to the false deity known as the Great Architect of the 
Universe, and humbly ask the One True God to forgive me for this idolatry, in the name of Jesus 
Christ. 
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I renounce the pride of proven character and good standing required prior to joining 
Freemasonry, and the resulting self-righteousness of being good enough to stand before God 
without the need of a savior. I now pray for healing of. (throat, vocal cords, nasal passages, 
sinus, bronchial tubes etc.); for healing of the speech area, and the release of the Word of God to 
me and through me and my family. 
 
Second or Fellow Craft Degree of Masonry 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in 
the Second or Fellow Craft Degree of Masonry, especially the curses on the heart and chest. I 
renounce the secret words SHIBBOLETH and JACHIN, and all their Masonic meaning. I 
renounce the ancient pagan teaching and symbolism of the Second Tracing Board. I renounce the 
Sign of Reverence to the Generative Principle. I cut off emotional hardness, apathy, indifference, 
unbelief, and deep anger from me and my family. In the name of Jesus' Christ I pray for the 
healing of the chest/lung/heart area and also for the healing of my emotions, and ask to be made 
sensitive to the Holy Spirit of God. 
 
Third or Master Mason Degree 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in 
the Third or Master Mason Degree, especially the curses on the stomach and womb area. I 
renounce the secret words TUBAL CAIN and MAHA BONE, and all their Masonic meaning. I 
renounce the ancient pagan teaching and symbolism of the Third Tracing Board used in the 
ritual. I renounce the Spirit of Death from the blows to the head enacted as ritual murder, the fear 
of death, false martyrdom, fear of violent gang attack, assault, or rape, and the helplessness of 
this degree. I renounce the falling into the coffin or stretcher involved in the ritual of murder. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ I renounce Hiram Abiff, the false savior of Freemasons revealed in 
this degree. I renounce the false resurrection of this degree, because only Jesus Christ is the 
Resurrection and the Life! 
 
I renounce the pagan ritual of the "Point within a Circle" with all its bondages and phallus 
worship. I renounce the symbol "G" and its veiled pagan symbolism and bondages. I renounce 
the occultic mysticism of the black and white mosaic chequered floor with the tessellated border 
and five-pointed blazing star. 
 
I renounce the All-Seeing Third Eye of Freemasonry or Horus in the forehead and its pagan and 
occult symbolism. I rebuke and reject every spirit of divination which allowed this occult ability 
to operate. (Action: Put your hand over your forehead.) I now close that Third eye and all occult 
ability to see into the spiritual realm, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ,and put my trust in the 
Holy Spirit sent by Jesus Christfor all I need to know on spiritual matters. I renounce all false 
communions taken,  all mockery of the redemptive work of Jesus Christ on the cross of  Calvary,  
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all unbelief, confusion and depression. I renounce and forsake the lie of Freemasonry that man is 
not sinful, but merely imperfect, and so can redeem himself through good works. I rejoice that 
the Bible states that I cannot do a single thing to earn my salvation, but that I can only be saved 
by grace through faith in Jesus Christ and what He accomplished on the Cross of Calvary. 
 
I renounce all fear of insanity, anguish, death wishes, suicide and death in the name of Jesus 
Christ. Death was conquered by Jesus Christ, and He alone holds the keys of death and hell, and 
I rejoice that He holds my life in His hands now. He came to give me life abundantly and 
eternally, and I believe His promises. 
 
I renounce all anger, hatred, murderous thoughts, revenge, retaliation, spiritual apathy, false 
religion, all unbelief, especially unbelief in the Holy Bible as God's Word, and all compromise of 
God's Word. I renounce all spiritual searching into false religions, and all striving to please God. 
I rest in the knowledge that I have found my Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, and that He has found 
me. 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ I pray for the healing of the stomach, gall bladder, womb, liver, and 
any other organs of my body affected by Masonry, and I ask for a release of compassion and 
understanding for me and my family. 
 
York Rite 
 
I renounce and forsake the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the York Rite 
Degrees of Masonry. I renounce the Mark Lodge, and the mark in the form of squares and angles 
which marks the person for life. I also reject the jewel or occult talisman which may have been 
made from this mark sign and worn at lodge meetings; <BR.the Mark Master Degree with its 
secret word JOPPA, and its penalty of having the right ear smote off and the curse of permanent 
deafness, as well as the right hand being chopped off for being an imposter. I also renounce and 
forsake the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the other York Rite Degrees, 
including Past Master, with the penalty of having my tongue split from tip to root; <BR.and of 
the Most Excellent Master Degree, in which the penalty is to have my breast torn open and my 
heart and vital organs removed and exposed to rot on the dung hill. 
 
Holy Royal Arch Degree 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, I renounce and forsake the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities 
involved in the Holy Royal Arch Degree especially the oath regarding the removal of the head 
from the body and the exposing of the brains to the hot sun. I renounce the false secret name of 
God, JAHBULON, and declare total rejection of all worship of the false pagan gods, Bul or Baal, 
and On or Osiris. I also renounce the password, AMMI RUHAMAH and all its Masonic  
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meaning. I renounce the false communion or Eucharist taken in this degree, and all the mockery, 
skepticism and unbelief about the redemptive work of Jesus Christ on the cross of Calvary. I cut 
off all these curses and their effects on me and my family in the name of Jesus Christ, and I pray 
for healing of the brain, the mind, etc. 
 
I renounce and forsake the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the Royal Master 
Degree of the York Rite; the Select Master Degree with its penalty to have my hands chopped 
off to the stumps, to have my eyes plucked out from their sockets, and to have my body 
quartered and thrown among the rubbish of the Temple. 
 
I renounce and forsake the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the Super 
Excellent Master Degree along with the penalty of having my thumbs cut off, my eyes put out, 
my body bound in fetters and brass, and conveyed captive to a strange land; and also of the 
Knights or Illustrious Order of the Red Cross, along with the penalty of having my house torn 
down and my being hanged on the exposed timbers. 
 
I renounce the Knights Templar Degree and the secret words of KEB RAIOTH, and also Knights 
of Malta Degree and the secret words MAHER-SHALAL-HASH-BAZ. 
 
I renounce the vows taken on a human skull, the crossed swords, and the curse and death wish of 
Judas of having the head cut off and placed on top of a church spire. I renounce the unholy 
communion and especially of drinking from a human skull in many Rites. 
 
Ancient and Accepted or Scottish Rite  
 
(Only the 18th, 30th, 31st, 32nd, and 33rd degrees are operated in British Commonwealth 
countries.) 
 
*** * I renounce the oaths taken and the curses, iniquities and penalties involved in the 
American and Grand Orient Lodges, including  the Secret Master Degree, its secret passwords of 
ADONAI and ZIZA, and their occult meanings. I reject and renounce the worship of the pagan 
sun god as the Great Source of Light, and the crowning with laurel - sacred to Apollo, and the 
sign of secrecy in obedience to Horus; 
 
*** of the Perfect Master Degree, its secret password of MAH-HAH-BONE, and its penalty of 
being smitten to the Earth with a setting maul; 
 
*** * of the Intimate Secretary Degree, its secret passwords of YEVA and JOABERT, and its 
penalties of having my body dissected, and of having my vital organs cut into pieces and thrown 
to the beasts of the field, and of the use of the nine-pointed star from the Kabbala and the 
worship of Phallic energy; 
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*** of the Provost and Judge Degree, its secret password of HIRUM-TITO-CIVI-KY, and the 
penalty of having my nose cut off; 
 
*** of the Intendant of the Building Degree, of its secret password AKAR-JAI-JAH, and the 
penalty of having my eyes put out, my body cut in two and exposing my bowels; 
 
*** of the Elected Knights of the Nine Degree, its secret password NEKAM NAKAH, and its 
penalty of having my head cut off and stuck on the highest pole in the East; 
 
*** of the Illustrious Elect of Fifteen Degree, with its secret password ELIGNAM, and its 
penalties of having my body opened perpendicularly and horizontally, the entrails exposed to the 
air for eight hours so that flies may prey on them, and for my head to be cut off and placed on a 
high pinnacle; 
 
*** of the Sublime Knights elect of the Twelve Degree, its secret password STOLKIN-
ADONAI, and its penalty of having my hand cut in twain; 
 
*** of the Grand Master Architect Degree, its secret password RAB-BANAIM, and its penalties; 
 
*** * of the Knight of the Ninth Arch of Solomon or Enoch Degree, its secret password 
JEHOVAH, its blasphemous use, its penalty of having my body given to the beasts of the forest 
as prey, and I also renounce the revelations from the Kabbala in this and subsequent degrees; 
 
*** * of the Grand Elect, Perfect and Sublime Mason or Elu Degree, its secret password 
MARAH-MAUR-ABREK and IHUH, the penalty of having my body cut open and my bowels 
given to vultures for food, and I reject the Great Unknowable deity of this degree. 
 
Council of Princes of Jerusalem 
 
*** of the Knights of the East Degree, its secret password RAPH-O-DOM, and its penalties; 
 
*** of the Prince of Jerusalem Degree, its secret password TEBET-ADAR, and its penalty of 
being stripped naked and having my heart pierced with a ritual dagger. 
 
Chapter of the Rose Croix 
 
*** * of the Knight of the East and West Degree, its secret password ABADDON, and its 
penalty of incurring the severe wrath of the Almighty Creator of Heaven and Earth. I also reject 
the Tetractys and its representation of the Sephiroth from the Kabbala and its false tree of life. I 
also reject the false anointing with oil and the proclamation that anyone so anointed is now 
worthy to open the Book of Seven Seals, because only the Lord Jesus Christ is worthy. 
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Eighteenth Degree 
 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses, iniquities and penalties involved in the Eighteenth 
Degree of Freemasonry, the Most Wise Sovereign Knight of the Pelican and the Eagle and 
Sovereign Prince Rose Croix of Heredom. I renounce and reject the false Jesus revealed in this 
degree because He doesn't point to the light or the truth since the True Lord Jesus Christ is the 
Light of the World and the Truth. I renounce and reject the Pelican witchcraft spirit, as well as 
the occultic influence of the Rosicrucians and the Kabbala in this degree. 
 
I renounce the claim that the death of Jesus Christ was a "dire calamity," and also the deliberate 
mockery and twisting of the Christian doctrine of the Atonement. I renounce the blasphemy and 
rejection of the deity of Jesus Christ, and the secret words IGNE NATURA RENOVATUR 
INTEGRA and its burning. I renounce the mockery of the communion taken in this degree, 
including a biscuit, salt and white wine. 
 
Council of Kadosh 
 
*** I renounce the inappropriate use of the title "Kadosh" used in these council degrees because 
it means "Holy" and it is here used in a unholy way. 
 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses, iniquities and penalties involved in the Grand Pontiff 
Degree, its secret password EMMANUEL, and its penalties; 
 
**** of the Grand Master of Symbolic Lodges or Ad Vitum Degree, its secret passwords 
JEKSON and STOLKIN, and the penalties invoked, and I also reject the pagan Phoenician and 
Hindu deities revealed in this degree; 
 
*** * of the Patriarch Noachite or Prussian Knight Degree, its secret password PELEG, and its 
penalties; 
 
*** * of the Knight of the Royal Axe or Prince of Libanus Degree, its secret password NOAH-
BEZALEEL-SODONIAS, and its penalties; 
 
*** * of the Chief of the Tabernacle Degree, its secret password URIEL-JEHOVAH, and its 
penalty that I agree the Earth should open up and engulf me up to my neck so I perish, and I also 
reject the false title of becoming a "Son of Light" in this degree; 
 
*** * of the Prince of the Tabernacle Degree, and its penalty to be stoned to death and have my 
body left above ground to rot. I also reject the claimed revelation of the mysteries of the Hebrew 
faith from the Kabbala, and the occultic and pagan Egyptian, Hindu, Mithraic, Dionysian and 
Orphic mysteries revealed and worshipped in this degree; 
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**** of the Knight of the Brazen Serpent Degree, its secret password MOSES-JOHANNES, and 
its penalty to have my heart eaten by venomous serpents. I also reject the claimed revelation of 
the mysteries of the Islamic faith, I reject the insulting misquotations from the Koran, and the gift 
of a white turban in this degree; 
 
**** of the Prince of Mercy Degree, its secret password GOMEL, JEHOVAH- JACHIN, and its 
penalty of condemnation and spite by the entire universe. I also reject the claimed revelation of 
the mysteries of the Christian religion because there are no such mysteries. I reject the Druid 
trinity of Odin, Frea and Thor revealed in this degree. I also reject the false baptism claimed for 
the purification of my soul to allow my soul to rejoin the universal soul of Buddhism, as taught 
in this degree; 
 
**** of the Knight Commander of the Temple Degree, its secret password SOLOMON, and its 
penalty of receiving the severest wrath of Almighty God inflicted upon me. I also reject the 
claimed revelation of the mysteries of Numerology, Astrology and Alchemy and other occult 
sciences taught in this degree; 
 
**** of the Knight Commander of the Sun, or Prince Adept Degree, its secret password 
STIBIUM, and its penalties of having my tongue thrust through with a red-hot iron, of my eyes 
being plucked out, of my senses of smelling and hearing being removed, of having my hands cut 
off and in that condition to be left for voracious animals to devour me, or executed by lightening 
from heaven; 
 
**** of the Grand Scottish Knight of Saint Andrew or Patriarch of the Crusades Degree, its 
secret password NEKAMAH-FURLAC, and its penalties. 
 
Thirtieth Degree 
 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the Thirtieth Degree of 
Masonry, the Grand Knight Kadosh and Knight of the Black and White Eagle. I renounce the 
secret passwords, STIBIUM ALKABAR, PHARASH-KOH and all they mean. 
 
Sublime Princes of The Royal Secret 
 
Thirty-First Degree of Masonry 
 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the Thirty-First Degree of 
Masonry, the Grand Inspector Inquisitor Commander. I renounce all the gods and goddesses of 
Egypt which are honored in this degree, including Anubis with the jackal’s head, Osiris the Sun 
god, Isis the sister and wife of Osiris and also the moon goddess. I renounce the Soul of Cheres, 
the false symbol of immortality, the Chamber of the dead and the false teaching of reincarnation. 
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Thirty-Second Degree of Masonry 
 
I renounce the oaths taken and the curses and iniquities involved in the Thirty-Second Degree of 
Masonry, the Sublime Prince of the Royal Secret. I renounce the secret passwords, 
PHAAL/PHARASH-KOL and all they mean. I renounce Masonry's false Trinitarian deity AUM, 
and its parts; Brahma the creator, Vishnu the preserver and Shiva the destroyer. I renounce the 
deity of AHURA-MAZDA, the claimed spirit or source of all light, and the worship with fire, 
which is an abomination to God, and also the drinking from a human skull in many Rites. 
 
Shriners (Applies only in North America) 
 
*** I renounce the oaths taken and the curses, iniquities and penalties involved in the Ancient 
Arabic Order of the Nobles of the Mystic Shrine. I renounce the piercing of the eyeballs with a 
three-edged blade, the flaying of the feet, the madness, and the worship of the false god Allah as 
the god of our fathers. I renounce the hoodwink, the mock hanging, the mock beheading, the 
mock drinking of the blood of the victim, the mock dog urinating on the initiate, and the offering 
of urine as a commemoration. 
 
All Other Degrees 
 
I renounce all the other oaths taken, the rituals of every other degree and the curses and iniquities 
invoked. These include the Acacia, Allied Degrees, The Red Cross of Constantine, the Order of 
the Secret Monitor, and the Masonic Royal Order of Scotland. 
 
I renounce all other lodges and secret societies including Prince Hall Freemasonry, Grand Orient 
Lodges, Mormonism, the Ancient Toltec Rite, The Order of Amaranth, the Royal Order of 
Jesters, the Manchester Unity Order of Oddfellows and its women’s' Order of Rebekah lodges, 
the Royal Antediluvian Order of Buffaloes, Druids, Foresters, the Loyal Order of Orange, 
including the Purple and Black Lodges within it, Elks, Moose and Eagles Lodges, the Ku Klux 
Klan, The Grange, the Woodmen of the World, Riders of the Red Robe, the Knights of Pythias, 
the Order of the Builders, The Rite of Memphiz and Mitzraim, Ordo Templi Orientis (OTO), 
Aleister Crowley's Palladium Masonry, the Order of the Golden Key, the Order of Desoms, the 
Mystic Order of the Veiled Prophets of the Enchanted Realm, the women's Orders of the Eastern 
Star, of the Ladies Oriental Shrine, and of the White Shrine of Jerusalem, the girls' order of the 
Daughters of the Eastern Star, the International Orders of Job's Daughters, and of the Rainbow, 
the boys' Order of De Molay, and the Order of the Constellation of Junior Stars, and every 
university or college Fraternity or Sorority with Greek and Masonic connections, and their 
effects on me and all my family. 
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Lord Jesus, because you want me to be totally free from all occult bondages, I will burn all 
objects in my possession which connect me with all lodges and occultic organizations, including 
Masonry, Witchcraft, the Occult and Mormonism, and all regalia, aprons, books of rituals, rings 
and other jewelry. I renounce the effects these or other objects of Masonry, including the 
compass and the square, have had on me or my family, in the name of Jesus Christ. 
 
In the name and authority of Jesus Christ, I break every curse of Freemasonry in my life, 
including the curses of barrenness, sickness, mind-blinding and poverty, and I rebuke every evil 
spirit which empowered these curses. 
 
I also renounce, cut off and dissolve in the blood of Jesus Christ every ungodly Soul-Tie that I or 
my ancestors have created with other lodge members or participants in occultic groups and 
actions, and I ask you to send out ministering angels to gather together all portions of my 
fragmented soul, to free them from all bondages and to wash them clean in the Blood of Jesus 
Christ, and then to restore them to wholeness to their rightful place within me. I also ask that 
You remove from me any parts of any other person's soul which has been deposited within my 
humanity. Thank you Lord for restoring my soul and sanctifying my spirit. 
 
I renounce and rebuke every evil spirit associated with Freemasonry, Witchcraft, the Occult and 
all other sins and iniquities. Lord Jesus, I ask you to now set me free from all spiritual and other 
bondages, in accordance with the many promises of the Bible. 
 
In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I now take the delegated authority given to me and bind 
every spirit of sickness, infirmity, curse, affliction, addiction, disease or allergy associated with 
these sins I have confessed and renounced, including every spirit empowering all iniquities 
inherited from my family. I exercise the delegated authority from the Risen Lord Jesus Christ 
over all lower levels of evil spirits and demons which have been assigned to me, and I command 
that all such demonic beings are to be bound up into one, to be separated from every part of my 
humanity, whether perceived to be in the body or trapped in the dimensions, and they are not 
permitted to transfer power to any other spirits or to call for reinforcements. 
 
I command, in the name of Jesus Christ, for every evil spirit to leave me now, touching or 
harming no one, and go to the dry place appointed for you by the Lord Jesus Christ, never to 
return to me or my family, and I command that you now take all your memories, roots, scars, 
works, nests and habits with you. I surrender to God's Holy Spirit and to no other spirit all the 
places in my life where these sins and iniquities have been. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Holy Spirit, I ask that you show me anything else which I need to do or to pray so that I and my 
family may be totally free from the consequences of the sins of Masonry, Witchcraft, 
Mormonism and all related Paganism and Occultism.  
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(Pause, while listening to God, and pray as the Holy Spirit leads you.)  

Now, dear Father God, I ask humbly for the blood of Jesus Christ, your Son and my Savior, to 
cleanse me from all these sins I have confessed and renounced, to cleanse my spirit, my soul, my 
mind, my emotions and every part of my body which has been affected by these sins, in the name 
of Jesus Christ. I also command every cell in my body to come into divine order now, and to be 
healed and made whole as they were designed to be by my loving Creator, including restoring all 
chemical imbalances and neurological functions, controlling all cancerous cells, reversing all 
degenerative diseases, and I sever the DNA and RNA of any mental or physical diseases or 
afflictions that came down through my family blood lines. I also ask to receive the perfect love 
of God which casts out all fear, in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ. 

I ask you, Lord, to fill me with your Holy Spirit now according to the promises in your Word. I 
take to myself the whole armor of God in accordance with Ephesians Chapter Six, and rejoice in 
its protection as Jesus surrounds me and fills me with His Holy Spirit. I enthrone you, Lord 
Jesus, in my heart, for you are my Lord and my Savior, the source of eternal life. Thank you, 
Father God, for your mercy, your forgiveness and your love, in the name of Jesus Christ, Amen. 

 

Since the above is what needs to be renounced, why would anyone want to join? 
 
 
 
This information is taken from "Unmasking Freemasonry - Removing the Hoodwink", by Dr. 
Selwyn Stevens published by Jubilee Resources, PO Box 36-044, Wellington 6330, New 
Zealand.(ISBN 1877203-48-3). 

Notice  
Copying of this prayer is both permitted and encouraged provided reference is made to Book 
title, Author, Publisher and web address - www.jubilee-resources.com or www.jubilee.org.nz. 
This and other similar prayers are available to download freely from our website. Resources on 
other subjects are also available to educate and equip Christians on a wide range of spiritual 
deceptions. These prayers will also be in Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese, French, German and 
Italian, and other languages as can be arranged. 
 
Copyright ©2006 Jubilee Resources International. All Rights Reserved. 
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GENERATIONAL CURSES AND ROOT OF INIQUITY 
THAT CAUSED THEM 

 
 

PRAYER 
 
 

Father, I confess that a root of iniquity,     (name the iniquity) operates in me 

and my bloodline.  We have sinned against You, but today I repent for me and my entire 

ancestral line because we have committed the sins of       (name 

the sins or fruit of the iniquity).  I ask You to forgive me and my ancestors and to purge my 

spirit, soul, and body of all this iniquity.  I command this iniquity to be uprooted from my spirit 

and soul and the physical substance of this iniquity be loosened from my bones and organs and 

exit my body. 

 

Pause and allow Holy Spirit to work and untangle the iniquity and remove it. 

 

Prayer team may assist in removing the fruit and the root of iniquity. 

 

Next break the curses that resulted from this iniquity. 

 

I now revoke and cancel the curse(s) that resulted from these iniquities, specifically the curses of  

    (name the curses) and break their power over my life and the lives of my 

descendants from this day forward. 

 

Prayer team now assists in breaking the curses off and anything else as led by Holy Spirit. 

 
 

DECLARATION 
 
Right now, I declare these iniquities are completely UPROOTED from my spirit, soul, and body 

and any curses associated with these iniquities broken.  I declare victory through the blood of 

Jesus who was “made a curse” for me (Galatians 3:13).  Thank you, Jesus, for setting me free.  

Amen. 

  



GENERATIONAL BLOODLINE CLEANSING PRAYERS 
 
These prayers are assembled from several sources – primarily among them are Natasha Grbich, 
Neil Anderson, Rodney Hogue, and Kay Tolman.  If you intend to lead people in cleansing their 
ancestral bloodlines, we strongly recommend purchasing Natasha's book entitled Repentance: 
Cleansing Your Generational Bloodline.  Her teachings will explain why these kinds of prayers 
are so necessary and so powerful. 
 
Just as we must reclaim spiritual territory we, by our own choices, gave to the enemy; we 
evidently also must reclaim territory given away by our ancestors.  One sin can curse a family for 
ten generations (Deuteronomy 23:2).  Some cut you off, some require death and some demand 
the end of a bloodline or name.  Many, particularly those attached to sexual sins (Leviticus 20), 
will stand in operation until the sin is repented.  If you are carrying the DNA of someone who 
committed these sins, it will stand against you. 
 
The good news is that Jesus destroyed all the works of the devil.  Repentance is all that's 
necessary to cleanse your bloodlines.  Jesus wants to be our inheritance. Our part is to give up 
every other inheritance and repent and break the demonic handwriting of ordinances against us. 
Saying these prayers is not a magical incantation.  This is a legal procedure in which we are 
appropriating what Jesus has already done for us. 
 

 We must be willing to take responsibility for our actions.  Also, for doing whatever, 
according to the Word of God is necessary to release the blessings.  God is not a sugar 
daddy or the tooth fairy.  The engagement of our will is necessary, in most cases, to get 
released from any kind of bondage. 

 Whenever someone sins, the curses remain until the sin is repented.  God is a righteous 
judge and will not excuse sin.  The wages of sin is death.  Only repentance and 
forgiveness through the blood of Jesus can remove the curse. 

 Our ancestors worshipped false gods.  There is some kind of agreement in the spiritual 
realm that unless we actually divorce them and declare our worship of the one true God, 
those ancient agreements still stand.  So we are held captive because of agreements our 
ancestors have made. 

 Most rituals to false gods dedicate every generation. 

 First work through the inner healing and wounding issues.  God does not take wounded 
soldiers to war. 

 When going to spiritual battle, our most crucial weapon is the blood of the Lamb.  It's the 
only blood (sacrifice) that speaks forever, and not just for a certain period of time. 
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 There can be spiritual contracts that bind some aspect of our lives.  These are binding 
legal documents that must be broken.  Ask God to reveal all the paperwork against you!  
We must purposefully break the covenants, agreements, and rituals done to other gods.  
We renounce and cast down the inheritance of sin from our ancestors. 

 
The Steps of War 

 
1. Salute the King, Ask For A Mandate 

Father, I enter Your throne room with boldness.  I stand in faith on Your Word covered by the 
Blood of the Lamb.  I worship You first and foremost.  All glory is Yours.  I stand before you to 
establish Your will and plan for my life, to take back all that has been stolen, quenched, 
thwarted, or dismantled. 
 
In faith I ask You to be my strong tower and rear guard.  I ask You to draw the bloodline around 
me, set up a hedge of protection, and send your angels to minister on my behalf.  I ask You to 
rescue me and set me free. 
 
2. Renouncing Demonic Inheritance 

Regarding any area of my mind, will, emotions, and physical body in my ancestry on my 
mother's side and my father's side all the way back to Adam, I proclaim it is covered by the 
blood of Jesus.  I renounce all the inheritance of every altar of spilt blood, sexual orgies, 
connections to spirits, death spirits, ancestral spirits, nephilim, angels, and anybody that is not 
Jesus Christ.  I give all of it up.  I thank You that the blood of Jesus removes my name and the 
name of all my descendants, from any and every altar that ties me by clan, tribe, family name, 
sex, abortions, giving babies to priests, cannibalism, vampirism, history, culture, or tradition.  I 
renounce it all in Jesus name. 
 
By the authority of Jesus Christ of Nazareth, I forbid any of these altars to ever speak to me or 
my descendants.  I pull out and destroy all receivers, antennas, and listening devices in the name 
of Jesus. 
 
I have the mind of Christ.  I renounce all ungodly thought patterns from both my mother's and 
father's side of the family.  I do not want any part of any ungodly inheritance from my ancestors.  
I choose not to participate in any way in any covenants that do not acknowledge Jesus Christ as 
Lord.  As for my children and all my descendants and their seed into eternity, I cut off all 
bloodlines, connections, programming, and memories that are connected to anything except our 
inheritance from the Lord God Almighty. 
 
I take the Sword of the Spirit and proclaim that the principalities over any and all of my ancestral 
bloodlines are bound with chains and fetters of iron according to Psalm 149.  I cut between 
myself and all these ancestral attachments so that they no longer have any power over me or my 
descendants. 
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3. Repent For Soul Hunting 

Father, I repent for every place where I hunted souls like a bird.  I repent for any place where I 
have used or inherited magic charms or witchcraft tools or fowler's snares from my ancestry.  I 
repent for any place where my ancestors entrapped souls for power, totems, or to fill quotas. 
 
I repent for any person my ancestors killed or had killed.  I repent for every place where my 
ancestors ate people or used them as prey for strength.  I repent for any drinking of blood or 
eating of flesh, or having sex with captives or sex with demons.  I repent for anyone in my 
bloodline who gave a child as a tithe or a terumah into the spirit realm to buy or secure a place or 
for power or negotiation or to seal a contract. 
 
Any altar that has my name on it as a result of any of the above listed activities – I now put the 
blood of Christ on those altars and completely erase my name.  Neither myself nor any of my 
descendants will fulfill any of those contracts.  They are abolished now.  I divorce myself and cut 
myself and all my descendants from these altars and contracts. 
 
I refuse and renounce any and every mind control spirit that had been attached to my bloodlines.  
I refuse to allow my thoughts to be shaped or influenced by hatred, strife, fear, pride, arrogance, 
bigotry, racism or any other demonic standard.  As for me and my descendants, we will serve the 
Lord God Most High, and we will think His thoughts and love as He loves. 
 
I repent for and renounce any place where I have spoken, commented, gossiped, or slandered and 
pulled a person apart with my tongue or my opinion.  I repent.  I repent for anything I have said 
that was unkind, evil, unflattering – where I have used my tongue as a sword and shot bitter 
words as arrows.  I repent.  I renounce and lay down all of the arsenal in me, all the tools of pain 
or revenge or cursing.  I repent even of the times I have thought unkindly or hatefully in my 
heart. 
 
I remove all my arrows and I will not be a sword for the enemy.  Destroy those weapons within 
me.  I give You permission.  I declare that I will not kill people with my tongue.  I refuse to be a 
weapon in the enemy's hand.  I choose to bless and not curse.  Help me, Holy Spirit, to put a 
guard on my mouth and to fill my heart with love for all people so that the overflow from my 
heart are comforting and encouraging words that bring peace and not strife. 
 
Now, Father, I ask you to protect me from anyone who hunts or has hunted me with words like 
arrows and swords.  I ask you to burn off and remove all arrows and swords that resulted from 
any person using my name, discussing me in any way; verbally or in writing. Remove the arrows 
and spears and swords from my life and from my lineage, in Jesus name. 
 
Finally, Father, I ask You and give You permission to rewire me: my brain, my will, my body, 
my emotions, and everything that connects me to my spirit.  Give me new habits and do not let 
me fall into the old patterns of my ancestors.  I renounce all "get my way" behaviors, including  
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getting angry, losing my temper, being intimidated, and fearing man's opinion.  Stabilize me 
now.  Your opinion is the only opinion.  My ancestry will not dictate to me how to respond to 
any situations any longer.  Those old gods cannot speak to me any longer – those altars will be 
quiet.  They have no hold and no access to me or to any of my descendants.  I am Yours, glorious 
Lord, and Yours alone, and I commit my lineage throughout eternity to Your service and Your 
kingdom. 
 
4. Take Your Name Off Of Altars 

I confess that I am not a freemason, not a witch, not a sangoma.  I will not attend to any altar.  I 
will not eat from any altar.  I refuse service to ANY spirit other than the Holy Spirit. 
 
I repent on behalf of all my ancestors for going under the water and into the sea to eat at those 
altars.  I repent for going to the stars and making altars there and eating there.  I repent for any 
and every place on earth that my family participated at a particular altar with sacrifices to any 
god, or gave currency in human blood to any altar.  I declare all such things as abomination.  
Lord, I repent before You of everything that such abominations have caused in my body, will, 
mind, and emotions.  In Jesus name. 
 
I repent and remove my family name from all altars associated with the African continent, from 
Blood River, from Kilimanjaro, the mountain of Cape Town, Drakensberg mountains, from all 
the high places and all the demon worship.  I divorce my family lineage from all khoi altars, 
Hottentot altars, strandloper altars, and all the ancient altars. 
 
I repent and remove my family name from all the altars of Egypt. I break and disconnect all 
connections or associations from my ancestral bloodlines, including all freemasons, rosicrucians, 
all spiritists, or anybody in my family who ever worshiped Egypt at any level.  I renounce all 
fascination with pyramids, King Tut, the pharaohs, and their witchcraft.  I inform all the gods of 
Egypt that Jesus Christ has bought and paid for me, and all my descendants belong to Him. 
 
I break and divorce myself from all altars in Rome, Greece, Turkey, Israel, Syria, Stonehenge, 
England, France, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Finland, Switzerland, Ireland, Scotland, Germany, 
American and South American tribes, and all islands in the sea, in Jesus name. 
 
5. Blood Sacrifices 

Lord, I repent for any ancestor who was a priest of Baal.  As for me and my house, we will not 
serve that priesthood in any way.  I completely renounce all eating and drinking blood for any 
and every reason.  I repent for the eating and drinking of blood in my family lineage.  I renounce 
and cast down, by the authority of Jesus Christ, all curses, attachments, diseases, and 
assignments that result from eating and drinking of the blood.  I unhook and release all of those 
from my DNA, and ask You, Lord, to wash it clean. 
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So I cancel all assignments of alzheimers, heart disease, arterial blockages, strokes, heart attacks, 
and high blood pressure.  These are not my inheritance.  They no longer infect my DNA.  I speak 
to my DNA and I command it to be reconfigured without those attachments, curses, commands, 
assignments, and perversions.  My inheritance is strength and life and health and restoration in 
Jesus Christ.  I am healed by the wounds He bore on His body for me. 
 
My blood agrees with the blood on the altar in Heaven that speaks better than that of bulls and 
goats.  Anything in my bloodline that is attached to the blood of bulls, goats, or any animals put 
on the altar, or money on the altar, or anything burnt on the altar, or any rituals done on the altar 
– I renounce all of it and cast it far from me. 
 
I repent for anyone in my bloodline who ate a human or animal heart.  Anything that came into 
my DNA or is part of my physical make up or part of my cells that are a result of those actions, I 
renounce it and cast it out of me right now in Jesus name.  Any spirit inherited from eating of 
hearts I renounce and command to be gone.  I refuse any power that was promised as a result.  
All my power comes from Jesus Christ.  I will not take any territory by eating other people. 
 
I repent for anyone in my ancestry that participated in any blood sports, including Romans in the 
coliseum.  I resign from the Roman altar that demanded blood sport.  I renounce any inheritance 
or benefits from that altar, or any power, land, or authority that came to me through that altar of 
blood. 
 
Lord, I further repent for any bloodlust in me and I refuse to feed the altar of bloodlust in any 
way.  I repent for any pleasure I have taken in any acts of violence, real or imaginary.  Forgive 
me for finding any kind of violence entertaining or pleasurable.  I refuse to be fascinated or take 
pleasure in any violence.  I cast down and destroy any such altar in my life and I choose to 
worship and feed only the altar of Jesus Christ, which I erect in the center of my life. 
 
6. Trading Floors 

 
 Wars are fought for resources, territory, and land.  Whenever someone wants to take new 

territory, there is always a price to pay, and it will always be in blood.  So leaders/people 
contract with altars for power to hold the land.  Such a transaction requires blood, 
sacrificed on an altar, and then the principality over that region guarantees victory.  This 
is how trading happens in the spirit realm. 

 Trading has its roots in freemasonry.  Masons do rituals in their lodges to establish 
contracts and secure victory.  These contracts are made with demons and altars on the 
ground to obtain victory over people and control economies and resources.  Human lives 
have been and are bartered for wealth and power. 
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Father, I repent for every place where I, my parents, or my ancestors participated in wars, 
demonic contracts, voted for evil governments, wanted economic privileges, or conquered 
another tribe or people group.  I bring all this under the blood of Jesus and I ask forgiveness.  I 
repent from my heart.  I renounce for any part in any of it. 
 
I repent for every sacrifice on any altar of any kind.  I repent for blood spilled to cement 
contracts.  I repent for all the rituals used in contractual rituals: such as sexual rituals, rituals with 
animals, blood rituals, rituals with excrement and urine, and rituals with semen.  I repent for all 
of it.  I call it a sin and abomination.  Please forgive my ancestors and cleanse these sins from my 
bloodline. 
 
Lord, I repent for any involvement of any of my ancestors in the slave trade – from taking 
prisoners during war, from raids, for sex or labor, adults or children.  I repent for any inheritance 
that was handed down from generation to generation, any place where I have benefited on any 
level from slave trade – whether status, house, education, land, and witchcraft power.  I repent 
and renounce and cut it off from my lineage in Jesus name. Help me if there is any restitution I 
need to make.  I cast down and destroy any altars attached to my ancestral line, or which have 
my ancestral names on them, that are dedicated to buying and selling or imprisoning other 
humans for any and all purposes, including sexual favors.  
 
I repent for the devaluation of people for any reason – sex, color, economic status and especially 
for the treating of people as a slave because they had no power or no one to defend or protect 
them.  I repent and renounce this practice on the part of any one of my ancestors all the way back 
to Adam, and I ask for and call forth restitution on behalf of any descendants for anyone so 
treated by my family.  If I am personally guilty of mistreating anyone in this way I ask You, 
Holy Spirit, to bring it to my remembrance, including any restitution if necessary.  Thank You 
for grace to hear and obey Your Word in this matter. 
 
I repent for not valuing other people as higher than a slave, or for seeing them as only deserving 
of a certain kind of low life.  I repent for any ancestral tribes or family members that sold each 
other out.  I repent for any place where people were sold out of my bloodline.  I will not allow 
my children to be sold or any of my progeny.  I ask You, Father God, to set a hedge around my 
descendants so that they will not and cannot be taken captive or used in slavery of any kind – 
mental, spiritual, emotional, and physically. 
 
If there are any prisons or regions of captivity where cells have any of my family names on them 
I ask You, Lord, to cast them down, beat them small like dust and destroy every remnant.  I 
proclaim that, because of Jesus Christ, there are absolutely no places reserved in hell for any 
person of my bloodline as You cleanse me and my bloodlines from all unrighteousness.  I thank 
You for Your great and exceeding mercy. 
 
I repent for any place where I have traded illegally – pirated DVD's, stolen goods, taken 
advantage of someone desperate to sell, cheated on taxes, or stolen from anyone in any way.   
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Please forgive me.  Forgive me for all illegal trading.  I repent for receiving a salary and not 
doing what I was supposed to do, for wasting employer's time, money, or resources.  I also 
repent for any illegal trading done by any of my ancestors – bribery, coercion, stealing, and 
unfair trading. I renounce and cast down all curses or bondages that have resulted from these 
unfair and illegal dealings.  I break any remaining contracts in Jesus name.  I set my DNA 
lineage completely free from these practices, and the results of any ancestors that practiced them. 
 
7. Sexual Sin 

Lord, I repent for any ancestor who prostituted himself or herself and committed harlotry with 
Molech.  I repent for any ancestor who sacrificed a child on the altar of Molech for any reason, 
in any fashion, knowingly or unknowingly.  I repent for abortions in whatever way they were 
committed.  I repent for spiritual and emotional abortion perpetrated on children in order to 
pursue self-centered agendas or for gain in any other area of life.  I repent for anyone in my 
bloodline, all the way back to Adam, for causing the death of a fetus in utero for any reason in 
any way (Leviticus 20:1-5). 
 
I renounce any and every curse placed on my ancestral lineage as a result of offerings, 
allegiance, worship, or agreement with Molech, knowingly or unknowingly.  I break those altars 
and any and every contract with Molech on behalf of my entire ancestral lineage.  Those 
contracts and agreements do not hold or bind me or my descendants in any way.  They are null 
and void and replaced by the blood of Christ and my new covenant with Him.  I announce that 
no assignments, curses, bondages or torments resulting from my ancestral dealings with Molech 
will be able to touch me or any of my descendants in any way. 
 
I repent for any adultery committed by any of my ancestors all the way back to Adam.  I confess 
it as sin and I break the curses associated with marital infidelity that might be attached to my 
ancestral lineage.  I declare myself (if female) and all female descendants to be free of hip, thigh, 
and/or female afflictions as a result of generational adultery.  
 
I repent for any instance of incest in my ancestral lineage all the way back to Adam.  I declare 
such perversion to be a sin and I renounce it with a complete renunciation.  I renounce even the 
thought of it.  I bind and break the curse of barrenness associated with incest (Leviticus 20:19-
20).  Also, wherever there has been barrenness because one of my ancestors claimed other 
people's anointing, messages, giftings, or results as their own, I repent.  I call forth fruitfulness, 
both physically and spiritually, because of the restoration in Jesus Christ. 
 
I repent for any and every place where homosexuality was committed in my ancestral lineage.  I 
repent for the spilling of seed, and for the defiling of the seed.  I confess and declare it to be an 
abomination.  I renounce the worship of Baphomet, and I tear down and destroy any altar raised 
to the false god, Baphomet, from any place in my ancestral lineage all the way back to Adam.  I 
renounce all worship, sacrifices, sexual ceremonies, dedications, blood or seed, spilled on the 
altar of Baphomet and completely rip off any connection, contract, or claim of Baphomet on my 
family lineage. 
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I repent for any woman in my ancestral lineage who committed sexual acts with other women.  I 
repent for any and all harlotries on behalf of women in my family lineage. 
 
I repent for any ancestor all the way back to Adam who mated with animals (bestiality), 
including things that looked like animals in the spirit realm.  I repent for the mixing of seed 
against your specific prohibitions, and I call it an abomination, a perversion, and rebellion 
against Your order.  I break any attachment to my DNA lineage from such perversions.  I speak 
to all my sexual organs, and those of my descendants – right now you will forget bestiality.  This 
is not your inheritance.  These are not your desires.  I break any and all lusts that are assigned to 
my family lineage as a result of any of these perverse practices. 
 
I repent for any menstrual blood used in any rituals (Druids did this).  I repent for any sexual 
ritual involving menstrual blood.  I call it a sin and ask You to forgive me and my generations.  If 
there is any place where my ancestral menstrual blood is on an altar I call it back now.  I forbid it 
to be used against me or my descendants ever again. 
 
I repent for anyone in my ancestral lineage who had sex during menstruation.  I repent for men 
and women not understanding this time of separation You have ordained.  Please heal the 
memories in my bloodline and I renounce, cast down, and cancel assignments against my female 
descendants including – endometriosis, cervical cancer, and female diseases in Jesus name. 
 
I tear down and destroy any and all altars to Pan, Baphomet, freemasonry altars, altars of nature, 
altars to the goat, and every pentagram altar.  I divorce these altars!  Every cell in me divorces 
them, every memory in me or my lineage divorces them, and my family line will no more be 
connected to any such altars in any way.  The blood of Jesus covers these areas and replaces any 
blood or semen spilled or sown on any of these altars.  If there is any of my family DNA being 
held in the spiritual realm to be used against us, I ask You to send your bailiff angels to go now 
and collect it.  Our ancestral DNA will no longer and never again be used on the trading floor or 
any satanic altar.  I withdraw it now as trading currency.  All my biological seed belongs to the 
Lord Jesus Christ. 
 
Women:  I speak to my womb, my ovaries, my breasts, and to all my reproductive organs and I 
say, “be cleansed by the blood of the Lamb.”  I speak to any pictures in my brain and say be 
cleansed by the purifying blood of Jesus. 
 
Men:  I speak to all my reproductive organs, to testosterone levels, to my imagination and say, 
“be cleansed by the blood of the Lamb.”  I renounce anything tied to my seed and say it will not 
be passed on to my descendants in Jesus Name. 
 
8. Honoring Parents 

Lord, I repent for any place I have not honored my father or mother.  I ask You to forgive me 
and reveal to me any place where I need further repentance in this matter.  I choose to obey Your  
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command to honor my father and mother, not based on what they have done or on their 
deserving it, but because You have required it.  I ask You to cancel any curse I have incurred as a 
result of any such dishonor, and to put it under the blood of Jesus. 
 
I stand in the gap and repent for any ancestor all the way back to Adam who dishonored their 
father or mother and so incurred a curse upon the ancestral lineage.  By the authority of Jesus 
Christ I break every curse from parental dishonor that is attached to my lineage and I declare 
myself and my descendants completely free of these curses. 
 
9. Occult 

Lord, any place any of my ancestors made themselves unclean by beast or bird or any living 
thing that creeps, I repent and renounce.  I cast down any rituals my family did with animals.  
Every place an ancestor became some kind of animal or was named after an animal, whether 
wolf or bear or buck or lion or crocodile or snake or anything else, I repent.  I repent and 
renounce any animalistic rituals, including any involving snakes.  I break those contracts now, in 
Jesus name. 
 
Father, I repent for myself and for every person in my bloodline, back to Adam, who has been a 
psychic, clairvoyant, medium, fortune-teller, necromancer, or another occult practitioner; and 
anyone who has tended an altar, presided over altars or sacrifices, or participated in seances, 
divination, water witching, consulted sangomas, palm readers, tea leaves, horoscopes, 
phrenology, numerology, kabbalah, astrology, pendulum hypnosis, mesmerism, mind control, 
and crystal reading. 
 
I repent for any person of my lineage who has had a trigger set into them through another 
medium.  In the name of Jesus, I give you permission and request that you pull out every trigger 
in me or any that is attached to my lineage.  I refuse all programming done by familiar spirits 
through my family.  They will not influence what I think, how I act or respond or behave.  I 
renounce all familial cycles of destruction and death, in Jesus name. 
 
I give up all power demons that are holding my soul and spirit together in order to move in the 
psychic realm, all occult gifts, divination gifts of premonitions, and moving improperly in the 
spirit realm from the soul.  I lay down all witchcraft tools, all psychic gifts from my family, all 
my inheritance to move improperly in the spirit realm, to see with the third eye, to know the 
future, to prophesy from anything other than the Holy Spirit of God, to tell fortunes, to call up 
the dead, to speak to the dead, and to have contact with familiar spirits.  I renounce it all and give 
it up in Jesus name.  I disconnect my soul and spirit from all illegal power connections with the 
Sword of the Spirit, in Jesus name. 
 
I renounce any agreements, contracts, triggers, assignments, curses, bondages, disease or death 
assignments resulting from any type of occult involvement and I command them to be released  
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from my ancestral lineage and that my bloodline be cleansed of any and all such hooks and 
agreements.  I am blessed, my seed is blessed, and all my descendants are blessed.  We cannot be 
cursed because we are blessed.  Thank You God for breaking all these curses off of me and my 
descendants.  I announce that Jesus became a curse for me so I can be blessed.  I refuse to be 
cursed.  I will not agree with rejection or demotion or dryness or barrenness, in Jesus name.  I 
move in revelation.  I move in the councils of Heaven.  I move in my destiny.  I move toward my 
purpose.  I will achieve it as I follow Jesus into my sanctification and perfection.  I won't go 
backward, because I going forward toward that goal of being like Him who sits upon the throne.  
Everything in me has to align with His Word and His Truth. 
 
10. Break Death Assignments 

I break the assignment of death off of my generational lineage.  I call forth blessings to replace 
those curses and I speak the life of the Heavenly Kingdom to fill and fulfill my lineage.  I inform 
death and hades that I do not belong to you and neither do my descendants.  I have no covenant 
with either one.  I renounce all the lies I have believed that promised and called forth death in 
love, relationship, security, favor, prosperity, health, long life, fruitfulness, spiritual maturity, 
revelation, understanding, peace, joy, and acceptance.  
 
I am blessed with favor and prosperity in all these areas.  I was not born for lack or to be in lack.  
So I break any and all covenants of death I have inherited through my family line.  For every 
person in my bloodline who made a contract with death, who gave a child to Molech, who joined 
a freemasonry temple, who joined a coven, any secret society, or any religion that does not 
glorify the name of Jesus Christ – I cast down every lie and command them to be broken, in 
Jesus name.  Jesus is my foundation.  The Lord God is my refuge and strength and I, nor my 
descendants, will seek refuge in lies ever again.  All covenants of death are annulled.  I speak life 
to my spirit, my soul, my body, my mind, my will, and my emotions.  Death, you have no more 
jurisdictions over any aspect of my life or those of my descendants.  Jesus defeated death and 
hades. 
 
Father, I thank You that Holy Spirit is breathing life into every area of my life.  I will live and 
not die and declare the goodness of the Lord in the land of the living. 
 
11. Connecting With And Choosing Holy Spirit 

I decree that my choice is to connect completely to the Spirit of the Living God.  I inform every 
other spirit that I am disconnecting, divorcing, cutting myself and my descendants off from you.  
I cut myself off from every familiar spirit that my family has made covenants with.  Every 
familiar spirit that received offerings, worship, sacrifices, marriage contracts, and seed, from any 
of my ancestors all the way back to Adam, I cut myself and my descendants off from you.  I 
decree right now that every channel that was blocked and stopped me or my descendants from 
flowing with the Holy Spirit will be unblocked right now by the blood of Jesus.  
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Jesus died so the Comforter could come.  I receive my Comforter, the Holy Spirit of the Living 
God.  I thank You Lord that every channel that flows with the Holy Spirit is open.  I declare all 
my senses, every gate, every place that could be open to perversion, to ungodly influence, anger, 
temper, domination by other people, or the kingdoms of the world or any place the devil would 
make a deal with me, in Jesus name, those places are closed and cut off. 
 
12. Restoration 

Any switch that has been on or controlled by any of the agreements listed in these prayers, and 
any that I might have missed; switches that were turned on to the enemy by any of my 
generations; switches to my life, my emotions, my mind, my will, my understanding, my wants 
and needs – I go now to the main switch and turn it off to these influences permanently.  Only 
my Lord Jesus Christ has access to that switch. 
 
I speak to all the wires that connect to me and program me; that are part of my impulses, my 
thinking, my reactions; everything that has conditioned me to where I am, I call forth a new 
transference of the wiring of God.  I am going to think like God thinks.  I have the mind of 
Christ, and I put on Christ. 
 
I declare that my life is hid with Christ in God.  Therefore every foreign thing from foreign gods 
or influences is cast down and cancelled.  This is my will, my testimony, and my choice.  I have 
determined that I am coming into alignment with Christ.  I speak to my soul until it is completely 
saved, healed, and delivered from all influences other than Jesus Christ. 
 
According to Colossians 2:14 - “Having cancelled and blotted out and wiped away the note with 
its legal decrees and demands – You nailed it to the cross.”  I ask You, Father God, to cancel and 
nail to the cross every line of paperwork against me and cleanse me with the blood of Jesus. 
 
And now, in Jesus name, I speak to every principality, power and demon that has had any 
commerce with my family lineage.  You cannot go into war against me or my descendants 
because this is not my battle.  If you want to battle with me, go to Jesus.  You are bound – you 
will not come against me in any way.  I forbid any backlash or revenge or retaliation, in Jesus 
name.  I have no health issues.  I have no division issues.  
 
I thank You, Father, for restoring my health, my energy, and I seal everything in the name of 
Jesus.  I thank you Father, for all that You have allowed me to pray.  I seal everything under the 
blood of Jesus.  I seal all that has been dismantled and broken under the blood of the Lamb and 
declare it will not re-form in me or my generations.  I seal all the healing I have received and 
declare I will not lose any of the healings or benefits You have given me and all of it will be 
established in me.  In Jesus mighty name!  Amen!! 
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GENERATIONAL CLEANSING OF BLOODLINES 
 
 

I hold the blood of the cross for 4 generations back and I cut the curses of the drinking of blood, 

the eating of flesh, every act of idolatrous sex, every act of human sacrifice, the taking of 

innocent life, and every sexual sin having to do with worship.  I cut it 10 generations, 20 

generations, 30 generations, 40 generations, and 50 generations back.  I cleanse the bloodlines by 

the removal of curses in the Name of Jesus and by His Blood.  Amen. 

 
  



GENERATIONAL PRAYER FOR FORGIVENESS ON BEHALF OF 
ANCESTORS AND INIQUITY 

 
 
Heavenly Father, I identify with the sins of my ancestors through every generation from Adam.  I 

acknowledge that each generation has failed you, has not believed you or obeyed you as they 

should.  Often their hearts and actions were wicked, ungodly, and against you.  Standing in place 

for my family lines, I ask for forgiveness for all our sins.  Please forgive me for my part and my 

ancestors for their part, and for our involvement in the spirits of Infirmity, Bondage, Fear, 

Divination, Whoredom/Idolatry, Haughtiness, Perverseness, Antichrist, Deaf and Dumb, 

Heaviness, Lying, Jealousy, Slumber/Sleep, and Error.  Thank you, Lord, for your promise to 

forgive and restore.  I receive your forgiveness and your cleansing by the blood of Jesus, 

according to your Word right now. 

 

I hold the cross of Jesus Christ between me and all iniquities from my generational lines and I 

declare that they are nailed to that cross.  I ask that you dismantle, tear down and demolish all 

strongholds, fortresses, and structures of darkness that gave these sins refuge, strength, and 

shelter in my life; and every structure that supported these sins and lies.  In Jesus’ name, these 

are cut off and I declare over my family line righteousness and blessings.  Amen. 

  



GENERATIONAL SIN REMOVAL PRAYER 
 
 

Dear Jesus, 

 

I repent for my father’s sin of  (be specific)  .  I ask that You forgive him for this 

sin in Jesus’ name.  And I ask that you forgive his father’s sin and his father’s sin and on down 

the line. 

 

And I ask that You would forgive me for my willful participation in and agreement with this sin. 

I repent and ask Your forgiveness for all of our willful participation in this sin, and I ask now 

that you cut it from my life in Jesus’ name. 

 

I now hold the cross of Jesus up between me and this sin.  And I cut this sin from me and my 

life.  And by your strength and ability Lord, I now take this sin to the cross and I nail it down.  

And I declare this sin of the flesh dead in Jesus’ name.  I declare myself dead to this sin.  And I 

now turn my back on this sin. 

 

I ask that You dismantle, tear down and demolish all strongholds, fortresses, and structures of 

darkness that gave this sin refuge, strength, and shelter in my life and being, and every structure 

that supported this sin and lies. 

 

Jesus, I also ask that You would build in me YOUR strongholds and fortresses, Godly structures 

and habits in my life that house Your Word and Your Spirit. 

 

And now Jesus, I walk to You in this area of my life.  Please take me and wash me in Your blood 

of all of this sin and the defilement of this sin.  Please wash away all the lies that pertain to this 

sin. 

 

By faith in You and Your word, I believe that this is done right now.  And I receive it done.  

Amen. 

  



GODLY QUALITIES TO REPLACE UNGODLY ONES 
 
 

In place of infirmity: 
 Receive divine health, strength, prosperity, abundant life, and the fruit of the 
Spirit 
 
 
In place of fear: 
 Receive power, love, sound mind, trust, faith, courage 
 
 
In place of whoredom: 
 Receive purity, holiness, sensitivity, devotion, faithfulness, self-control 
 
 
In place of perverseness: 
 Receive understanding, straight thinking, truth, holiness, goodness 
 
 
In place of deaf and dumb: 
 Receive peace, life, the hearing ear, the seeing eye, the tongue of the disciple 
 
 
In place of lying: 
 Receive integrity, truth, faith, blessing, discernment 
 
 
In place of error: 
 Receive faith, understanding, wisdom, responsibility, revelation, knowledge, 
maturity, truth 
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In place of divination: 
 Receive a pure heart, discernment, self-denial, worship, submission 
 
 
In place of bondage: 
 Receive freedom, adoption, peace, overcoming spirit 
 
 
In place of haughtiness: 
 Receive humility, grace, transparency, respect, submission 
 
 
In place of antichrist: 
 Receive the mind of Christ, victory, endurance, confidence 
 
 
In place of heaviness: 
 Receive joy, gladness, praise, thanksgiving 
 
 
In place of jealousy: 
 Receive trust, security, gentleness, patience, love 
 
 
In place of slumber/sleep: 
 Receive energy, passion, zeal for the kingdom diligence, success 
 
 
In place of death: 
 Receive purpose, resurrection life, fruitfulness, destiny 
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KUNDALINI PRAYER OF RENUNCIATION 
 
 

Prayer of Thanksgiving:  Father, You are the Creator of the heavens and the earth and there is 

no one like You!  You are the Alpha and Omega, the Beginning and the End, the First and the 

Last, and there is no other name above Your name.  I thank You that Jesus, my Lord and Master, 

paid the price on the cross for all of my sins to be forgiven.  He defeated my enemies and they all 

are under my feet.  You are the only true and triune God – Father, Son, and Holy Spirit which are 

omniscient, omnipresent and omnipotent! 

Prayer of Repentance:  I repent to You this day for seeking forbidden knowledge and 

enlightenment through higher levels of consciousness in the demonic realm.  Forgive me for the 

practice of meditation, hypnosis, yoga, martial arts, levitation, and all occult forms of divination 

that are an abomination to You and Your Word. 

Forgive me for my participation in eastern religions, new age beliefs, heathen temples and the 

invoking of demons through idols, amulets or crystals.  I renounce every god or goddess that I 

have worshipped knowingly or unknowingly through any association with Hinduism, Buddhism, 

Native American witchcraft, Wicca, martial arts, yoga or demonic art, books, movies, and video 

games. 

I forgive myself and by the blood of Jesus release myself from the shame associated with my 

disobedience, pride and rebellion against You and Your will for my life.  I repent also for the 

sins of my forefathers, which may have opened a door for generational transference. 

Prayer of Renunciation:  I renounce the Kundalini spirit and I break every agreement that I 

have ever made with it consciously or subconsciously.  I renounce and reject the Python and 

Cobra spirits which comprise the Kundalini spirit and opened the third eye of demonic 

enlightenment in my life.  Forgive me for communicating with demonic spiritual beings that 

disguise themselves as angels of light. 

Chakra Closures and Cleansings: 

7th Chakra, the crown – therefore, I close the 7th chakra, located on the very top of the head 

known as the crown that was opened and activated by the Kundalini spirit.  I shut down this 

chakra that represents the ability to be fully connected spiritually with the universal mind – 

Satan.  I renounce the false healing signs and miracles and the voices of masters and fallen 

angels.  I cancel the effects on my emotions and throw off the yoke of Satan and any other 



demonic god and goddess.  I declare that all mental confusion and double mindedness, and 

wondering of the mind now ceases as does fear, anxiety, and stress.  I cut the Kundalini spirit off 

of this chakra and apply the blood of Jesus as a seal that is unbreakable.  I release myself to be 

fully connected and aligned with the Holy Spirit, to hear clearly His voice and receive true 

revelation and prophetic direction.  I speak clarity of the mind and single mindedness.  I am 

fearfully and wonderfully made through His workmanship and have the mind of Christ. 

I close the 6th chakra, known as the third eye that is located on the forehead between the eyes.  

I cut the Kundalini spirit off from this chakra that brought false visions and spiritual experiences 

from the demonic spiritual realm.  All false intuition and imagination that came as an angel of 

light I declare as false. 

“My eyes are now opened in order that I may turn from darkness to light, and from the power of 

Satan to God, so that I may receive forgiveness of sins and an inheritance among those who are 

sanctified by faith in Me.”  Acts 26:18 

I declare that the spirit of wisdom, understanding, knowledge and counsel covers me.  My mind 

is clear, whole, and focused.  The eyes of the Lord are upon me and I see with His eyes alone. 

And now I go to the 5th chakra, the throat chakra and I remove the Kundalini spirit wrapped 

around my esophagus.  My voice shall no longer testify of the works of Satan.  I apply the blood 

of Jesus to my throat as the demonic is removed out of its place.  I declare that I can freely 

express my feelings and speak truth from the Word of God.  From this moment forward I am 

able to communicate with others in a Godly manner.  My voice will praise with glory and honor 

the Most High God as I declare the wondrous works of my God with boldness and confidence. 

I shut down the 4th chakra, the heart chakra that is located in the center of the chest.  My 

heart comes out of alignment with the works of darkness.  The blockages that closed my heart off 

to the true and living God are cleansed by the power of the blood of Jesus.  I cut Kundalini off 

from this chakra and lose my heart from the cords of wickedness that has bound it to the evil one.  

I declare my heart is immersed into the heart of God and no longer expresses the false fruits of 

the Kundalini spirit.  I release the genuine fruits of the Holy Spirit from Galatians 5:22 which are 

love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control.  I apply 

the blood of Jesus now and seal the heart chakra as my heart belongs to God alone! 

I close the 3rd chakra, the solar plexus chakra located on the upper abdomen in the stomach 

area.  I renounce my ability to govern myself through humanism and the express ideology that I 



too am god.  My worth, confidence, and esteem is not found in myself but in God alone.  I close 

down this false demonic energy center and declare that God is the center and core of my life.  I 

cut Kundalini off of this chakra and cancel all of its effects on my value, confidence, faith, and 

trust.  I will no longer digest this deception.  I declare that rivers of living water are flowing out 

of my belly.  My confidence is in the Lord and I am His son/daughter who has been seated in 

Heavenly places in Christ Jesus.  God has a plan and destiny for me and I have been chosen and 

set apart by God before I was born.  He knows my thoughts and has given me a future and a 

hope.  I apply the blood of Jesus now on the solar plexus chakra and seal it – never to be opened 

and activated again. 

I shut down the 2nd sacral chakra that represents my life given onto the unholy altar of the evil 

one.  I renounce my invitation and acceptance of this demonic spirit and declare that this unholy 

spirit must leave me as my temple is filled with the spirit of God.  I cancel all ungodly expression 

of sexuality with the demonic as I am no longer in a marriage covenant with the evil one.  I am 

the bride of Christ and He alone is my fulfillment and satisfaction.  I cut Kundalini off of the 

sacral chakra and declare the blood of Jesus that was applied to the altar of God on the mercy 

seat of Heaven removes the Kundalini spirit from me in the name of Jesus. 

And now I close the 1st chakra, the root chakra that initially awakened the Kundalini to arise 

through my body.  I uncoil the Kundalini spirit completely and command it to leave now in Jesus 

name!  I put a stop to all the influence that it has had in my body.  My spine, back, bones, 

intestines, internal organs, heart, lungs, throat, and emotions are cleansed and healed by the 

blood of Jesus.  I disconnect it from the other six chakras completely and declare that the wheels 

of energy and the false lotus flowers are closed and silenced forever.  I seal the root chakra with 

the blood of Jesus and close the door of entrance to the Kundalini spirit. 

 

I declare that I am standing on the solid rock of Jesus and my life is grounded in Jesus Christ 

alone.  I come out of union with the covenant that was established with the Kundalini spirit and 

separate myself from its influence.  Its presence is no longer welcomed in my life and its false 

sense of worthiness, inner peace, wisdom, and demonic intelligence I rescind.  The prophetic 

voice of the demonic is cancelled as null and void and no longer affects my destiny.  I now 

command the Kundalini spirit to leave and never return!  I declare the gate of Heaven is opened 

over my life and I am free.  Thank You, Jesus!! 



ORPHAN SPIRIT HEALING 
 
 

Father, I recognize that I have an orphan spirit.  I bring my past and present hurts of feeling 

abandonment to You for healing.  Jesus, I ask that You stand with me in these hurts and I reach 

out to You for full restoration.  Forgive those who have walked away from me.  Lord, I ask that 

You forgive me for any anger, bitterness, blame or other feelings against others or myself.  I 

forgive myself.  I set others free from my expectations that they might abandon me some day.  

Holy Spirit, I ask that You guide my friendships and relationships.  Help me to reach out in 

friendship to others and to trust You, Lord, in that relationship. 

 
  



PERFORMANCE – END STRIVING 
 
 

Lord, I have come to see my performance orientation.  I confess to You that, although my head 

believes salvation is by grace, my heart drives me to earn favor, to be good enough to present 

myself to others and to You.  I admit that I cannot change myself.  The fear of not being accepted 

or loved is so overwhelming it puts me into gear, and I begin performing again.  When 

acceptance is given with no strings attached, I cannot receive it.  I ask You into my heart to do 

the work in me, for me.  Bring my striving to death.  I want to rest in Your love.  Help me 

remove the hindrances I have erected which prevent me from entering into Your love.   

 

Lord, I have been angry with You for putting me into this family and this position.  I don’t want 

my anger to keep me from You so I ask that You restore my heart.  I forgive my family for  

    (list the woundings that helped form performance orientation and those 

that fueled it). I ask Your forgiveness for my angry responses, my fear and insecurity, impure 

motives, and for not believing the truth. 

 

Lord, I renounce the family lies (name them specifically):     . 

 

I accept my identity as Your child.  Help me learn how to live that identity in my daily life.  Help 

me to feel, to know within me that “success” is simply being Your child.  Help me to be like 

You, Lord. 

 

I ask You to bring to death in me the structures (the habit patterns of performing) I have created 

(be specific):       . 

 

I ask You to minister to the ambivalence in me when I want correction but cannot receive it, or 

when I want and need compliments but cannot believe them.  Likewise, be the Lord of my 

tongue so that wisdom and kindness permeate the corrections and compliments I give.  Help me 

to take my eyes off my needs and fears. 
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Lord, I resign from managing the universe.  I give to You my compulsive need to control people 

and situations.  I recognize I have  wounded     (list those you know) by not 

affirming their contributions – I always had to edit, add, or correct.  I could always do it better.  

Forgive me, Lord, for both my insecurity and my arrogance, as well as for the wounds I have 

caused.  Help me to believe I am not responsible for all that goes on around me.  Forgive me for 

always being a “Martha,” and help me to hear when You call me to be “Mary.”  Show me where 

I have taken on jobs or duties for the wrong reasons, and give me the wisdom to resign from 

them if necessary. 

 
Help me to fall in love with You, Jesus, so that what others think of me is not important.  You 

have said that it is You working in us that enables us first to will and then to act according to 

Your good purposes.  I want to be a good workman, but only with Your strength and Your will.  

Help me to be like You, Lord.  In Jesus’ Name.  Amen. 

 

IMPORTANT:  These prayers are not formulas; rather they offer ideas and direction.  Be led by 

the Holy Spirit, and use the substance of this prayer as a guide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Elijah House, Inc. 
Post Falls, Idaho 
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PRAYER OF CONFESSION 
 
 
Heavenly Father, I thank You that I have been bought and paid for by the blood of Jesus Christ, 

and because I have been bought and paid for, I am an heir of God and a joint-heir with Jesus.  As 

a joint-heir, I live in Jesus and He lives in me.  I have the right to overcome because He 

overcame.  Now as an overcomer, I break every evil word, curse, and spell that has ever been 

spoken over me.  I take those words and nail them to the cross and appropriate the power of the 

cross in breaking every word spoken against me.  I thank You that because of the exchange that 

took place at the cross, I can receive mercy.  I cancel every curse that has come or would try to 

come upon me through the sins of my forefathers to the 3rd and 4th generations past.  I take those 

curses and nail them to the cross and appropriate the power of the cross in breaking every curse.  

Your word says that Jesus was made a curse for me; as a matter of fact, I place the cross of Jesus 

between me and the curses that try to come upon me so that when they come to me, they have to 

come through the blood of the cross and the blood of the cross will transform them from a curse 

to a blessing.  With an act of my will I choose to receive every blessing that You, Heavenly 

Father, have for me.  Now I take back any ground that I have ever given to any demonic spirit, 

whether I did it knowingly or unknowingly.  I renounce all contact with anything occultic or 

satanic.  No evil spirits have any right to me.  I cancel their lease on my life and serve them their 

eviction notice.  I declare them defeated in every area of my life.  Now I specifically take 

authority over the spirit of infirmity, fear, whoredom, perverseness, deaf and dumb, lying, error, 

divination, bondage, haughtiness, antichrist, heaviness, jealousy, and slumber/sleep.  I cut your 

chains and break your bands, in the name of Jesus Christ, I bind you and cast you out now.  You 

have no place or memorial in me.  You are defeated and cast down.  I pull down every 

stronghold by the mighty Name and authority of Jesus Christ, by His resurrection power and by 

the power of the cross.  Satan, you and all your demons are defeated and your power broken this 

day in my life.  The old me died with Christ on the cross; therefore, everything from the kingdom 

of darkness has lost its hold on me for I am a new creation in Christ Jesus. 

 
  



RABBI BILL’S DELIVERANCE PROCEDURE 
 
 

Phase 1:  Person should affirm their acceptance of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah as Yahweh 
Almighty, Who died on the cross for their sins as their personal Master and Savior. 
 
Phase 2:  Make a list of possible “doorways” of satanic access – generational sin or personal sin, 
which gives Satan a right to trouble you or your family.  Be as thorough as possible!  Then go 
through these pattern prayers with each possible doorway, checking off each one as you finish.  
Closing the doorways is a two-step procedure of (1) Prayer to the Master asking forgiveness and 
seeking His help, and (2) Statement of rebuke to any spirits that may be oppressing you (or the 
person being delivered). 
 
(Note:  If a child is being prayed for, it is best for parents to hold them and help them with these 
prayers.  It may also be wise to void the use of scary words like “demons.”  Instead, depending 
on the age of the child, you may wish to use words like “bad guys,” “bad things,” or “enemies 
of Yah’shua.”) 
 
 

GENERATIONAL SIN DOORWAY 
 
 
Prayer:  Father, in the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I humbly ask You to cleanse 
me from everything evil I have inherited from my parents, my grandparents, my great-
grandparents, and my great-great-grandparents – all the way back 11 generations (Deuteronomy 
23:2).  I refuse to have anything from Satan in my life.  Please break those lines of inheritance 
forever, and seal them off with the blood of the Lamb of Elohim.  I thank You for it, in 
Yah’shua’s Name. 
 
Statement:  In the Name of Yah’shua Messiah my Master, I now command any evil spirit that 
may have come into me by inheritance, to leave me at once (name strongmen if needed, as led by 
the Spirit).  In the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I break any and all oaths or 
covenants taken by my ancestors in any cultic groups (Masons, Mormons, covens, etc.), known 
or unknown that might be binding upon their offspring.  I command any spirits which are 
troubling me or my family which may be associated with those organizations or with my 
inheritance to leave me (and my children) at once.  I command you to GO where the Master 
Yah’shua tells you to go by the voice of His Holy Spirit! 
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RELIGIOUS SIN DOORWAYS 
 
 
Prayer:  Heavenly Father, in the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I humbly ask you 
to forgive me for my involvement in (NAME OF CULT – I.E., FREEMASONRY, MORMONISM, 
CATHOLICISM, ETC.) and in any other religious sins.  Please cleanse me from all those sins.  I 
ask you for it in the Name of Yah’shua. 
 
Statement:  In the name of Yah’shua Messiah, my Master, I renounce all of my involvement in 
(cult).  In the name of Yah’shua, I command any demon that may have come into me through my 
(list cult activities as Holy Spirit may direct); and any other religious sins I may have committed 
to leave me (and my children) at once!  I especially come against (list cult strongmen as led by 
the Spirit).  I bind you all together as one.  I command you to GO where the Master Yah’shua 
tells you to go by the voice of His Holy Spirit! 
 

 Masonic Strongmen:  Ba’al, Tubalcain, JahBalOn, Baphomet, Dagon 
 Mormon Strongmen:  Mormo, Moroni, Spirit of Priestcraft, Spirit of Bishopric 
 Witchcraft Strongmen:  Cernunnos, Aradia, Diana (or specific god and goddessnames 

from coven), Pythoness or Spirit of Divination, Thoth and Familiar Spirit 
 Jehovah’s WitnessesStrongmen:  Horus (Ra-Hoor-Khuit), Jehovah-Elohim (the false 

name of the ruling deity of Jehovah’s Witnesses) 
 Satanist Strongmen:  Satan, Belial, Leviathan, Lucifer (also perhaps LucifegeRofocale).  

If they have done human sacrifice:  Lilith, Kali, Molech 
 Catholic Strongmen:  Vaticanus, Babylon, Nimrod, Confirmation Patron “Saint.”Have 

them renounce Baptismal and Confirmation vows. 
 

SPECIAL – FOR MEDIUMS OR TRANCE CHANNELERS 
 
Prayer:  Heavenly Father, in the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I humbly ask you 
to forgive me for allowing my body to be used as a MEDIUM for demons to speak through.  I 
ask you to cleanse me from my sins of functioning as a medium.  I ask You, Father, that right 
now every sin I have committed in connection with Spiritism be forgiven me right now and I 
thank You for it in the precious Name of Yah’shua! 
 
Statement:  In the name of Yah’shua Messiah my Master, I renounce all of my involvement as a 
MEDIUM.  I command any demon who may have come into me as a result of my being into 
Spiritism to leave me at once in the name of Yah’shua!  I command you to GO where the Master 
Yah’shua tells you to go by the voice of His Holy Spirit! 
 
(For people who were deeply involved in witchcraft, channeling, or high-level martial arts and 
who functioned knowingly and consistently with spirit guides [Ascended Masters, spirit doctors, 
familiars, fetches, elementals, etc.] it is often necessary that they renounce the guides by 
“name.”) 
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(For people who have made a pact or contract with the devil, they should also renounce – by 
name- the “Death Demon” which is put upon them to bring them to self-destructive behavior 
should they ever betray Satan by becoming a Born Again Believer.  Thus, for people who fit into 
either of these specialized and relatively rare categories, these prayers need to be inserted.) 
 
Prayer:  Heavenly Father, in the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I humbly ask You 
to forgive me for using a spirit guide(s) or familiar(s).  I confess this as a sin to You and ask You 
to place it under the blood of Yah’shua Messiah. 
 
Statement:  In the name of Yah’shua Messiah my Master, I now command any demons 
masquerading as my spirit guides to leave me at once. 
 
I SPECIFICALLY RENOUNCE (NAME BY WHICH PERSON KNEW GUIDE) as a lying and 
deceitful spirit.  I declare that you have no more power over me for I am bought and paid for by 
the blood of the Lamb of Elohim.  In the name of Yah’shua, I command you to GO where the 
Master Yah’shua tells you to go by the voice of His Holy Spirit! 
 
(Have person repeat second paragraph of “Statement” for each significant spirit guide or 
familiar that they used, that they can recall.) 
 
(If the person has been troubled with suicidal thoughts, or made a pact with the devil, or had 
such a pact made over them as a child, or had sex with a person who made such a pact, have 
them say this prayer.) 
 

Prayer:  Heavenly Father, in the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I humbly ask you 
to forgive me for believing the lies of the Death Demon.  I acknowledge that Yah’shua came that 
I might have life and have it more abundantly.  I confess my belief in those lies as a sin to you 
and ask you to place it under the blood of Yah’shua Messiah. 
 
Statement:  In the name of Yah’shua Messiah my Master, I now command any demons of death, 
self-destruction or suicide to leave me at once.  I RENOUNCE them as lying and deceitful 
spirits.  I declare that you have no more power over me for I am bought and paid for by the blood 
of the Lamb.  In the name of true Master Yah’shua, I break the power of any self-destruction 
triggers right now.  I bind all demons of death, self-destruction or suicide together as one.  I 
command you to GO where the true Master Yah’shua tells you to GO by the voice of His Holy 
Spirit! 
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PERSONAL SIN DOORWAYS – NON-RELIGIOUS 
 
 
NOTE:  If a person has issues with unforgiveness, this is where they need to be dealt with.  A 
child of Yahweh must not harbor hatred or unforgiveness toward anyone.  The minister needs to 
counsel with the person and help them prayerfully determine anyone in their life they need to 
forgive.  Then they need to pray and say something like:  “For the sake of Yah’shua Messiah, I 
forgive    for doing    .”  It is not necessary for them to feel 
forgiving or loving toward that person, but they should, by an act of will, be able to at least 
verbally forgive them. 
 
Prayer:  Heavenly Father, in the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I humbly ask you 
to forgive me and cleanse me of the sin(s) of (NAME SIN, I.E., UNFORGIVENESS, 
BITTERNESS, LUST, DRUG ABUSE, ABORTION, ETC).  I thank You for it in the name of 
Yah’shua. 
 
Statement:  In the name of Yah’shua Messiah my Master, I command any demon that may have 
come into me through my sin of (NAME SINS) to leave me now, never to return.  I especially 
come against (LIST STRONGMEN AS LED BY THE SPIRIT).  I bind you all together as one, and 
I command you to GO where the Master Yah’shua tells you to GO by the voice of His Holy 
Spirit. 
 
Drug Strongmen:  (may be needed if drugs are still an issue) 

 Liquor – Iacchus, Dionysos, or “John Barleycom” 
 Marijuana – Sativa, “Mary Jane” 
 LSD or other hallucinogens (i.e., peyote, mushrooms, mescaline) – Peyotl, Mescalito 
 Tobacco – Gitchie Manitou 
 Cocaine (crack) – Lilith, Vlad, “White Lady,” “White Queen” 
 Hashish – Melek, Taus, or Allah 
 Heroin, Opium, Morphine – Lung (Dragon Master – Chinese) or Morpheus 

 
Abortion Strongmen:  Molech, Lilith 
 
Abba Father, in Yah’shua’s mighty name, I ask you to shut any doorways of demonic access 
opened by these personal sins.  I ask you to seal those doorways forever by the Blood of the 
Lamb, shed on the cross of Calvary.  I thank you for doing this, in Yah’shua’s name.   
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SEXUAL SIN DOORWAYS – UNGODLY TIES 
 
 
(NOTE:  It is NOT necessary – or at times even possible – to know, or recite all the people with 
whom one has been involved; but it may be helpful and even therapeutic if appropriate.) 
 
(It may be necessary to repeat for every “class” of sin, i.e., homosexuality, adultery, etc.) 
 
Prayer:  (If needed due to current, chronic besetting sin of masturbation otherwise, skip to 
below).  Heavenly Father, in the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I humbly ask you to 
forgive me and cleanse me of the sin of masturbation or sexual fantasy to leave me now, never to 
return!  I command you to GO where the Master Yah’shua tells you to go by the voice of His 
Holy Spirit! 
 
Statement:  In the name of Yah’shua my Master, I command any demon or sexual spirit – 
incubus or succubus – that may have united with me through my sin of masturbation or sexual 
fantasy to leave me now, never to return!  I command you to GO where the Master Yah’shua 
tells you to go by the voice of His Holy Spirit! 
 
Prayer:  Master Elohim, I come before Your Throne in the name of the true Master Yah’shua 
Messiah and in Yah’shua’s Name I ask you to cut any and all ungodly soul ties between myself 
and any person or entity [NAME(S), if appropriate] created by sexual acts or any other 
relationship, known or unknown, remembered or forgotten.  Please Father, take the Sword of the 
Spirit and separate my human spirit from the human spirits of any one with whom I have had 
ungodly sexual contact.  In Yah’shua’s Name I ask you to cleanse those ties by the blood of 
Yah’shua of any possible access through which Satan can trouble me or my family. 
 
By the authority of the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I break the power of any and 
all covenants, contracts, dedications or commissions made over me or my children (if any), 
known or unknown.  I also ask the Holy Spirit of Yahweh to dismantle all triggers, post-hypnotic 
suggestions, inserts or mind control and to destroy their power over me (or my children) forever!  
In the name of Yah’shua Messiah my Master, I command any and all demons which may have 
come into me through ungodly soul-ties to leave me at once, never to return.  I especially come 
against:  (if needed, name specific demon strongmen as led by the Holy Spirit).  I bind you all 
together as one and I command you to GO where the Master Yah’shua tells you to go by the 
voice of His Holy Spirit!   
 
Abba Father, in Yah’shua’s mighty name I ask you to shut any doorways or demonic access 
opened by these sexual sins.  I ask you to seal those doorways forever by the Blood of the Lamb, 
shed on the cross of Calvary.  I thank you for doing this, in Yah’shua’s name.  Amen. 
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(Unless the person has been involved in trance-channeling, astral projection or serious use of 
hallucinogenic drugs which took them “out of their body,” proceed with the following closing 
prayers.  If they have, then skip to Phase 3 below.) 
 
Statement:  I declare to Satan that he is an utterly defeated foe in my life and in the lives of my 
family and that, in the name of the true Yah’shua Messiah my Master, I command any and all 
demons in my soul, my mind, my will, my emotions and my physical body to leave me at once, 
never to return!  I especially come against (as led, name specific strongmen).  I bind you all 
together as one, and I weaken you with the blood of Calvary.  I command you to GO where the 
Master Yah’shua tells you to go by the voice of His Holy Spirit! 
 
Abba Father, in Yah’shua’s mighty name, I ask you to shut any doorways of demonic access 
opened into my soul, my mind, my will, my emotions and my physical body by any sins, at any 
time, in any way.  I ask you to seal those doorways forever by the Blood of the Lamb.  I thank 
you for doing this, in Yah’shua’s mighty name.  Amen. 
 
Phase 3:  If you have been involved in occultism, Spiritism or any other discipline which 
encouraged you to see into the spirit world (astral plane) or if you have had visionary 
experiences which came unbidden (seeing demons, ghosts, or angels) – even within an allegedly 
Christian context; you may have either developed or inherited a DEMONIC LINK (Spirit of 
Divination) between your human spirit and your soul.  It is wise, as a precaution, to ask the 
Master to cut any such links after all other doorways have been sealed. 
 

CLEANSING THE HUMAN SPIRIT 
 
Prayer:  Father, in the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I ask you to forgive me for 
any sinful use of my human spirit and to completely cleanse my spirit of any remaining demonic 
influence.  I ask you to seal it so that no one can ever control it again except You!  I thank you 
for this cleansing in Yah’shua’s name. 
 
Statement:  Now, in the name of Yah’shua Messiah my Master, I command any demon which 
may be afflicting my spirit to leave me at once!  I especially come against (if needed, name 
demon strongmen discerned as led by the Holy Spirit).  I bind you all together as one, and I 
command you to GO where the Master Yah’shua tells you to go by the voice of His Holy Spirit!  
Never again will my spirit be used to serve Satan or any demons. 
 
Abba Father, in Yah’shua’s mighty name, I ask you to shut any doorways of demonic access 
opened into my human spirit at any time, in any way.  I ask you to seal those doorways forever 
by the Blood of the Lamb, shed on the cross.  I thank you for doing this, in Yah’shua’s name. 
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SEVERING SOUL AND SPIRIT LINK 
 
Prayer:  Father, in the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I ask you to take away my 
ability to send or receive any communications from the spirit world completely and forever, in 
any way, except for what the Holy Spirit wants me to receive. Therefore, I am asking You to 
sever once and for all any links between my soul and my spirit and TO REMOVE ANY AND 
ALL DEMONS that may be giving me the ability to control my human spirit and communicate 
with the spirit world. 
 
Statement:  In the name of Yah’shua Messiah my Master, I command any and all demons – 
especially the Spirit of Divination - linking my soul and spirit to leave me at once, never to 
return!  I command you to GO where the Master Yah’shua tells you to go by the voice of His 
Holy Spirit! 
 

CLEANSING THE MIND 
 
Prayer:  Father, in the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I ask you to completely 
cleanse and heal and renew my mind.  I ask your forgiveness for all those times I deliberately or 
even accidentally gave up control of my mind.  I want to use my mind only to serve and honor 
You!  Please help me to regain the complete control of my mind.  I thank you for this cleansing 
in the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah. 
 
Statement:  In the name of Yah’shua Messiah my Master, I command any and all demons left in 
my mind or afflicting my mind to leave me at once, never to return.  I especially come against: 
(if needed, name specific demon strongmen as led by the Holy Spirit).  I bind you all together as 
one, and I command you to GO where the Master Yah’shua tells you to go by the voice of His 
Holy Spirit! 

 
CLEANSING THE WILL 

 
Prayer:  Father, in the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I ask you to forgive me for 
using my will to sin against You.  (If needed:  I also ask you to forgive me for allowing my will 
to become so passive so that demons could control me.)  Please cleanse my will and send Your 
Holy Spirit to strengthen my will.  Help me always to will to choose YOUR will; and to rest in 
the assurance that YOUR will is best and perfect for me. 
 
Statement:  In the name of Yah’shua Messiah my Master, I command any and all demons in my 
will or afflicting my will to leave me at once, never to return.  I especially come against:  (as led, 
name specific strongmen).  I bind you all together as one, and I command you to GO where the 
Master Yah’shua tells you to go by the voice of His Holy Spirit! 
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CLEANSING THE EMOTIONS 
 
Prayer:  Father, in the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I ask you to forgive me for all 
my hatred, unforgiveness, bitterness and lust and ANY OTHER SINFUL EMOTION.  Please 
forgive me for living to please my own emotions.  Please cleanse my emotions and heal them so 
that they will be pleasing to You. 
 
Statement:  In the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I command any and all demons in 
my emotions or afflicting my emotions to leave me right now, never to return!  I especially come 
against: (as led, name specific strongmen).  I bind you all together as one, and I command you to 
GO where the Master Yah’shua tells you to go by the voice of His Holy Spirit! 
 
Abba Father, in Yah’shua’s mighty name, I ask you to shut any doorways of demonic access 
opened into my soul by any sins, at any time, in any way.  I ask you to seal those doorways 
forever by the Blood of the Lamb, shed on the cross of Calvary.  I thank you for this, in 
Yah’shua’s name. 
 

CLEANSING THE PHYSICAL BODY 
 

Prayer:  Father, in the name of true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I humbly and sincerely repent for 
all the sins I have committed with my body.  I was sinning against You.  In the name of 
Yah’shua, I ask you to completely cleanse my body and heal it with Your shed blood.  Please, 
Father, help me to use my physical body to glorify you and to honor You in everything I do, in 
the precious name of Yah’shua! 
 
Statement:  In the name of Yah’shua Messiah my Master, I command any and all demons in my 
physical body to leave me at once, never to return!  I especially come against: (as led, name 
specific strongmen).  I bind you all together as one, and I weaken you with the blood of Calvary.  
I command you to GO where the Master Yah’shua tells you to go by the voice of His Holy 
Spirit! 
 
Abba Father, in Yah’shua’s mighty name, I ask you to shut any doorways of demonic access 
opened into my physical body by any sins, at any time, in any way.  I ask you to seal those 
doorways forever by the Blood of the Lamb, shed on the cross of Calvary.  I thank you for doing 
this, in Yah’shua’s mighty name.  Amen. 
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Phase 4:  Prayer for Restoring the Soul (To be said over the client): 
 
Father Elohim, I come to you in the mighty name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah; and I ask 
You now to send Your Holy Spirit to gather and restore   ‘s soul to its rightful place 
within (him/her).  With the full power and authority of the name of Yah’shua Messiah, I ask You 
to unearth and break all earthen vessels, bands, bonds, and bindings that have been placed  upon  
  ‘s soul, known or unknown, willingly or unwillingly; and to break all inner vows, 
known or unknown, remembered or forgotten.  I ask You, Abba Yahweh to free   ‘s soul 
from all bondage by whatever means is required, and I believe and agree, Father, that the power 
of the blood of the Master Yah’shua Messiah is all powerful and capable of doing this. 
 
Now, Abba Father, I ask You to send Your Holy Spirit to gather and restore to its proper place 
all the pieces of   ‘s fragmented emotions, will, personality, mind, and heart, and 
bring them into their proper and original positions perfectly as You planned them for (him/her) 
in Your perfect will.  With the authority of Yah’shua Messiah that I have as a Believer in Him, I 
break and cast out and return to the sender the power of all curses upon   ‘s mind, will 
and emotions, and the power of all curses upon   ‘s physical brain and body. In 
Yah’shua’s mighty name, I bless those who are cursing (him/her) and claim them for salvation 
through the cross of Calvary.  Amen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

William (Bill) Schnoebelen 
With One Accord Ministry 
www.withoneaccord.org 
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REBELLION – REMOVAL OF ROOTS PRAYER 
 
 

In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, I repent for all generational idolatry. 
 
I repent for all personal and generational rebellion, stubbornness, and disobedience that has 
contributed to witchcraft in my life and in my generational line. 
 
I repent for all envy and jealousy of the mind, physical bodies, and personalities of others. 
 
I repent for any worship of myself and any need of personal recognition. 
 
I repent for all envy and jealousy of the spiritual giftings and capacities of others. 
 
I repent for myself and for those in my generational line who did not guard the gates of the 
spiritual and physical senses. 
 
I repent for choosing my will above the will of the Lord. 
 
I choose to owe no one anything, but to love one another. 
 
I choose to cast off the work of darkness and to put on the armor of Light, the Lord Jesus Christ, 
and to make no provision for the flesh, to fulfill its lust. 
 
I choose to walk only according to the grace and anointing God has given me. 
 
I choose to walk in unity with my brothers and sisters in the Lord. 
 
I choose to follow Christ, living a life of love, preferring others above myself.  
 
I choose to yield and surrender my personal rights so that I might serve the Lord wholeheartedly. 
 
I choose to be devoted to one another in brotherly love and to honor one another above myself. 
 
I will never be lacking in zeal, but will keep my spiritual fervor, serving the Lord.  I will be 
joyful in hope, patient in affliction, and faithful in prayer. 
 
I will share with God’s people who are in need.  I will practice hospitality.  I will bless those who 
persecute me.  I will rejoice with those who rejoice and will mourn with those who mourn.  I will 
live in harmony with other Believers. 
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I will not be proud, but I will associate with people of low position.  I will not be conceited.  I 
will not repay evil for evil.  I will have regard for the good things in sight of all men.  I will live 
at peace with everyone.  I will not take revenge on others. 
 
Lord, please now remove all ungodly spiritual beings and devices that have been empowered by 
my idolatry, rebellion, and jealousy and the idolatry, rebellion and jealousy of my ancestors. 
 
Lord, will You please disconnect me from any evil network and I break all ungodly ties between 
the abode of the enemy and myself. 
 
Lord, please remove the generational tree of knowledge of good and evil. 
 
Lord, please break the cords of death that entangle me, the torrents of destruction that overwhelm 
me, the cords of Sheol that are coiled around me, and the snares of death that confront me. 
 
Lord, I now take back any godly anointing, energy, authority, finances, and health given away 
and perverted because of my sin and my ancestors’ sin. 
 
Lord, will You set me as a seal upon Your heart, and as a seal upon Your arm, for Your Love is 
stronger than death. 
 
I declare that You, Lord Jesus Christ, are the Head and Lord over all. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This prayer is based on Genesis 2, Deuteronomy 4:15-20, I Samuel 15:23, Psalm 18, Ezekiel 8:1-
6, John 17, Romans 12:3, 10-19, Romans 13, Ephesians 1:22, Ephesians 4:12-13. 
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REJECTION –ACCEPTING ONESELF PRAYER 
 
 

I am special.  God created me for Himself and I am thankful to Him for the Spirit, Soul, and 

Body that He gave me.  I accept them as a gift from God and repent over all wrong attitudes I 

have had towards them.  I forgive unconditionally every person who has thought or said or done 

things to or about me that have made me want to reject myself.  I dedicate my life afresh to the 

One who made me and I rejoice in His goodness. 

 
  



REJECTION – DISMANTLE THE OCTOPUS 
 
 

There is a spirit-being that looks something like an octopus that attaches itself to a person with 
much rejection.  The head is attached to the sternum area (over the portal) and is about the size of 
a large grapefruit.  It has three tentacles.  Two of them run under the arms and around the rib 
cage to choke life out of the victim.  One long tentacle runs straight down and between the legs 
to cut off spiritual growth and then goes up the spine all the way to the top of the head to cause 
confusion and headaches. 
 
First have the recipient stand and repeat these words:  “Heavenly Father, I forgive from my heart 
every person who has ever rejected me.  I let them go free.  I lay nothing to their charge.  I 
require nothing of them.  I release them into Your hands, Heavenly Father, for You to get 
vengeance as You so choose.  I forgive them from my heart simply because You, Heavenly 
Father, have already forgiven me.  Now I release blessings to them.  Please make me a blessing 
to them, in Jesus’ Name. 
 
Father, I ask You to forgive me and my family line on both sides for receiving a spirit of 
rejection.  I reject, I renounce, I break every agreement ever made with the spirit of rejection and 
I command it to come off me right now, in Jesus’ Name.” 
 
Next, do a prophetic/symbolic act of taking the scissors of the Holy Spirit and cut the tentacles 
off the top of the head and running down the spine.  Then cut the tentacles running under each 
arm and send all the pieces to the dry places.  (It might be okay to give the pieces to Jesus for His 
disposal rather than sending them to dry places.)  Then, with a prophetic motion, take hold of the 
head located on the sternum area where it is affecting the portal to the individual’s spirit.  The 
head covers the portal of the spirit and it is on the outside of the individual.  Slowly pull the head 
off the person and send it to the dry places.  Prophetically place the healing balm of Jesus on that 
area and ask Jesus to release His healing.  Do this last portion slowly because the person may fall 
forward to the floor. 
 
Then say, I release the spirit of rejection.  Then have them say, “I receive acceptance in place of 
rejection.” 

  



REJECTION – FOUR WALLS 
 
 

REJECTION OF GOD PRAYER 
 

Father God, I repent of rejecting You and Your Word.  Forgive me, Lord, for not believing that 

You love and accept me.  I repent of taking things into my own hands.  I repent of my pride, 

stubbornness, self-will and rebellion.  I renounce and reject all rejection of God and the spirit 

behind it.  I refuse to accept its influence in my life any longer.  I break every word, and all 

agreements I have made with the spirit of rejection of God.  I break all connections and 

generational influences that have to do with the spirit of rejection of God. 

 

And now, because of what Jesus has done on the cross, and the authority He has given to 

me, I come against the wall of Rejection of God and break it down in Jesus’ Name! 

 
 

FEAR OF REJECTION PRAYER 
 

Heavenly Father, I repent of all deception and lying, suspicion, mistrust, control, and 

manipulation.  I repent of trying to please people instead of seeking to please you.  I renounce the 

spirit behind the fear of rejection.  I reject its lies.  I break all words or agreements with the fear 

of rejection.  I break all connections and generational influences with the fear of rejection. 

 

Fear of rejection, in the name of Jesus, I come against you and break down your wall! 
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SELF-REJECTION PRAYER 
 

Father, I repent of rejecting myself.  I repent of hating your creation.  I repent of resisting Your 

plan for my life.  I repent of trying to be someone I was never meant to be.  I repent of always 

needing the approval of others.  I choose to accept Your love for me and what I am meant to be. 

 

Spirit of self-rejection, I renounce you!  I break your power!  I break your authority!  I 

break every curse and vow that has given you room to operate in my life!  I choose to 

accept God’s Word, God’s love, and God’s ways for my life!  Lord, break the stronghold of 

self-rejection off my life now, I ask in Jesus’ name! 

 
 

REJECTION OF OTHERS PRAYER 
 

Father, I repent of rejecting others.  I repent for being unforgiving, resentful, and bitter towards 

others.  I repent for allowing the hurt that I received to move me to reject others before they 

could reject me.  Spirit of rejection of others, I renounce you!  I refuse to accept your influence 

in my life any longer.  I choose to be a person of acceptance, not rejection.  I break all words, 

agreements and connections with you!  I break all generational influences that would give 

strength to the rejection of others. 

 

 

    

SPIRIT OF REJECTION PRAYER 

 

Now, Spirit of Rejection, your stronghold has been dismantled, you have no protection.  I 

come against you and I reject you!  Your defeat was accomplished at the cross of Jesus.  I 

tell you that your rule in my life ends here, now!  Because of the Spirit of God, who gives 

me power and authority, I command you to loose me from your hold!  I command you to 

leave me now, in Jesus’ name! 
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REJECTION – FOUR WALLS 
DIAGRAM 
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SALVATION/LORDSHIP PRAYER 
 

 
I choose to surrender my life to the Lordship of Jesus Christ. 
 
Jesus, because my life is my life, I can do whatever I choose with it.  I thank you that You loved 
me when I was your enemy.  You have bought me with a price.  You redeemed me from the 
slave market of sin.  You desire to give me an abundant life.  You desire to have intimate 
fellowship with me.  Forgive me for resisting You.  Forgive me for going my own way, for 
making my own decisions.  I confess I have often not followed You with my whole heart.  I 
confess that I have not trusted You with my life.  Right here, right now, I give You my heart.  I 
give You my past, my present, and my future.  With some fear and trembling, but without 
reservation, I abandon myself to You.  I ask that You fill me up with Your Spirit.  Open my ears 
to hear Your voice so that I can follow You.  Thank You that as I walk in the light I now have, 
You will give me more light.  You are my Lord.  Amen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  



SHATTERING STRONGHOLDS 
 
 

In the name of Jesus Christ, I bind my body, soul and spirit to the will and purposes of God.  I 

bind myself to the truth of God.  I bind myself to an awareness of the power of the blood of Jesus 

working in my life every day.  I bind my mind to the mind of Christ that I can have the thoughts, 

purposes and feelings of His heart in me.  I bind my feet to the paths You have ordained for me 

to walk that my steps will be strong and steady.  I bind myself to the work of the cross with all of 

its mercy, truth, love, power, forgiveness and dying to self. 

 

In the name of Jesus Christ, I bind the strongman of (fill in the blank) and I loose his hold on 

everything he has ever stolen from me.  I rebuke his works and loose the power and effects of 

every deception, device and influence he wants to bring against me. 

 

Lord, I repent of having wrong attitudes and thoughts.  I renounce them now and ask Your 

forgiveness.  I loose every old, wrong pattern of thinking, attitude, idea, desire, belief, habit and 

behavior that may still be working in me.  I tear down, crush, smash and destroy every 

stronghold I have erected to protect them.  I bind myself to the attitudes and patterns of Jesus 

Christ.  I bind myself to the overcoming behavior and spiritual desires that line up with the fruit 

of the Holy Spirit. 

 

Father, I loose any stronghold in my life protecting wrong feelings I have against anyone.  

Forgive me as I forgive those who have caused me pain, loss or grief.  I loose any desire for 

retribution or redress.  In the name of Jesus, I loose the power and the effects of any harsh or 

hard words (word curses) spoken about me, to me or by me.  I loose any strongholds connected 

with them.  I loose all generational bondages and their strongholds from myself.  Thank you, 

Jesus, that you have promised whatsoever I bind and loose on earth will be bound and loosed in 

heaven.  Amen. 

 
 
  



SOUL TIES PRAYER 
 
 

PRAYER TO BREAK SOUL TIES 
 
I make the decision now to break all unnatural authority, manipulation, domination or control 

exercised over me by     (name the names).  I renounce all covenants, pacts, 

promises, curses and every other work of darkness to which I have been exposed or made liable 

by my own actions or the actions of others.  As an act of my own will, I loose myself from every 

soul tie and from every form of bondage of my soul or body to Satan, or any of his agents be 

they human or demonic.  I choose also to now present my body to the Lord as a living sacrifice, 

as the Word commands, and to walk in holiness as you, Lord Jesus, enable me to do so. 

 
PRAYER TO RESTORE THE FRAGMENTED SOUL 

 
I pray for the fragmented soul to be made complete and totally restored.  This will close the door 

of dependency.  I pray that my damaged soul will be replaced with a whole soul. 

 
 

(break generational soul ties, if applicable) 
 
 

CAST OUT EVIL SPIRITS AND REPLACE THEM 
WITH FRUIT OF THE HOLY SPIRIT 

 
 

PRAYER TO RESTORE THE FRAGMENTED SOUL/HEART 
 
In the name of Jesus Christ, I command every portion of my soul that has been fragmented, torn 

or broken, to come back into its proper place to be healed; every piece of my heart to be 

returned; my soul to be restored and every bondage or related soul tie to be completely broken. 

Lord, now I ask You to heal my heart and to guard it by Your power and Your love, and to keep 

my heart and mind through Christ Jesus.  Amen. 

 
  



SOUL TIES PRAYER – SHORT VERSION 
 
 
Heavenly Father, in the Name of the true Jesus Christ of Nazareth, the only begotten son of God, 

I take the authority given to me and I cut all soul ties with(Person’s Name). 

 

I pull off of him/her every soul tie with every man, woman, child, animal, thing and spirit.  I send 

all of these soul ties back to where they came from.  I call (Person’s Name)soul back from every 

man, woman, child, animal, thing and spirit right now and I bring his/her soul back to him/her. 

Father, I ask you to pull together every broken piece of (Person’s Name) souland mortar them 

together with nothing missing, nothing lacking, and nothing broken.  In Jesus Name.  Amen. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vision Life Ministries 
Dr. Henry Malone 

  



SOULISH POWER 
 
 

PRAYER FOR BREAKING PSYCHIC SOULISH POWER 
 
 

I speak to and break all psychic soulish power that has been spoken against me or over me and/or 

directed to me by any person or any group of persons by the Mighty Name of Jesus!  I cancel and 

cut your power off of me with the power of the shed Blood of Jesus.  I pull all psychic soulish 

power out of me and throw it to the ground and reassign every demon attached to it to the far dry 

places.  Thank You, Jesus. 

 
  



SPIRIT OF JEZEBEL CHARACTERISTICS 
 
 

All of this information comes from the book by Steve Sampson, “Confronting Jezebel – 
Discerning and Defeating the Spirit of Control,” 2003, Chosen Books (Publisher). 
 
Common Characteristics: 

 Pride 
 Presumption 
 Pushiness 
 Inability to admit wrong 
 Insubordination 
 Rebellion 
 Sowing seeds of discord 
 Hate (for those who question her) 
 Intimidation  
 Distortion 

 
Also: 

 Need to accomplish her will (at anyone’s expense) 
 Excessive bragging 
 Preoccupation with self 
 Possessive love (turns from sweet to sour if she doesn’t get her way) 
 Vindictiveness if she doesn’t get her way 

 
Typical Actions of the Jezebel Spirit: 

 Refuses to admit guilt or wrong 
 Takes credit for everything 
 Uses people to accomplish its agenda 
 Withholds information 
 Talks in confusion 
 Volunteers for anything 
 Lies 
 Ignores people 
 Never gives credit or shows gratitude 
 Criticizes everyone 
 One-upmanship 
 Sequesters information 
 Uses information 
 Talks incessantly 
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 Spiritualizes everything 
 Is insubordinate 
 Is pushy and domineering 
 Is clairvoyant 
 Uses the element of surprise 
 Sows seeds of discord 
 Commands attention 
 Is vengeful 
 Attempts to make you look like you’re the Jezebel 
 Insinuates disapproval 
 Knows it all 
 Is ambitious 
 Gift giving 
 Is independent 
 Is religious 
 Hides 

 
Can Jezebel Be Set Free? 
 
While we must have compassion for those who are bound with the Spirit of Jezebel, we must 
also have compassion for those who have experienced irreparable damage by the operation of 
that spirit.  Therefore, we must be firm not to agree with their ways and controlling tactics, and 
we must even be willing to confront them. 
 
God, through His grace, can bring people to repentance of the pattern of control and deliver them 
from any spirit that has a hold on them.  God has called us to victory and His victory is freedom 
to make choices under His direction and not be subject to any control of man, but rather to be led 
by the Holy Spirit. 
 
Repentance is the key.  Those who have opened themselves to a Jezebel spirit must not only 
feel sorry but also genuinely seek repentance.  Because of the deep pattern of control, which 
has become an imbedded lifestyle, those who recognize this must be willing to confront the 
controller boldly and specifically point out his actions.  The weapon we have is truth spoken in 
love (Ephesians 4:15) and it is truth that sets people free (John 8:32).  This spirit and pattern of 
control doesn’t go easily.  IT MUST BE DEALT WITH RUTHLESSLY. 
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SPIRIT OF JEZEBEL PRAYER 
 
 

Father, I acknowledge that I have yielded myself to the Spirit of Jezebel.  I come to you, 

humbling myself before you. I desire your standard of righteousness and holiness.  I ask you to 

forgive me for my tolerance of the Jezebel spirit and for being sympathetic to its ways.  Please 

forgive me for every way I have opened myself to this spirit.  Help me to ruthlessly reject every 

type of this thinking and the desire to control and manipulate other people.  I renounce and bind 

this demon of Jezebel, and I pull down this stronghold in my life.  Through the Holy Spirit I will 

live by your standard of righteousness, holiness and conduct.  Open my eyes and cause Your 

light to expose any darkness, and help me to walk in humility and truth.  In Jesus’ Name.  Amen. 

 
 

BREAKING WITCHCRAFT/JEZEBEL ASSIGNMENTS 
 
I break all witchcraft/Jezebel assignments over me and the (ministry, home, etc.).  I command all 

demons assigned to bring these witchcraft/Jezebel assignments to go to the far dry places in the 

Name of Jesus. 

 
  



SPIRIT OF LEGION PRAYER 
 
 
PRAYER:  Father, in the name of the true Master Yah’shua Messiah, I humbly ask You to 

cleanse me from everything evil I have inherited (generational curse) from my parents, my 

grandparents, my great-grandparents, my great-great-grandparents – all the way back 11 

generations (Deuteronomy 23:2).  I refuse to have anything from Satan in my life.  Please break 

those lines of inheritance forever and seal them off with the blood of the Lamb of Elohim.  I ask 

You to cleanse me from any doorways that may have been opened through my actions or what 

was done to me.  I thank You for it in the name of Yah’shua. 

 

STATEMENT:   In the name of Yah’shua Messiah my Master, I now command every Spirit of 

Legion that may have come into me by inheritance or any other doorway to leave me at once.  I 

declare to Satan that he is an utterly defeated foe in my life and in the lives of my family.  In the 

name of the true Yah’shua Messiah my Master, I command any and all demons in my soul, my 

mind, my will, my emotions, and my physical body to leave me at once, never to return!  I 

especially come against the Spirit of Legion.  I bind you all together as one, and I weaken you 

with the blood of Calvary.  I command you to GO where the Master Yah’shua tells you to go by 

the voice of His Holy Spirit! 

 

Abba Father, in Yah’shua’s mighty name, I ask You to shut any doorways of demonic access 

opened into my soul, my mind, my will, my emotions and my physical body by any sins, at any 

time, and in any way.  I ask You to seal those doorways forever by the Blood of the Lamb.  I 

thank You for doing this, in Yah’shua’s mighty name.  Amen. 

 
 

  



SPIRIT OF PYTHON (DISCONNECTING FROM) 
 
 

By experience, most African-Americans are connected to the Spirit of Python.  You will find that 

many Native Americans, as well as some other ethnicities, are also connected to this spirit, 

especially if they come from an area heavily populated by African Americans.  Discernment will 

help you detect the presence of python.   

 

I normally deal with this while dealing with the Spirit of Divination.  As always, follow the 

spirit, but I’ve used the following prayer, or something similar, with good results. 

 

“I speak to the Spirit of Python on this level and I unwrap you from ________________’s head.  

(I prophetically go through the motion of unwinding the snake from around their head).  I pull 

you off in Jesus’ name and send you to the dry places.  (I prophetically motion to pull the snake 

off and send it to the dry places).” 

 

If they’re connected to a territorial Spirit of Python, I have them repeat after me:  “I ask 

forgiveness for myself and for my ancestors for connecting to the Spirit of Python.  I reject, 

renounce, and break any tie with the Spirit of Python.”  Then I take the ax of the Holy Spirit and 

cut them loose on this level and ask the Father to cut them loose in the heavenly realm. 

 
  



SPIRIT OF WITCHCRAFT 
(SECOND HEAVEN LEVEL) 

 
 

WHAT IS IT? 
 

The SPIRIT OF WITCHCRAFT is different from a witchcraft spirit.  The spirit of witchcraft 
is a more powerful spirit.  He is a ruler or a power.  He is NOT a principality or a dominion.  
People who have long generational connection to Divination and Witchcraft must have the 
iniquity broken in their life. 
 
Read out loud: 
 
Scripture says in Deuteronomy 18:10-14 “Let no one be found among you who sacrifices his son 
or daughter in the fire, who practices divination or sorcery, interprets omens, engages in 
witchcraft or casts spells, or who is a medium or spiritist or who consults the dead.  Anyone who 
does these things is detestable to the Lord, and because of these detestable practices the Lord 
your God will drive out those nations before you.  You must be blameless before the Lord your 
God.  The nations you will dispossess listen to those who practice sorcery or divination.  But as 
for you, the Lord your God has not permitted you to do so.” 
 
1 Samuel 15:23 “For rebellion is as the sin of witchcraft and stubbornness is as iniquity 
(wickedness) and idolatry.” 
 
Galatians 5:19-21 “Now the works of the flesh are evident, which are adultery, fornication, 
uncleanness, licentiousness, idolatry, sorcery, hatred, contentions, jealousies, outbursts of wrath, 
selfish ambitions, dissensions, heresies, envy, murders, drunkenness, revelries, and the like of 
which I tell you beforehand, just as I also told you in time past, that those who practice such 
things will not inherit the kingdom of God.” 
 

BEHAVIOR EXHIBITED 
 

Have you or anyone in your family experienced any of the following? 
 
 Fascination with the supernatural 
 Unusual mystical experience 
 Hearing voices 
 Imaginary friends 
 Communication with the dead, especially loved ones 
 Feeling invisible presences 
 Dabbling with the occult or witchcraft 
 Desire for power and supernatural knowledge 
 Desire for control 
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 Need to manipulate people and situations 
 Rebellion, disobedience 
 Resistance to authority 
 Confusion 
 Insomnia and sleeplessness 
 Nightmares 
 Destructiveness 
 Self-destructiveness 

 
Read out loud: 
 
The occult, fortune telling, horoscopes, astrology, palm reading, tarot cards, pendulums, tea 
leaves, crystals, fetishes, charms, psychic readings, Ouija boards, table tipping, levitation, 
séances. 
 
Clairvoyance, ESP, “third eye,” mental telepathy, meditations, mantras, chanting, channeling, 
spirit guides, familiar spirits, communication with the dead, out of body experiences, astral 
projection, automatic handwriting, metaphysics. 
 
Mysticism, spiritism, Native American / Alaskan / Hawaiian rituals and ceremonies, worship of 
ancestral spirits, belief in reincarnation, idolatry, consulting with witch doctors, Shamanism, 
Santeria, psychic healers, New Age doctrine. 
 
Magic, white magic, voodoo, treeters, sorcery, Satan worship, doctrines taught by demons, water 
witching, casting spells, incantations, and divination, cursing, hexes, vexes, vows, oaths, 
covenants, blood covenants, sacrifices, blood sacrifices, animal sacrifices, and human sacrifices. 
 
The flesh:  Rebellion, deception, manipulation, intimidation, control, domination. 
 
Charismatic witchcraft:  Counterfeiting spiritual authority by using a spirit other than the Holy 
Spirit to control or manipulate others . 
 
 Use of gifts to manipulate: 

- Prophecies 
- Visions / dreams 
- Leader for control 

 
False religions:  New Age, Hinduism, Islam, all Eastern religions, Catholic Church, Virgin Mary 
worship (Mariology), and bowing down to and praying to all statues and saints. 
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PRAYER 
 
Say this prayer exactly as I say it.  No deviation in order to be effective. 
 
Heavenly Father, I repent and renounce any known or unknown participation in witchcraft.  
Lord, with a conscious act of my will, I repent of any involvement with or dabbling in fortune 
telling, horoscopes, astrology, palm reading, tarot cards, pendulums, tea leaves, crystals, fetishes, 
charms, psychic reading, Ouija boards, table tipping, levitation, séances. 
 
I repent and renounce any participation in clairvoyance, ESP, “third eye,” mental telepathy, 
meditation, mantras, chanting, channeling, the use of spirit guides, familiar spirits, 
communication with the dead, out of body experiences, astral projection, automatic handwriting, 
and metaphysics. 
 
I repent and renounce any for both my own or my ancestors involvement in mysticism, spiritism, 
Native American / Alaskan / Hawaiian rituals and ceremonies, worship of ancestral spirits, belief 
in reincarnation, idolatry, consulting with witch doctors, Shamanism, Santeria, psychic healing, 
and New Age doctrine. 
 
I repent and renounce of the use of magic, white magic, black magic, voodoo, sorcery, or any 
involvement with Wicca, Satan worship, or doctrines taught by demons.  I repent and renounce 
for participation in water witching, casting spells, incantations, and divination, cursing, hexes, 
vexes, vows, oath, covenants, blood covenants, sacrifices, blood sacrifices, animal sacrifices, and 
human sacrifices. 
 
I repent and renounce any known or unknown rebellion, deception, manipulation, intimidation, 
desire to control, or desire to dominate.  I repent and renounce any place I have counterfeited 
spiritual authority by using a spirit other than the Holy Spirit to control or manipulate others 
(charismatic witchcraft). 
 
I repent and renounce for my ancestors and any involvement they had in rebellion, iniquity, 
witchcraft or Satanism.  I repent and renounce all New Age doctrine, Hinduism, Islam, all 
Eastern religions, the Roman Catholic Church, Virgin Mary worship (Mariology) and bowing 
down to and praying to all statues and saints. 
 
 

RENOUNCE 
 

I renounce the Spirit of Witchcraft in all its forms.  I renounce rebellion, manipulation and 
control.  I cancel all agreements, known or unknown that I have made with these spirits. 
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BREAK 
 

I break every hex, every curse, every vow, every covenant and blood covenant, and every 
agreement that I have made or anyone in my family has made with the Spirit of Witchcraft.  I 
break every spell, every ceremony, every ritual, every sacrifice or blood sacrifice that has given 
this spirit power in my life.  I break every soul tie and every generational tie. 
 
I declare the blood of Jesus cleanses me from all sin and that the yoke of bondage is destroyed 
because of the anointing oil.  I receive my freedom this day in the mighty name of Jesus Christ, 
the True Son of the Living God. 
 
 

(Remove spirits at this level that Holy Spirit revealed) 
 
 

BLESS 
 

I choose to walk in submission and purity.  I receive the robes of righteousness today. Isaiah 
61:10 – “I will greatly rejoice in the Lord, my soul shall be joyful in my God, for He has covered 
me with the robe of righteousness, as a bridegroom decks himself with ornaments, and as a bride 
adorns herself with jewels.”  In Jesus’ Name.  Amen. 
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SPIRITUAL VICTORY PRAYER 
 
 

Dear Heavenly Father, I praise You that I am united with the Lord Jesus Christ in all of His life 

and work.  By faith I desire to enter into the victory of the incarnation of my Lord today.  I invite 

Him to live His victory in me.  Thank you, Lord Jesus Christ that you experienced all 

temptations that I experience and yet never sinned. 

 

I enter by faith into the mighty work of the crucifixion of my Lord.  Thank you, dear Father that 

through Jesus’ blood there is moment-by-moment cleansing from sin, permitting me to 

fellowship with You.  Thank You that the work of the Cross brings Satan’s work to nothing. 

 

I enter by faith into the full power and authority of my Lord’s resurrection.  I desire to walk in 

the newness of life that is mine through my Lord’s resurrection.  Lead me into a deeper 

understanding of the power of the Resurrection. 

 

By faith I enter into my union with the Lord Jesus Christ in His ascension.  I rejoice that my 

Lord displayed openly His victory over all powers as He ascended into glory through the very 

realm of the prince of power of the air. 

 

I enter into my victory aggressively and claim my place as more than a conqueror through Him 

who loves me.  I offer up this prayer in the name of the Lord Jesus with thanksgiving.  Amen. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By Mark Bubeck 
  



TAKING RESPONSIBILITY PRAYER 
 
 

I will take responsibility for my life.  MY life is MY life.  MY stuff is MY stuff. 

 

“Heavenly Father, You have given me the gift of life.  My life is a trust from you.  You have 

given me a spirit to hear your voice.  You have given me a will to choose what I desire for my 

life.  I confess that I have sinned by blaming other people for my decisions and using my 

circumstances as excuses to disobey Your Word.  I repent.  I change my mind.  I take back any 

control over my life that I have given to other people.  I take full responsibility for my own life.  

My life is my life.  My stuff is my stuff.  I am responsible for where I am and what I am doing at 

this point in my life.  I choose to function as the fully responsible adult that you have created me 

to be.  Forgive me for trying to control other people’s lives.  Their life is their life.  They stand or 

fall before You.  I confess that my seeking to control others is manipulation and witchcraft and is 

an expression of pride in my own heart.  I turn from that sinful pattern.  I have tried to be God to 

them.  I release them to you, the only True God.  I take my hands off them.  I trust you to work in 

them as you work in me.  I thank You that all these ungodly reactions to life were nailed to the 

cross with Jesus.  I am a new creation in Christ and I ask that you, Holy Spirit, tear down all the 

strongholds in my mind and emotions that have held these ungodly patterns in place.  I ask this 

in the name of Jesus.  Amen. 

 
  



TRAINING WHEELS PRAYER TO DISRUPT SATAN 
 
 

In the name of Jesus Christ, I bind   ‘s body, soul and spirit to the will and purposes of 

God for his/her life.  I bind   ‘s mind, will and emotions to the will of God.  I bind 

him/her to the truth and to the blood of Jesus.  I bind his/her mind to the mind of Christ, that the 

very thoughts, feelings and purposes of His heart would be within his/her thoughts. 

 

I bind    ‘s feet to the paths of righteousness that his/her steps would be steady and 

sure.  I bind him/her to the work of the cross with all of its mercy, grace, love, forgiveness and 

dying to self. 

 

I loose every old, wrong, ungodly pattern of thinking, attitude, idea, desire, belief, motivation, 

habit and behavior from him/her.  I tear down, crush, smash and destroy every stronghold 

associated with these things.  I loose any stronghold in his/her life that has been justifying and 

protecting hard feelings against anyone.  I loose the strongholds of unforgiveness, fear and 

distrust from him/her. 

 

I loose the power and effects of deceptions and lies from him/her.  I loose the confusion and 

blindness of the god of this world from   ‘s mind that has kept him/her from seeing 

the light of the gospel of Jesus Christ.  I call forth every precious word of Scripture that has ever 

entered into his/her mind and heart that it would rise up in power within him/her. 

 

In the name of Jesus, I loose the power and effects of any harsh or hard words (word curses) 

spoken to, about or by   .  I loose all generational bondages and associated 

strongholds from   .  I loose all effects and bondages from him/her that may have been 

caused by mistakes I have made.  Father, in the name of Jesus, I crush, smash and destroy 

generational bondages of any kind from mistakes made at any point between generations.  I 

destroy them right here, right now.  They will not bind and curse any more members of this 

family. 
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I bind the strong man, Satan, that I may spoil his house, taking back every material and spiritual 

possession he has wrongfully taken from   .  I loose the enemy’s influence over every 

part of his/her body, soul and spirit.  I loose, crush, smash and destroy every evil device he may 

try to bring into his/her sphere of influence during this day. 

 

I bind and loose these things in Jesus’ name.  He has given me the keys and the authority to do 

so.  Thank You, Lord, for the truth.  Amen. 
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WARFARE PRAYER FOR THE ENSLAVED 
 
 

Date began praying:              
 
Name the person you are burdened for:           
 
Direction No. 1 – Pray toward the person 
 
Condition No. 1 – Their bondages – things they do or do not do that is not in line with God’s 
Word. 
 
Addictions:               
 
Relationships:              
 
Fears:                
 
Negative emotions (such as jealousy, anger, pride, self-pity, depression, guilt, un-forgiveness)  
 
              
 
              
 
Prayer:  Father, I know it is not your will for ________________ to be in bondage to Satan.  So, 
by the authority given to me as your child, in Jesus name, I ask that you to set _____________ 
free from (name the bondages you’ve identified).  I pray that he/she will be free to choose your 
way instead of being forced to go Satan’s way.  Thank you, Lord. 
 
Condition No. 2 – Wake him/her up Lord.  I pray you will wake up _____________ and show 
him/her their true condition.  Show him/her exactly where he/she is in life and rescue him/her 
from the influence of the evil one. 
 
Condition No. 3 – Energize them Father.  I pray that you will cancel the energy that Satan has 
filled ________________ with and replace it with your energy.  Give _________ a desire for the 
things of you and not the world.  Restore the things Satan has robbed __________ of.  Draw 
him/her to your activities and draw him/her away from worldly activities.   
 
Condition No. 4 – Blindness.  Father open _______________ eyes and let him/her see you and 
your truth.  He/she have been blinded by the devil and cannot see the wonders of your glory.  
Please remove his/her blinders so he/she can comprehend who Jesus is and what He did for 
them. 
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Direction No. 2 – Pray toward Satan 
 
Strongholds: Ask God to help you identify the lies of Satan that ___________ is believing.  Ask 
God to show you what Satan has convinced this person that they will have to change or give up 
if they become a Christian.  Example – Stop partying or quit smoking.  Also write down lies they 
believe about themselves such as “I’m no good” or “I always fail” or “I’ve been too bad for God 
to love me”.  
 
Lies believed:            
 
Prayer:  Lord by the authority given to me by the Lord Jesus Christ and in His name, I pull 
down the strongholds of            
 
              
 
in _________________ life. I break the power of these lies and demand that this area be 
cleansed of these lies and these strongholds never to return again.  I ask you Lord to fill these 
areas with your truth instead.   
 
In the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the authority given me as a man or woman of God, I 
loosen ___________ from the power of these strongholds and bind Satan’s power in 
____________ life so that he/she may walk from darkness into the light of Christ. 
 
Insert truth here (example:  in place of the lie that “I’m a failure” you might pray for God to let 
the person know how much He loves them). 
 
 Truths for ____________:              
 
Direction No.3 – Send a Saint  
 
Prayer:  Lord, I ask you to send a Christian into the life of     .  Let  
 
_______________________ see your love Father and be drawn to you by that person. 
 
Direction No. 4 – Release them to God 
 
Now Lord, I ask that you do a mighty work in _______________ life and draw him/her to your 
salvation.  I know that it is your will that everyone be saved and I claim that promise for 
___________________.  I give __________________ to you now Lord and wait expectantly to 
see you do a work that only you can do in their life. 
 
Thank you, Lord for my own salvation.  It is in the name of Jesus I pray.  Amen. 
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